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Summary

Summary
This report describes my graduation work which I performed at Vodafone in the Netherlands,
Maastricht. The project was under supervision ofIng. A.B.P. Jongen and R. Crutzen of the
section Customer Data Solutions (CDS), which is part ofVodafone's Network/IT department.
At the Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e), Prof.ir. A.MJ. Koonen and Ir. 1.J.B.
Kwaaitaal of the section Telecommunication Technology and Electromagnetism at the faculty
of Electrical Engineering supervised my graduation project. The assignment was to
investigate how Vodafone's General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) network can be combined
with new access technologies, like Wireless LAN (WLAN) and later the Universal Mobile
Telecommunication System (UMTS) network. Points of special interest were the possibility
of seamless handoffs and aspects regarding Authentication, Authorization and Accounting
(AAA). The intention was to give a demonstration at the end.

A literature study pointed out that the right technology to use is Mobile IP. With this
technology it is possible to make seamless handoffs at the IP layer (network layer) and
maintain IP connectivity. Mobile IP is specified as an open standard by the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF), which has developed many extensions regarding security
issues and problems with some specific network implementations. I studied many of these
additional specifications and drafts, in order to give a detailed recommendation how
Vodafone NL could implemented Mobile IP into their network. Especially the possibility to
use the conventional AAA Internet infrastructure and the Subscriber Identity Module (SIM)
with the GSM authentication infrastructure for creating security associations is very valuable.
Furthermore, I created my own Mobile IP home network at the TU/e. In Maastricht I had
several access technologies, such as WLAJ\l, GPRS and Ethernet, which could be used as
visited networks to demonstrate the seamless handoffhandled by Mobile IP. I wrote a script
that uses the Mobile IP software to make handoffs. This script contains an algorithm to
choose the preferred interface to use.

The power of Mobile IP is that it is independent ofthe lower layer access technologies, such
as GPRS, WLAN and UMTS. It enables higher layer protocols to maintain their session
during a handoff, which results in a high quality mobility. Furthermore, the demonstration
with the intelligent handoff algorithm proved the success of Mobile IP.

Tom van Sebille
© 22nd October 2002
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Introduction

Introduction
This report describes the research activities performed by T.e. van Sebille for his master's
degree at the faculty of Electrical Engineering of the Eindhoven University of Technology
(TU/e). The assignment was formulated by Vodafone in the Netherlands (Vodafone NL).
Vodafone is one of the leading mobile network operators in the Netherlands and has more
than 3 million subscribers. It is part of the worldwide Vodafone Group, which has over 103
million subscribers in 28 countries. The graduation project was performed at the department
ofNetwork/lT, Technology Development, section Customer Data Solutions ofVodafone NL
in Maastricht.

The focus of the research was aimed at seamless handoffs 1 and Authentication, Authorization,
and Accounting (AAA) issues. Handoff procedures can be divided in the following
categories.
• With respect to the initiating device:

o Mobile Assisted HandOff (MAHO), like in GSM;
o Mobile Controlled HandOff (MCHO);
o Network Controlled HandOff (NCHO).

• With respect to the protocol layer:
o Inter-system or inter-tech handover:

This is a layer 3 handover between different networks, which results in macro
mobility;

o Intra-system handover:
This is a layer 2 handover between different cells of the same network, which
results in micro mobility.

More information can be found in [1,2].

After studying some IEEE articles [3, 4], it became clear that Mobile IP was the major
technology to enable layer 3 (IP) inter-system handoffs in hybrid networks. The power of
Mobile IP is that it is independent oflower layer access technologies. It was decided to
concentrate on this technology and build a demonstration set-up if possible. The demo should
provide an increased feeling about the possibilities of Mobile IP. The original assignment and
an extension are given in Appendix J.

In Chapter 1 the Mobile IP principles and specifications are discussed. It also handles some
interesting additions, of which most are still in development. Chapter 2 discusses the
demonstration set-up. Also an intelligent handoff script is discussed. Finally Chapter 3 gives
the conclusions and recommendations for Vodafone NL. The appendices give much extra
information, like all configuration files of the demo and some test scenarios.

I The terms handoff and handover are both used for the same concept.
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Chapter 1 Mobile IP (v4)

Chapter 1 Mobile IP (v4)

1.1 Introduction

In the early 90s the Internet Engineering Task Force (lETF2
) started a new Working Group

"IP Routing for Wireless/Mobile Hosts (Mobile IP),,3 in the Internet Area, which was going to
develop a mechanism which makes it possible for mobile users to always have the same IP
address, wherever they are attached to the Internet: IP mobility. The purpose was that mobile
users could roam between various networks while staying online and being able to maintain
their IP connectivity. The various networks could be based on different access technologies,
so the mechanism had to be independent of the underlying link layer technology.

higher layers + application

rep I UDP

(Mobile) IP

JL lr l~r
L2 L2 L2

L1 L1 L1

WLAN GPRS LAN

Figure 1-1 Protocol stack ofa mobile user with three inteifaces

In October 1996 the first RFC 2002 "IP Mobility Support" [5] was published that presented a
new protocol, called Mobile IP for IPv4, which actually is an extension to the regular IP
protocol, see Figure 1-1. In January 2002 RFC 3220 "IP Mobility Support for IPv4" [6, 7]
obsoleted RFC 2002. The status ofRFC 3220 is "Proposed Standard", which means that it has
entered the process to become an "Internet Standard", but still is immature and may possibly
evolve further. Parallel to this, the Working Group is working out some specific problems
they came across. Recommended solutions are published in drafts which can be found on
their website. Some ofthese problems will be discussed later in this chapter.

For IPv6 the working group has developed a similar mechanism, which was published as a
draft "Mobility Support inIPv6" [8]. The main difference is that here it will be integrated in
the IPv6 standard, while for IPv4 the mobility support is considered as optional. The mobile
user needs specific client software to use Mobile IP.

The need for mobility support can be found in services that Internet users want to exploit
when they are roaming on different networks. If you are downloading a large file or
watching/listening to a media stream, you would not like the session to be disrupted when
you're moving between different (sub)networks. The same holds for a Voice-over-IP (VoIP)
session: you do not want to set up your call again every time you change (sub)network.

2 IETF: http://www.ietforg
3 Mobile IP Working Group: http://www.ietforglhtml.charters/mobileip-charter.html
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Chapter I Mobile IP (v4)

Another example is a mobile node that acts as a server which always has to be addressable at
the same IP address for its clients. So, in general the use can be split up in two primitives:

I. availability (mobile servers must be addressable at a never-changing IP address)
2. continuity (maintain IP connectivity while changing point of attachment)

Especially for users with wireless interfaces, this results in an improved mobility.

Mobile IP is a macro mobility solution. It can handle IP handoffs between different access
technologies or between different layer 3 (sub)networks. It is not suited for layer 2 cell
handovers, which is called micro mobility.

This chapter describes the Mobile IP protocol according to RFC 3220. First a global
description will be given in section 1.2 following two example cases. Then section 1.3 will
explain some specific aspects in more detail. Finally, a few extra drafts, which handle specific
problems, will be discussed in section 1.4. Security and network architectural issues are
emphasized.

Public version 7 l UI 'Kh""h.e unlwrsltelt
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1.2 Mobile IP Mechanism

Chapter I Mobile IP (v4)

In IP networks, routing is based on stationary IP addresses. A node on a network is routable
with normal IP routing by the IP address it is assigned on the network. The IP address is built
up of two parts: the network number (or network prefix) and the host number (or local
address). IP packets sent from node A to node B on a different network are routed towards the
correct network based on the network number, which is the first part of the IP address. When
a packet arrives at the network of node B, it is routed towards node B based on the host
number, the last part ofthe IP address.

When node B is traveling and connected to the Internet via a different network than its home
network, it may get an IP address, which is different from its Home Address. Mobile IP is the
mechanism that enables other nodes to reach node B by its original home IP address of node
B. Furthermore, with Mobile IP node B can use its original home IP address as source
address. So Mobile IP provides transparent IP routing for mobile nodes, independent of their
point of attachment to the Internet.

Conform RFC 3220, some definitions are given below, among which are the three principal
components of Mobile IP: Home Agent, Foreign Agent and Mobile Node.
• Mobile Node:

The Mobile Node (MN) is the node (i.e. host or router) that roams between different
networks and is able to use the same IP address. The MN may change its point of
attachment to the Internet, without changing its constant IP address, called Home Address.

• Home Network:
The Home Network (HN) of an MN is the network to which IP packets with the Home
Address as destination are routed using normal IP routing.

• Home Address:
The Home Address of an MN is a constant IP address assigned to the MN. It remains
unchanged and belongs to the (sub)network of the HN. The MN will always use this
address as source address, even when it is roaming.

• Home Agent:
The Home Agent (HA) of an NIN is a router4 on the HN. It captures IP datagrams destined
for the MN and tunnels them towards the MN when the MN is away from the HN.
Furthermore, the HA performs some authentication and administration functions.

• Correspondent Node:
A Correspondent Node (CN) is an arbitrary node with which the MN is communicating.

• Foreign Network:
A Foreign Network (FN) is a network other than the HN of the MN.

• Foreign Agent:
A Foreign Agent (FA) is a router5 on an FN which provides routing services for registered
MNs. The FA detunnels IP datagrams received from HAs and delivers them to the
registered MNs. Furthermore, the FA performs authentication and administrative
functions for MNs. It serves as default router for MNs. An FN does not necessarily need
an FA to allow MIP operation.

4 In some implementations the HA can also be a host on the HN.
5 Here, the term router is related to the mobile nodes that are registered to this FA, i.e.: the FA will serve as
default router at least for registered mobile nodes. In some implementations the FA can also be a host on the FN.
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Chapter 1 Mobile IP (v4)

• Mobility Agent:
A Mobility Agent is a generic tenn for a Home Agent or a Foreign Agent.

• Care-of Address:
The Care-of Address (COA) is the IP address to which the HA tunnels datagrams destined
for an MN. This tunnel tennination point can either be an FA with which the involved
MN is registered or the MN itself, when no FA is available. In the last case, the COA is
called a co-located COA. It is the (temporary) IP address which was assigned to the MN
on the visiting FN, for example by DHCP. Then, the MN will detunnel the encapsulated
datagrams itself.

• Mobility binding:
The association of a Home Address, a COA and the remaining registration lifetime of an
MN. Mobility bindings are stored in a registration table at the HA.

These definitions already give away a lot about the Mobile IP mechanism. In order to explain
the Mobile IP mechanism roughly, two typical cases are worked out below. The [P addresses
used in these cases are fictive and purely illustrative.

Case 1: Foreign Agent Care-Of Address

Case 1 describes an example of a standard configuration using an HA and an FA. The HN
(1.2.3.0/24) is connected to the Internet via a router (the HA, 1.2.3.1), see Figure 1-2. The
MN's fixed Home IP Address is 1.2.3.50.

The NIN detennines that it is at its HN by the reception of a specific message from its own
HA: a Home Agent Advertisement. In general, HA Advertisements are sent by HAs and
contain the IP address of the Home Agent, a lifetime, and of course MIP parameters about the
services and capabilities of the HA. When an MN is at its HN, it can use nonnal IP routing
and its own Home Address. In this case, the HA is implemented on the default router
(gateway) ofthe HN.

Mobile Node

1.2.3.0/24

Figure 1-2 Casel home situation

Suppose the MN is roaming and at some point attaches to FN 4.5.0.0/16, as shown in Figure
1-3. The MN detects its movement by the expiration of the advertisement lifetime6 of the

6 Here the lifetime of the TeMP message body is meant and not the registration lifetime of the Mobility
Extension.
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Chapter 1 Mobile IP (v4)

agent it was listening to without having received a new advertisement from the same agent.
Another movement detection algorithm is based on differences in network prefixes.

The MN may try to get an IP address, for example by means ofDHCP. But in general,
success cannot be guaranteed. In this example case, suppose that the MN will not receive an
IP address by DHCP, because its link layer MAC address is unknown at the DHCP server.

The MN discovers the availability of an FA by receiving a Foreign Agent Advertisement
message, which presents one or more CGAs to the NIN. The CGA does not have to be
identical to the source address of the FA Advertisement message. For example, in case 1, the
FA sends the FA Advertisement from the interface with IP address 4.5.0.1, but could present
11.22.0.9 as its CGA.

Mobile Node

4.5.0.0/16

Figure 1-3 Case 1foreign situation

1.2.3.0/24

Now the MN knows the FA and the CGA it may use. The next step is to register itself with
the FA and HA. This registration is necessary to create a mobility binding in the HA which is
used for controlling the tunneC between HA and CGA that is to be set up and maintained. The
tunnel will be used for redirecting IP packets destined for the MN. In order to maintain the
tunnel, this mobility binding has to be renewed or updated before the registration lifetime has
expired. The MIP registration process uses the request-reply model. If an MN is registering
via an FA, the FA will process the Registration Request message and then forward it to the
HA. The HA replies to the FA, which will process this Registration Reply message again
before relaying it back to the MN. All registration messages are authenticated (signed) to
protect them against unwanted intervention and abuse.

Case 1 makes use of an FA, so the MN must register itself via the FA with its HA. The
parameters for the mobility binding are exchanged during the registration. The MN send a
Registration Request to the HA via the FA. After a successful registration, the HA will send a
Registration Reply to the FA. This Registration Reply will arrive at the MN after being
processed and relayed by the FA. Now the HA (1.2.3.1) will set up a tunnel to the CGA, in
this case the external interface of the FA (11.22.0.9), see Figure 1-4.

7 The concept of tunneling will be discussed in section 1.3.4.
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Chapter I Mobile IF (v4)

Mobile Node

6.7.8.100
Correspondent Node

Figure 1-4 Case 1 routing scheme

The arrows in this figure show an example of how IP packets will be routed between an CN
(6.7.8.100) and the NIN. The grey arrows represent the packets sent from CN to MN, the
black dotted arrows from MN to CN. The CN uses the MJ'J's Home Address (1.2.3.50) to
send IP packets to. These packets are routed towards the HN of the MN, based on the network
number 1.2.3.0. At the HN the HA captures the packets and tunnels them towards the COA,
thus towards the FA. The FA decapsulates the tunneled packets and puts them on the link of
the MN. In this way the MN can receive the IP packets sent to its Home Address, while being
attached on an FN.
Packets from MN to CN can use the normal IP routing. The MN uses the IP address of the CN
(6.7.8.100) to send packets to. It places its Home Address 1.2.3.50 as source address in the IP
packets, which in fact is topologically incorrect. The FA will serve as default router/gateway
for the MN.
This way of routing is called triangular routing. The path from CN to MN via the tunnel is
different than the path from MN to CN. Together it forms a triangle.

Case 2: Co-located Care-Of Address

Case 2 is a standard example not using an FA. Suppose that the MN attaches to FN 2.2.2.0/24,
as shown in Figure 1-5. This FN does not have an FA installed, so here the MN will not
receive any FA Advertisements. In this example, the MN receives an IP address (2.2.2.75) via
DHCP.
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Mobile Node

2.2.2.0/24

Figure 1-5 Case 2 foreign situation

Chapter 1 Mobile IP (v4)

1.2.3.0/24

The MN can use this address as COA. 'Because it is assigned to an interface ofthe MN itself,
it is called a co-located Care-of Address. The MN registers itself directly with its HA (1.2.3.1)
in order to create a mobility binding. The HA can now set up a tunnel to the COA, which
actually is the MN in this case. This situation is depicted in Figure 1-6.

Mobile Node

___r' 6.7.8.100
Correspondent Node

Figure 1-6 Case 2 routing scheme

Again, the arrows in the figure show a routing example. It is almost the same situation as in
Case 1, but now the tunnel ends at the MN, which detunnels the packets itself. The MN thus
can be reached by two IP addresses: 1.2.3.50 is used for data through the tunnel and 2.2.2.75
is used for MIP registration. The last one is the endpoint of the tunnel.

Public version 12 lUI '''"''Kh.e ulllversttelt
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1.3 Mobile IP Details

Chapter I Mobile IP (v4)

This section describes some Mobile IP features that either are important to understand the
basics or that are interesting for network architecture designers. The Mobile IP registration
process is described, including the security aspects. Furthermore, agent advertisement, agent
solicitation and tunneling will be discussed. The purpose of this section is to give a deeper
functional overview of Mobile IP, with some essential and major details. Not all details nor
the complete message formats are discussed. The interested reader can study the entire
specification in [6, 7].

1.3.1 Agent Advertisements and Solicitations

For Mobile IP there are defined several specific messages. These messages are used for two
main goals:
• Discovery of the Mobility Agents and their services;
• Registration of MNs to their respective HAs.
This section discusses some details about messages of the first bullet. The next section deals
with the registration messages.

In the example cases it already was mentioned that HAs and FAs use specific messages to
announce their presence, MIP requirements and capabilities to all nodes on a link. These
messages are the Agent Advertisements. An HA sends Home Agent Advertisements, an FA
Foreign Agent Advertisements.
The Mobility Agent uses broadcasting to send the messages. They send the Advertisements
only on the links they serve. Normally the Advertisements are sent at some regular interval,
but this is not required. Therefore, an Agent Advertisement may be requested by a so-called
Agent Solicitation. When an MN broadcasts an Agent Solicitation message on a link, all
available Mobility Agents on that link must reply with an Agent Advertisement. In this case
the Advertisements should be sent directly to the requesting NIN, thus not via broadcasting.

An Agent Advertisement message is composed of a Mobility Agent Advertisement extension
added to a Router Advertisement message. The Router Advertisement message is defined in
the ICMP Router Discovery Protocol (IRDP) [9, 10].
An Agent Solicitation message is identical to an ICMP Router Solicitation message with the
TTL field set to 1. So it only is valid on the subnet it was sent.

A Mobility Agent Advertisement extension contains information about the services of the
Mobility Agent. It announces whether the sending Mobility Agent serves as FA, HA or both.
It informs the MNs about its services, the tunneling modes it supports, and in case of FA
functionality, it advertises one or more COAs8

. Agent Advertisements are not authenticated or
encrypted.
A Mobility Agent Solicitation message does not contain any specific Mobile IP parameters.

8 Of course, an MN only uses one eOA. It must try to use the first one advertised. Otherwise, it may try the other
advertised eOAs.
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Chapter 1 Mobile IP (v4)

"I"

1.3.2 Registration Messages

When an MN is roaming on a Foreign Network, Mobile IP uses a tunnel to redirect the IP
packets destined for the MN. This tunnel is set up and controlled by the MN and HA, in
conjunction with the optionally FA. The control information is exchanged in Registration
messages. This control information creates the mobility bindings at the HAs and entries in the
registration tables of the FAs.

MIP uses the UDP protocol for the MIP registration messages. Well-known port number 434
has been assigned for this purpose at the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA9

). The
Registration Requests and Registration Replies are constructed by adding one or more
extensions to a standard fixed portion, see Figure 1-7.

Figure 1-7 Fixed portion ofRegistration Request and Registration Reply message

The fixed portion of the Registration Request and Registration Reply only differs in one byte
and one field. The fixed portion always includes
• the Home Address of the MN to identify the MN IO

;

• the IP address ofthe HA to identify the HA;
• a eGA to inform the HA about the tunnel endpoint;
• and an identification field to identify the registration instance; it is used to match the

Registration Request with the Registration Reply.
In the differing byte, the Registration Request includes some fields in which the MN can
request specific MIP services. In the Registration Reply this byte is filled with a reply code of
the HA, which informs the MN about the status of its registration. In this way the NIJ'l" can
verify whether the registration has been accepted and take an adequate action if an error code
was returned.
If the MN is not configured with its Home Address, it may use the all-zeroes address
(0.0.0.0). In section 1.4.1, it is discussed how an MN may use a Network Access Identifier
(NAI) extension to identify itself to its HA in order to receive a Home Address.

In RFC 3220 the only extensions defined are authentication extensions, see Figure 1-8. These
extensions secure the message exchange. Each MN has a security association with its HA.

9 lANA: http://www.iana.org; List of registered port numbers: http://www.iana.org/assignments/port-numbers
to The MN has another possibility to identifY itself, as will be discussed in section 1.4.1.
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Chapter 1 Mobile IP (v4)

This association is identified with a 32-bits number, the Security Parameter Index (SPI).
Optionally, an MN may have a security association with an FA and an FA may have a
security association with an HA, all indexed by their respective SPI. The security association
contains a secret, a 128-bits shared key, which is used to calculate a so-called authenticator
from specific fields of the Registration messages. The authenticator is a mathematical
message digest, according the HMAC-MDS II algorithm [11]. This is a kind of signature that
can only be read by the owners ofthe shared key. It must protect the HA and MN against fake
Registration messages from other nodes. An authentication extension contains the SPI to
identify the node and the authenticator. So, it is not the Home Address or the identification
field in the Registration Request, but the SPI that identifies the MN in the authentication
extension.

extension type extension length (I" half of) Security Parameter Index

authenticator

111111111.1111111.111 (:(

Figure 1-8 Authentication extension

There is one other form of attack that the Registration process is protected from: the replay
attack. The identification field in the fixed portion ofthe Registration messages contains a
timestamp or nonce 12 to assure that a Registration message is valid only once. This will
prevent confusion when malicious nodes are repeating old messages.

Every Registration message consists of the fixed portion followed by one or more extensions.
The authentication extensions have to be placed after all other extensions in order to protect
them; the message digest is calculated over the UDP payload including all prior extensions.
The order in which the authentication extensions have to be placed depends on the available
security associations. The next example will clarify this. Figure 1-9 represents a Registration
Request sent from MN to HA via an FA. In this case three security associations are present,
one between MN-HA (MH), an optional one between MN-FA (MF), and an optional one
between FA-HA (FH). Each ofthem has its own shared key to calculate or verify the related
authentication extension.

II HMAC-MD5 = keyed Hashing for Message Authentication: a mechanism for message authentication using
cryptographic hash functions. It calculates a Message Authentication hode. HMAC can be used with any
iterative cryptographic hash function, e.g. MD5 (Message Digest algorithm 5), in combination with a secret
shared key; RFC 2002 also supported the bare MD5 algorithm, which is not considered enough secure anymore.
12 A nonce is a randomly chosen number, different from previous choices.
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Figure 1-9 Authentication extension order

The Registration Request packet is shown twice; once in its composition sent from MN to FA,
and once in its composition sent from FA to HA. When the packet is sent from MN to FA, the
MN computes the MH authenticator over de data pointed out by arrow A, i.e. over the
Registration Request, optional MH extensions and the first part of the MH Authentication
Extension (not over the authenticator itself). The MF authenticator is computed over the data
pointed out by arrow B. When the packet arrives at the FA, the FA removes and verifies the
MF authenticator. If it succeeds, it calculates the FH authenticator over the data pointed out
by arrow C. The FA adds it to the packet, which will be sent to the HA. The HA first removes
and verifies the FH authenticator, after which it removes and verifies the MH authenticator.
The Registration Reply message is analogically authenticated. In this way, the security
associations are independent of each other.
Note that the figure also displays some optional undefined extensions (MH, MF and FH
extensions) to indicate their places.

Not all authentication extensions are required, but there is one that must be present in each
registration message: the MH authentication extension. An FA may request an MF
authentication in case the MN and FA have a security association. The FA can indicate this
request in the FA Advertisement. Furthermore, if an FA-HA security association exists, an FH
authentication extension may be used. The last two optional security associations have been
defined in order to prevent the use of malicious FAs.

1.3.3 Mobile IP Registration

In the previous section the Registration messages and the involved security aspects were
discussed. This section will go into the registration process itself. The purpose of the
registration process is supplying the HA and optionally FA the correct information to start the
tunneling. For the HA this information is stored in a so-called mobility binding. An FA that
serves several IvINs can have registrations to multiple HAs. The FA keeps a visitor list of each
registration, containing an entry for each MN that wants to register with the involved HA.

When an MN registers, it sends a registration request to the FA. After validation ofthe
optional MF authentication extension, the FA creates a pending visitor entry, optionally adds
an FH authentication extension, and forwards the message towards the HA. The pending
visitor entry includes
• the MN's (layer 2,3 and 4) addressing information with respect to the FN;
• the MN's Home Address;
• and the HA address.
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It also contains a requested registration lifetime. When the HA receives the registration
request, it first validates the optionally FH authentication extension. Then it validates the
mandatory MH authentication extension. If these are all valid, the HA creates a mobility
binding for the MN, which includes
• the MN's Home Address;
• its eGA;
• and the remaining registration lifetime.
The HA replies with a Registration Reply sent towards the FA, indicating whether the
registration was successful or why not. If the registration was successful, the FA activates the
corresponding pending entry and forwards the reply to the MN. The reply also is secured with
the authentication extensions. Now the HA can set up the tunnel to the eOA.
In case of a co-located eOA, this Registration process occurs directly between MN and HA.
Figure 1-10 shows the exchange of registration messages and the tunnel set up.

Figure 1-10 Registration Request and Reply

The HA and the FA keep the remaining registration lifetime for each MN. The MN is
responsible for re-registration before the registration lifetime expires in order to maintain the
tunnel. A mobility binding will be deleted after expiration of the lifetime. When an MN
registers with a requested lifetime equal to zero, the mobility binding will be deleted. So in
fact it is deregistration. Deregistration is very useful for an MN that has multiple simultaneous
bindings and wants to delete one or more bindings but retain others. An MN should deregister
all of its bindings when it returns to its Home Network.

Simultaneous Bindings

Mobile IP has a feature that allows the HA to make multiple mobility bindings to different
eOAs at the same time for one MN at its request. An HA that supports this "Simultaneous
Mobility Bindings" option, can forward an IP datagram, destined for the MN, into each tunnel
towards the MN's multiple eOAs. The MN will only process the first packet it receives and
drop the others because those will be considered as duplicate. This may be very useful when
an MN can use multiple points of attachment over different link layer technologies (recall
Figure 1-1) and thus can be in the service area of more than one FA at the same time. The MN
can request a mobility binding over a second interface to set up a tunnel, before the tunnel of
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the first interface is disconnected. The MN may maintain both bindings or delete the first one.
In this way no IP datagrams will be lost during an IP handoff between two different access
technologies. This results in a seamless MN-initiated handoff at the network layer (layer 3). A
seamless handoffby means ofMIP is only possible between different interfaces, so not for
example between two WLAN networks which are accessible via the same WLAN interface.
There is a small restriction, which will be discussed at the end of section 1.3.5.

1.3.4 Tunneling Modes

The previous sections made clear that Mobile IP is an advanced routing mechanism, which in
fact uses dynamic tunneling. Mobile IP supports three tunneling protocols. The basic
tunneling protocol is the "IP within IP encapsulation" [12]. This must be supported by all
HAs and FAs, and also by MNs that support co-located COAs. There are two other optional
tunneling protocols specified: "minimal encapsulation within IP" [13] and "Generic Routing
Encapsulation" (GRE) [14]. An MN may request one ofthese tunneling modes from its HA in
the Registration Request. In case an FA is involved, the MN may only request a different
tunneling mode when the FA advertised that it supports this.

IP within IP encapsulation is a very basic mode of tunneling. IP packets are encapsulated at a
node, called the encapsulator. This is the tunnel entry point. Encapsulation means that an
original IP packet is put into a new IP packet as payload, see Figure 1-11 (the tunneling part is
displayed in the grey box). The IP header ofthe new packet, called the delivery header,
contains the IP address of its decapsulator. This node decapsulates the new IP packet to
retrieve the original IP packet that can be routed towards its original destination. In case of
this tunneling protocol, decapsulation in fact is nothing more than removing the first IP
header. The decapsulator is the endpoint of the tunnel. The purpose of this tunneling is to
deliver the original IP packet to an intermediate node, the decapsulator, which would
otherwise not be selected based on the IP destination address of the original IP header. In
Mobile IP, the encapsulator is the HA, and the decapsulator is the FA or the MN.
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Figure 1-11 Tunneling scheme

Minimal encapsulation is a tunneling mode that is very much similar to IP within IP
encapsulation. The difference is that minimal encapsulation does not encapsulate the full IP
header ofthe original message, because several fields of this header and the new outer header
are duplicated. In this way, header space can be saved, resulting in less overhead.

GRE is a more general tunneling protocol, which inserts an extra GRE header in between the
original packet and the delivery header. GRE is not specifically for encapsulation of IP
packets in an IP packet. It may encapsulate a packet of any protocol X into the payload of any
protocol Y.

In section 1.2, it was already mentioned that the routing mechanism, introduced by Mobile IP,
may result in topologically incorrect routing schemes. This holds for packets sent from MN to
eN, when the MN is roaming on an FN. Mobile lP says the MN must use its Home Address
in the source address field ofthe IP packets it sends. This Home Address does not belong to
the network grefix ofthe FN. Nowadays, border gateways (routers) of an Autonomous
System (AS 3) are equipped with ingress and egress filters. These filters must protect the
network from IP packets with spoofed IP addresses entering or leaving the AS. It just works
as the opposite of routing. When an IP packet crosses the router, the router will use Reverse
Path Forwarding (RPF) to find out whether the source IP address is "legal" or not. This means
that if the link on which the packet arrives is registered as the default path for the source
address of the IP packet, then the packet will be forwarded. Otherwise, the router discards the

13 An Autonomous System is a collection of routers and subnets under a single administrative authority, using a
common Interior Gateway Protocol for routing packets. It is bounded by routers using the Border Gateway
Protocol.
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packet, because it is very likely that the source address was spoofed. This "spoofing filter"
causes that the packets sent by the MN may not arrive at the CN.
In order to solve this problem, Mobile IP implements a feature called reverse tunneling, see
RFC 3024 [15]. Reverse tunneling is not mandatory. An FA and HA notifies the MN about
whether it supports this in their Agent Advertisement. An MN may request reverse tunneling
in the Registration Request. When reverse tunneling is used, a bi-directional tunnel will be set
up that also tunnels packets from CGA to HA. In case of reverse tunneling, the tunnel will not
be set up from the HA to the CGA, but from the CGA towards the HA. The registration
process and tunnel set up is depicted in Figure 1-12.

Figure 1-12 Registration process and tunnel set up using reverse tunneling

There are some more advantages of reverse tunneling, which can be found in RFC 3024 [15].
Figure 1-13 shows the routing scheme of Case 1 of section 1.2 when reverse tunneling is
used. This is also called dog-legged routing.
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Figure 1-13 Reverse tunneling routing scheme

One could question what the difference between "normal tunneling" and Mobile IP is. Why
should not an MN use just a normal tunneling method14 towards the HA without Mobile IP?
There are some substantial differences
With Mobile IP the tunnel is not always bi-directional; reverse tunneling basically is only
used when the uni-directional tunnel results in spoofing problems. Uni-directional tunneling
saves overhead on the packets that do not need to be tunneled from MN to CN, compared to
bi-directional tunneling. It also reduces the load on the links between COA and HA.
Furthermore, in Mobile IP the tunnel end point is not always the MN itself. It can also be an
FA. In case the MN registers via an FA, the most advantageous difference is that the MN does
not need to obtain an IP address (e.g. via DHCP) on the FN. The MN just uses its Home
Address. If several MNs of the same HN register via the same FA, one tunnel will serve all
MNs. This means that only one COA, so one IP address, is needed. In case of co-located
COAs or when the MN is just using a normal tunnel (without Mobile IP), each MN will need
an extra IP address, which forms a demanding load on the short running global set of public
IP addresses.

1.3.5 ARP Issues

Mobile IP defines that the HA intercepts IP packets destined for the MN and tunnels them to
the COA, when the MJ\j is roaming on an FN. In order not to disturb the Address Resolution
Protocol (ARP) [16], the HA may take special actions. ARP is used by nodes on the same link
(e.g. Ethernet) to match the IP addresses with the layer 2 addresses l5

. Ifnode A wants to send
an IP packet to node B on the same link, it initially only knows the destination IP address. The
IP packet is sent in a layer 2 packet labeled with the layer 2 address ofnode B for destination.

14 Think about VPN (Virtual Private Network) solutions.
IS For Ethernet these are the MAC (Medium Access Control) addresses; globally unique 48-bit identifiers.
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So node A has to know the layer 2 address of node B. Node A has an ARP cache in which it
stores a list that matches IP-addresses with layer 2 addresses for each node on the same link.
The entries ofthis table have a short lifetime, about 30 seconds.
Node A may learn the layer 2 address of node B from formerly received IP packets or it may
use ARP: if a node does not know the layer 2 address of a neighbor node (anymore), it may
broadcast an ARP request on the link, which contains the requested IP address. Node B
recognizes its IP address and responds to the requesting node A with an ARP reply to identify
itself. If no answer was received on this ARP request, node A will assume that there is no
node on the link with the requested IP address.

With Mobile IP, the HA has to intercept all packets destined for the roaming MNs. These IP
packets will arrive at the link of the HN according to normal IP routing. But here the HA has
intercept these packets so it can forward them to the COAs. Therefore the HA will respond to
ARP requests on behalf of the MNs. It will reply with its own layer 2 address. In this way all
IP packets destined for roaming MNs will pass the HA. This principle is called proxy ARP.

Another necessary ARP packet is the Gratuitous ARP packet. A Gratuitous ARP packet is
broadcasted on a link to update the entry ofthe sender in the ARP tables of all nodes on that
link. When an MN leaves the HN and registers on an FN, the HA will send a Gratuitous ARP
packet on the HN to update the ARP tables. When an MN returns to its HN, it uses Gratuitous
ARP to update the ARP tables again.

Because of these ARP aspects, the MN is not allowed to use ARP at an interface connected to
its HN and register from a FN at the same time. This would cause two interfaces (one of the
MN and one ofthe HA) to claim the same IP address from the Ethernet point ofview. The
MIP specifications state that the MN should stop responding to ARP requests containing its
Home IP Address before registering from a FN. This means that simultaneous bindings
cannot be used when the HN is involved.

1.4 Specific Mobile IP Problems and Solutions

This section discusses some extra IETF documents from the Mobile IP Working Group,
which may be interesting for a network operator that wants to implement Mobile IP for its
customers.
Some documents are published as drafts, which means that they still are in the development
phase and not officially published, in contrary to RFCs. The IETF reports: "Under no
circumstances should an Internet-Draft be referenced by any paper, report, or Request-for
Proposal, nor should a vendor claim compliance with an Internet-Draft." So, the items
discussed in this section still are subject to change, but are very interesting to keep up with.
Because some drafts already have been removed from the Working Group website, some
drafts are given in Appendix G.

1.4.1 Mobile Node NAI Extension

In section 1.3.2, it was mentioned that there is an option for the NIN to discover its Home
Address when it is not configured with it. The MN then may use the MN NAI I6 extension to
identify itself. It sets the Home Address field of the Registration Request to 0.0.0.0. When the

16 Network Access Identifier, see [17].
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HA has validated the Registration Request containing a Home Address field 0.0.0.0 and an
MN NAI extension, it may assign a Home Address to the MN by starting to use this address
in the Registration Reply. The MN must be able to assign its Home Address after extracting
this information from the Registration Reply.

Besides the common fields, which are not discussed in this document, the MN NAI extension
only contains a field with the MN NAI string. An example of such a NAI string:
Tom_van_Sebille.CDS-WirelessWeb@Vodafone.NL
The MN NAI serves as the unique identifier for the MN, so the MN's Home Address does not
always have to provide that function.

In order to authenticate the NAI extension, this NAI extension must appear in the Registration
Request before the MH authentication extension and the MF authentication extension, if
present. In this way, the FA as well as the HA can validate the NAI. Besides the acquisition of
a Home Address, there are other possibilities that the MN NAI can be used for. For example,
one could think of an FA that may use the NAI contained in the MN NAI extension to
authenticate the MN at an AAA server in order to grant the MN access to the foreign domain.

1.4.2 NAT Traversal

Many private/internal LANs (e.g. office LANs) are connected to external networks (e.g. the
Internet) via a Network Address Translator (NAT) [18]. An NAT allows hosts within a
private network to transparently access hosts in the external network. It is configured with a
block of external addresses for translating addresses of hosts in a private domain as they
originate sessions to the external domain. For packets outbound from the private network, the
source IP address and related fields such as IP, TCP, UDP and ICMP header checksums are
translated. For inbound packets, the destination IP address and the checksums as listed above
are translated. The NAT temporarily maps the private IP address to an external IP address.

In order to extend the flexibility and the number of simultaneous outbound sessions using the
same external address range, a Network Address Port Translator (NAPT) may be used.
Besides the address translation, an NAPT can also translate the layer 4 transport identifiers
(TCP/UDP ports), so it can multiplex several outbound sessions (using multiple internal IP
addresses) to one external IP address on different port numbers. Here the port numbers are
also mapped. Figure 1-14 shows an example with an NAPT that has the public IP addresses
62.140.140.240 through 62.140.140.247 at the external side. A host 192.168.10.25 initiates an
HTTPsession(port 80) to 131.155.2.38 and chooses TCP source port 1025. The packets are
drawn with the IP source (S) and destination (D) addresses and with the TCPIUDP source and
destination port numbers. The NAPT temporarily maps IP address 62.140.140.245 and port
number 3456 to it. Normally, the mapping will be deleted after the TCP session is ended. In
case ofUDP, there is no connection set up and thus no connection end. Therefore, the
mapping will be deleted when no traffic of that UDP "session"l7 has crossed the NAPT for a
specified amount of time.

17 With UDP actually a session is not defined. Here the time that UDP packets can be exchanged over NAT is
meant.
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Figure 1-14 NAPT example

The term NAT often is used when both NAT as well as NAPT is meant and so will this
document do. The advantage ofNAT is that the internal hosts are protected against attacks
from the outside, because inbound traffic is only allowed for a limited time after an outbound
session was initiated. Furthermore, thanks to the multiplexing, the external IP range does not
have to be as large as the number of internal hosts to allow all internal host access to the
external network simultaneously. An NAPT just needs a much smaller block of external IP
addresses. This saves some space on the set of globally unique IP addresses, which is running
short.

A problem arises when an MN is roaming on an FN behind a NAT, while its HA is at the
external side ofthe NAT. Mobile IP has one assumption that does not hold for this situation.
Here, MNs and FAs are not uniquely identifiable by a routable IP address. A tunnel, set up
from the HA to the COA, generally will not be able to pass the NAT. At the time ofwriting
this report, the Working Group has made an Internet-draft [19] about a possible solution,
which will be discussed here. It assumes that communication from behind a NAT to the HA
on UDP port 434 is possible. After all, without this communication the Mobile IP Registration
process would not be possible, not to mention the tunneling for redirecting the IP packets.

The solution is to use another tunneling mode: Mobile IP UDP tunneling. As TCP and UDP
packets may traverse the NAT, the idea is to use a layer 4 tunneling mode. Since MIP uses
UDP port 434 for the registration, it may assume that tunneling is only useful ifthis port can
be used through the NAT. Therefore the proposed tunneling mode is UDP tunneling over port
434 (after all, you need to use a port if you want to use port translation!). The MN must not
change the source port number. So, besides the control information, the data will now be
tunneled through the same UDP "session". This results in IP in UDP, GRE in UDP, and
minimal encapsulation in UDP tunneling. To make sure the mapping in the NAT will not be
deleted, a keepalive packet must be sent when no packets have been sent for a specific period,
called the keepalive interval. It is very likely that reverse tunneling also will be needed.

There are two new registration extensions defined for this purpose: the UDP Tunnel Request
Extension and the UDP Tunnel Reply Extension.
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In case of a co-located CGA, the MN adds the UDP Tunnel Request Extension to its
Registration message (before the NIH authentication extension) to notify the HA that it is
capable of handling MIP UDP tunneling. In case of an FA CGA, the FA adds the UDP
Tunnel Request Extension to its Registration message (before the FH authentication
extension) to notify the HA that it is capable of handling MIP UDP tunneling; the MN does
not know anything about the UDP tunneling then. In both cases the HA may detect that the
MN/FA is behind a firewall because the CGA differs from the IP source address. If the HA
has detected this difference and supports MIP UDP Tunneling, it will reply with an MIP UDP
Tunneling Reply Extension to notify the MN/FA that the it will use MIP UDP tunneling. The
UDP tunnel extensions also exchange the tunneling mode to be used. Figure 1-15 shows a
schematic view of this registration process in case an FA CGA and reverse tunneling is used.
After the registration the tunnel is already set up because it uses the same UDP "session". In
order to keep the UDP tunnel alive through the NAT (i.e. retain the address/port mapping),
the FA sends a keepalive packet to the HA when no traffic has been sent for an UDP
keepalive period.

Figure 1-15 MIP UDP tunnel registration

1.4.3 Dynamic Home Agent Discovery

An MN does not have to be configured with its Home Agent IP address. It may also send a
Registration Request to the Home subnet using subnet-directed broadcasting. The subnet
directed broadcast IP address is formed by using the subnet prefix appended with the all-ones
host number. For Case 1 in section 1.2 this would be 1.2.3.255. HAs will respond to this
Registration Request with a Registration Reply denying registration but containing the correct
HA. After the reception of this Registration Request, the MN can retry to register with the
correct HA IP address. This principle is called dynamic HA discovery. The only thing the MN
has to know is the subnet prefix of its home network.
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1.4.4 Route Optimization

The Working Group has been studying on a solution to optimize the routing. The idea was
that the HA (or MN) notifies the CN about the MN's current COA, so that the CN itself can
tunnel the IP packets directly to the COA. The return was that packets do not have to be
routed to the HA first and then be re-directed into a tunnel towards the COA. Therefore the
CN must maintain a list of Mobility Bindings itself. The Route Optimization draft [20]
defined some new messages, of which the most significant is the Binding Update.

The details of the route optimization draft can be read in [20]. Shortly after draft version 11
updated version 10, it was removed from the website, because of two major issues:
• In order to be able to authenticate the Binding Update messages, a security association

between HAlFAIMN and the CN is required. It is practically unfeasible to create these
security associations with any CN, since an CN can be any node on the world.

• The CN must be MIPv4 aware to handle Binding Update messages, while MIP was
designed to be transparent to CNs. This contradicts.

These issues caused the Route Optimization procedure to stop.

1.4.5 Dynamic Key Distribution

Since the Internet has become an all accepted medium and many people started using it every
day for work and fun, security aspects are of growing importance. In order to be able to track
hacker activities, many Internet Service Providers (ISPs) require authentication of users to
grant the access and give user specific privileges. Protocols are developed that handle this
Authentication, Authorization and Accounting, AAA for short.

Various Internet drafts and RFCs together define a way how Mobile IP and an AAA
infrastructure should interwork. As some of these documents are still drafts, it is discussed
only globally. Draft [21] specifies a mechanism to generate new MIP security associations
during the MIP registration process via an FA. It uses the AAA infrastructure of which the
interworking with MIP is defined in RFC 2977 [22]. The situation is shown schematically in
Figure 1-16.
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Figure 1-16 Interworking between AM infrastructure and Mobile IP

The new MIP security associations to be created are derived from existing AAA security
associations. An AAA security association is similar to an MIP security association; it
contains an SPI and a shared key. The MIP security associations to be derived are those
between MN and FA, and between MN and HA (if it did not already exist).

Draft [21] specifies new MIP extensions, which the MN can use during MIP registration to
request a new MIP security association. These "AAA" extensions are the "MN-FA Key
Request" extension to request a security association between MN and FA, the "MN-HA Key
Request" extension to request a security association between MN and HA, and the "MN-AAA
Authentication" extension to prove the MN identity to the AAA infrastructure. The MN
identifies itself with its Home Address or an NAI.

Figure 1-16 shows the existing security associations that are used to create new ones. The MN
is authenticated based on the AAA security association that it shares with its home authority
AAA server (AAAH). The FA interworks with a local authority AAA server (AAAL): the FA
runs the AAA client that exchanges the AAA information with the AAAL. AAA transport
protocols, e.g. RADIUS 18 or DIAMETER, implement a way to reliably forward AAA
messages between AAA authorities on different domains (networks), for example from an
AAAL (on an FN) to the AAAH (on the HN). For RADIUS this forwarding is called

18 Remote Authentication Dial In User Service [23].
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RADIUS proxy. Based on the Home Address of the MJ\l or on the home domain contained in
its NAI, the AAAL forwards the AAA information to the correct AAAH I9

.

~F-''''''''''''''B''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''::::'~'~ existing AAA security association

to be created MIP security association

Figure 1-17 Message exchange

The message flow for a MN that needs both a new NIN-FA and NIN-HA security association
is presented in Figure 1-17. The MN sends a MIP registration request containing an MN-FA
Key Request, an MN-HA Key Request, and an AAA Authentication extension. The FA
forwards this MIP registration request including the key requests and the AAA authenticator
into the appropriate AAA format towards the AAAL, which in turn will forward the request to
the AAAH of the MN. The existing AAA security associations assure the correct delivery.
The AAAH verifies the information contained in the AAA Authentication extension in order
to authenticate the MN. This is based on the AAA security association between the MN and
its AAAH. Now, the AAAH generates key material which is used to calculate the new MIP
security associations. Via the AAA protocol and the special MIP "AAA" extensions this key
material is distributed to the nodes for which a new security association has to be generated.
Key material for the new MN-FA MIP security association is distributed to the MN and the
FA; key material for the new MN-HA MIP security association is distributed to the MN and
the HA. The MIP Registration Request is forwarded from AAAH to HA along with the key
material. The HA creates a mobility binding for the request and calculates the new MN-HA

19 Note that any AAA server can be an AAAL and/or AAAH, depending on the relation with the MN's home
domain.
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MIP security association from the key material. The MIP Registration Reply is then sent back
to MN via the AAA infrastructure, together with the key material for FA and MN. The FA
calculates the new MN-FA MIP security association based on the key material and in the
same way the MN calculates both MIP security associations. The MN may then authenticate
the MIP message using the new MIP security association. Future MIP registrations can be
sent via the MIP infrastructure suing the new security associations.

The key material is a code of at least 64 bits. It is used as seed in the calculation process to
generate the new shared key, ofwhich Figure 1-18 shows a functional diagram. The new keys
are computed based on the key material and the shared key of the existing AAA security
associations. Besides the key material, also an SPI and a calculation algorithm, such as
HMAC-MD5 [11], is distributed via the AAA infrastructure.

new generated MIP key

Figure 1-18 Key generation function

Basically this is how new MIP keys are generated. It is very useful when an MN attaches to
an FN with an FA that does not already have a security association with the MN. An AAA
security association between the AAAL and the AAAH server is the only required security
association between the FN and the HN. The assumed existing security associations from
which new are derived are shown in Figure 1-16 and Figure 1-170

[25] specifies a similar method to generate new MIP security associations. The article
describes how to use the existing security association between subscriber and mobile network
operator, based on the subscriber's IMSI20 and SIM21

. A MN may identify itself with aNAl
containing the IMSI. Furthermore, it uses a gateway between the internet AAA infrastructure
and the AAA infrastructure of a GSM network. The advantage of this system is that this AAA
infrastructure and many security associations between subscribers and mobile network
operators already exist.

1.4.6 Mobile Network with a Mobile Router

The next step in the process towards all mobility is that routers will be mobile. The concept is
very simple; however, the new possibilities are much greater. It allows mobile networking
without awareness on the mobile network. In principle, hosts on the mobile network will not
notice anything of the mobility. One could think of airplanes, ships, trains with an on-board
LAN that is served by the Mobile Router (MR). Other examples are police cars or ambulances
with LAN connected equipment.

20 IMSI = International Mobile Subscriber Identifier, a globally unique number.
21 SIM = Subscriber Identity Module, the smartcard in a mobile terminal.
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Chapter I Mobile 1P (v4)

With mobile networking, one (or more) interface(s) of the MR will act as MN, see Figure
1-19. In the above examples, the interfaces will most likely be wireless: WLAN, GPRS,
satellite communication.

. .. ' Fixed node on
Mobile Network

Mobile network at home:

Mobile network
when roaming:

................~.

.,' Fixed node on
Mobile Network

e
Home
Agent

Mobile
Router .. '

Foreign
Agent

Home
Agent

Figure 1-19 What is a mobile network?

In order to allow normal IP routing to the fixed hosts on the mobile network via the MR, an
extra bi-directional tunnel from HA to MR is used. Without this MR-HA tunnel, packets
coming from the HA-FA tunnel and destined for nodes on the Mobile Network will not be
routed correctly towards the NIR. The tunnel is set up after the tunnel to the eGA address is
set up and therefore goes through the HA-FA tunnel, as is drawn in Figure 1-20.
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Mobile
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Agent

Figure 1-20 Extra MR-HA tunnel for routing

Home
Agent

There is another solution to provide normal IP routing to the fixed hosts on the mobile
network, but since it is more complex, it will not be discussed here.

The last step in mobility expansion is that the MR or a node on the mobile network acts as an
FA for MNs roaming on the mobile network. This creates various new mobility scenarios.

1.5 Commercial Implementations

A growing part of Internet equipment vendors have implemented Mobile IP software in their
products. Cisco Systems, supplier of most ofVodafone NL's IP equipment, has been
supporting Mobile IP in Cisco IOS™ Software22 Releases 12.0(1)T and beyond. This means
that any Cisco router can be configured as HA and/or FA. Other hardware vendors that
implement MIP support are for example Lucent, Norte!, Motorola, 3Com.

As Mobile IPv4 is not implemented in the IPv4 standard, simply because the mobility support
was added far after the standard was set, a mobile device has to use separate MIP software to
be MIP enabled. For the PC, commercial MIP clients have been developed that work under
MS Windows. Several MN client software packages are available at the time of writing this
report. A small search over the Internet results in the products listed in Table 1-1. With this
software, a mobile device, like a notebook computer, can be always online using LAN,
WLAN, and GPRS for example.

Table 1-1 Available Mobile IP client software

vendor Product website
Lifix Go! httP://www.1 ifix.fi

Birdstep Intelligent Mobile IP http://www.birdstep.com
Greenpacket SONaccess htto://www.areenoacket.com
ipUn plugged Roaming Client http://www.ipunpluaaed.com

Netseal Mobile Private Network Client htto://www. netseal.com

Note that some of the above MIP clients are integrated in more extensive software packs,
which for example also implement VPN solutions.

22 Internetwork Operating System
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Mobile IP is still in development, that is, the basis has been "standardized" in RFCs, but there
are still some problems to overcome. So has the problem to use an IPsec-based VPN in
conjunction with MIP not been standardized yet. Another new feature in MIPv4 is MIP
Proxy, which allows MIP-unaware nodes to be mobile, for example when roaming through a
large WLAN infrastructure. This chapter did not describe all extra features defined by the
Mobile IP Working Group, such as the "hierarchical MIP structure" or the "low latency
handoffs". It also did not mention the Mobile IPv6 specifications.

The main differences between MIPv4 and MIPv6, in favor of MIPv6, will be listed now, in
order to gain a complete overview of the Mobile IP scope at this moment:
• What is known in MIPv4 as "route optimization" is built in as a fundamental part in

MIPv6;
• MIPv6 route optimization can operate securely even without pre-arranged security

associations;
• Support is also integrated into MIPv6 for allowing route optimization to coexist efficiently

with routers that perform "ingress filtering".
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Chapter 2 Mobile IP Demonstration

2.1 Introduction

A part ofthe graduation project was to deliver a demonstration of a Mobile IP
implementation. The demonstration should allow a Mobile Node (MN) to be always
connected to the Internet using the Vodafone NL GPRS network and some WLAN access
points at the Eindhoven University of Technology and Vodafone NL office. Furthermore, the
MN should be able to use wired Ethernet connections. The deliverables were to show
handoffs, if possible seamless. The handoffs should be managed automatically, based on
criteria like availability, bandwidth and costs, or manually, so the user can overrule
connectivity to its preferred interface.

2.2 Software

The Linux23 Operating System was chosen as basis to build the MIP infrastructure for several
reasons. Linux may be used without license fees and is available under the GNU24 General
Public License, which means that its source code is freely distributed and available to the
general public. It is a system in which the user can fine-tune much more than for example in
Microsoft Windows. It is a stable open source system, of which updates are very well spread
over the Internet. One of the most easily accessible Linux distributions is Debian25

. Debian is
(still being) developed by a large open community and still evolving. It is a package based
system; each (set of) package(s) contains the code for a specific piece of software, which can
be downloaded and installed separately. Together it forms the Debian distribution, which is
based on the Linux kernel. The demo systems use Debian version 3.0 (named "Woody") with
Linux kernel 2.4.18.

A search on the Internet resulted in several available Mobile IP stacks that work with Linux.
The names, together with some advantages and disadvantages are listed in Table 2-1. The
choice was made to use HUT Dynamics vO.8.1 Mobile IP, because it is very well
documented, there is an active mailing list, and it will certainly work under Debian with
Linux kernel 2.4.18. An important disadvantage was inherent to this choice: the option of
simultaneous bindings is not supported, so seamless handoffs could not be realized with this
software.

23 Linux is derived from Linus Torvalds (the man that built the first Linux kernel) and UNIX.
24 GNU stands for "GNU's Not Unix", see http://www.gnu.org
25 See http://www.debian.org
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Table 2-1 Available Mobile IP stacks for Linux

stack: pros: cons:

• Works under Linux kernel • No simultaneous bindings
2.4.18 supported

• Includes FA support • "Old": not updated with

Helsinki University of Technology: • Supports MN recent features

Dynamics Mobile IPv426 decapsulation (co-located
COA)

http://www.cs. hut.fi/Research/Dynamics/ • Supports reverse
tunneling

• No kernel modifications
needed

• Very well documented

Stanford University: • Supports MN • Only 2.2.x Linux kernels,

MosquitoNet Mobile IP
decapsulation (co-located supported; needs kernel
COA) modifications

http://mosguitonet.stanford.edu/mip/ • Does not include FA
support

National University of Singapore: • Includes FA support • Works under Linux kernel
NUS MIPv4 for Linux • Supports simultaneous 2.0.34

bindings
http://opensource.nus.edu.sg/projects/m • Supports reverse

obileipl tunneling

2.2.1 HUT Dynamics Overview

HUT Dynamics 0.8.1 contains three essential daemons27
, each for one of the MIP nodes: the

MN daemon dynmnd, the Foreign Agent (FA) daemon dynfad and the Home Agent (HA)
daemon dynhad. The daemons are located on the Debian systems in
/usr / local / sbin/. A daemon can be configured by a configuration (text) file containing
the settings, like with most Debian parts. These files are dynmnd. conf, dynfad. conf,
respectively dynhad. conf, located in /usr / local / etc/. The Dynamics 0.8.1 software
can be installed using the Debian packages, which are specially created for Debian users.
Another option is downloading the source files and compiling it yourself. This last option was
chosen for the demo. While daemons are running, some API commands can be given via the
executables dynmn_tool, dynfa_tool, respectively dynha_tool, also located in
/usr / local / sbin/. On request, these executables also provide status information about
the daemons and thus the MIP situation. To use pre-defined standard MIP configurations, one
can run some simple set-up tools for MN, FA and HA. However, for the demo all settings
were manually edited. Dynamics is supplied with good documentation; it has man pages for
almost every daemon, executable and configuration file.

2.3 Demo Set-Up

The set-up of the demonstration took place in two steps. After the first set-up was
implemented, an error sometimes occurred that was worked around by a change in the set-up.

26 The engineers that created this research software are the people behind Lifh, which was mentioned in Table
I-I.
27 A daemon is a process that runs in the background, doing automated processing.
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The initial set-up will be discussed in section 2.3.1, the final set-up in section 2.3.2. The
involved configuration files are given in Appendix D.

2.3.1 Initial Set-Up

As discussed in Chapter 1, for Mobile IP, a Home Network (HN) is needed. The Home Agent
at the HN needs a public IP address, so that it can always be reached over the Internet.
Because the campus network at the Eindhoven University of Technology provides a good IP
infrastructure with few security related restrictions, this network was chosen to set up a HN.
An IP range of eight public (i.e. globally unique) IP addresses were allocated for this project:
131.155.193.128-131.155.193.135. The architecture of the intendedMIP demo set-up is
shown in Figure 2-1. To keep the demonstration set-up simple, no FAs are used, so only co
located COAs will be used. The HA is a PC equipped with two Fast Ethernet network
interfaces; one at the external and one at the internal side of the HN (131.155.193.128/29).
This HN actually consists of only three nodes: (1) the WLAN Access Point (IEEE 802.11 b,
WiFi standard); (2) one interface of the HA; (3) the WLAN interface of the MN when it is at
home.

The HA is a PC which functions as a router for the HN. To allow a fast and simple
implementation in the ELE28 network, the HA PC uses proxy ARP (explained in section
1.3.5) to route packets from the ELE network to the HN. From the ELE network it seems that
the external interface of the HA PC, thus one layer-2 MAC address, has all internal IP
addresses, besides its own IP address. In this way the ELE router does not need to change its
IP routing tables with an entry for the HA PC as the default router for the HN. After setting up
this proxy ARP feature for IP forwarding, a test was performed to check the functionality.
This test is shown in the section "Proxy ARP with IP Forwarding" of Appendix F.

The nodes inside the HN are all configured with static IP addresses, which is done to keep the
demonstration simple and tackle one problem at the same time. In principle this is not
required for Dynamics MIP, because it supports dynamic HA discovery (discussed in section
1.4.3) and dynamic Home Address assignment using a MN NAI identifier (discussed in
section 1.4.1). The HA has IP address 131.155.193.134, the WLAN AP 131.155.193.129, and
the MN has a fixed Home Address 131.155.193.130 for its WLAN interface. The external
interface of the HA PC has an IP address assigned by DHCP on the ELE network.

28 Subnet of the faculty ofElectrical Engineering
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Vodafone NL border router

rUle campus border router
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(01'1 foreign network)o vodafone

Figure 2-1 Architecture ofinitial MlP demo set-up

The TU/e campus network is protected with an ingress and egress filter at its border gateway,
which is connected to SURFnet (the Dutch research and higher-educational backbone
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Chapter 2 Mobile IP Demonstration

network) which provides an Internet connection. Due to this filters, reverse tunneling should
be used by a MN that is roaming outside the TUle campus network.

The MN in this demo set-up can use various connections to FNs:
- At the ELE network:

• A wired (Fast) Ethernet connection;
• A wireless WiFi connection at different locations.

- At the Vodafone NL network:
• A wired (Fast) Ethernet connection in the IP test lab;
• A wireless WiFi connection at different points in the IP test lab;
• A wireless GPRS connection29

, of which the APN terminates on the Internet.
The Vodafone NL IP test laboratory supplies public IP addresses. A MN needs a public IP
COA address, i.e. not being behind a NAT, when no NAT traversal is supported in the MIP
stack, like in Dynamics. The APN "libertel.net"3o was specially designed by the Core IP team
of Vodafone NL for this purpose.
Note that only the GPRS connection and the WLAN Access Point at the HN are shown in
Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2.

The network settings of the MN are configured such that the WLAN interfaces always
connect to the same network. With Linux it is possible to configure a WLAN card to use
different settings depending on the PCMCIA socket it is plugged into. It also is possible to
make different settings for various WLAN cards, based on their MAC addresses. Using these
(optional) configuration possibilities, the WLAN cards plugged into the NIN are forced to use
a specific WLAN Access Point. This is very useful, when various WLAN networks are
accessible at the same location.

In the section "Initial Demo Set-Up" of Appendix D the configuration files are given for this
set-up. The HA is configured to broadcast Agent Advertisements only on the internal
interface (with IP address 131.155.193.134). This is how the MN may detect that it is at
home. Furthermore, only MN-decapsulation (i.e. using co-located COAs) is configured,
because no FAs are used. The MN is configured to use only reverse tunnels.

Problem

The set-up worked quite well according to the expectations. However, sometimes the HA
system got in a very weird situation in which the IP forwarding did not work properly. Traces
like the one described in the section "Proxy ARP with IP Forwarding" ofAppendix F
revealed that in that case, the HA did not forward IP packets from some arbitrary IP addresses
to the HN, even when the session was initiated at the HN and the proxy ARP functionality
worked correctly. One of those IP addresses was the default gateway of the ELE network.
This meant that the MN could not communicate outside the ELE network, which is quite
crucial.
Unfortunately, a reproducible case to generate the problem could not be found. It was
suspected that this problem was caused by the proxy ARP and IP forwarding settings of the

29 Appendix 0 contains the configuration files of the PPP connection that were created with pppconfig and
edited for the GPRS connection in Debian.

30~TEL was the former name of0 vodafone in the Netherlands.
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HA Pc. After all, the HA functionality also uses proxy ARP and IP forwarding, which might
conflict.
This problem was worked around by using a different set-up, in which the HA PC did not
perform routing services apart from the MIP routing.

2.3.2 Final Set-Up

A sketch ofthe final demo set-up architecture is shown in Figure 2-2. Here the nodes of the
former HN are connected directly to the ELE network. The IP addresses of those nodes were
assigned statically; the eight "MIP allocated" public IP addresses could be used for this. All
nodes retained the same IP address compared to the initial set-up. The big difference is that no
extra router was placed between the nodes of the former HN and the ELE network. So, the
HA PC does not have to perform other routing services than those inherent to MIP.

The configuration files of the HA and MN are given in the section "Final Demo Set-Up" of
Appendix D. A little trick was used to make it seem that the HN is separate from the ELE
network, at least for the MN.
When the MN connects with its home interface (i.e. the WLAN card with access to Access
Point 131.155.193.129) to the ELE network, Linux is fine-tuned to configure this card with
the fixed address 131.155.193.130 and the MIP software will recognize this as an address of
the HN or as the MN Home Address, so the MN will think it is at its HN.
When the MN uses an interface that connects to the ELE network using a DHCP assigned IP
address (thus not ofthe range 131.155.193.128-131.155.193.135), the MIP software will not
recognize this address as one of the HN. Furthermore, in this final demo set-up the HA is
configured not to broadcast Agent Advertisements, so the MN will not receive Home Agent
Advertisements at the ELE network and think that it is at the HN. In this way, the ELE
network will be considered as FN.
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2.3.3 HUT Dynamics Experiences

This section describes some experiences needed to know for understanding the handoff script
of section 2.4. The Dynamics MIP routing is discussed in the next section. Furthermore, the
commands to run and control Dynamics MIP are described in the subsequent section.

Dynamics MIP Routing

A PC running on Linux keeps an IP routing table. The routing table contains entries for
destination nodes or networks and their corresponding gateway. A gateway 0.0.0.0 means that
no gateway is necessary; the destination node or network is directly connected to the
(sub)network of the related interface. The PC uses the routing table to look up the route when
an IP packet is to be sent: it looks in the table from top to bottom for the destination node or
network. The interface of the first match found will be used to send the packet over. When no
match is found the default gateway is used. For the default gateway the destination is
indicated with 0.0.0.0, which means "any node or network". The default gateway in fact is the
router that will forward the packet to the next network or router on its way to the destination
node. An example of such a routing table for the Vodafone NL WLAN network is shown in
Figure 2-3. The command to retrieve this table is route -no

Kernel IP routing table
Destinacion Gateway
62.140.135.224 0.0.0.0
0.0.0.0 62.140.135.238

Genmask Flags Metric Ref
255.255.255.240 U a a
0.0.0.0 UG a a

Use Iface
a eth1
a eth1

Figure 2-3 Normal routing table example

There is only one entry for a destination network: 62.140.135.224 with subnet mask
255.255.255.240 (i.e. 62.140.135.224/28). This is the Ethernet to which the WLAN Access
Point is connected. So an IP packet sent to a node on this network will be transmitted to the
corresponding MAC address on ethl, the WLAN card. Other networks can be reached via
gateway 62.140.135.238.

The routing discussion above is the introduction to how the routing with mobile IP is
implemented, at least for Dynamics MIPv4. It will be explained according to the next
example of Figure 2-4. This routing table is related to the situation above, but now MIP is
active. Because a co-located eOA is used, the MN has set-up a tunnel to its HA. This tunnel
between MN and Mobility Agent is indicated with TUNLMNA.

Kernel IP routing table
Destination Gateway
131.155.193.134 62.140.135.238
62.140.135.224 0.0.0.0
0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0

Genmask Flags Metric Ref
255.255.255.255 UGH a a
255.255.255.240 U a a
0.0.0.0 U a a

Use Iface
a eth1
a eth1
a TUNLMNA

Figure 2-4 Routing table example when using MlP

The routing table contains one unchanged entry; the one for the Ethernet network
62.140.135.224/28 on ethl. This means that packets sent to host on the same FN will be
routed directly, without tunneling. This is compliant to the specification ofRFC 3220 [6].
There are two new entries in the table. The first entry is the top entry that indicates that the
HA 131.155.193.134 can be reached via gateway 62.140.135.238 on ethl. Registration
messages send from MN to HA (remember that no FAs are used) will use this entry. The
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second new entry fulfills the task of default gateway. It is related to the virtual interface
TUNLMNA., with the MN Home Address (131.155.193.130) as source address. According to
the routing table, the destination of this entry is any node or network. The gateway is 0.0.0.0
which means that every node is directly accessible at this interface. This looks strange, but is
actually very simple. The TUNLMNA interface is a software interface that receives all packets
sent to a destination address that does not match any other entry in the routing table. These
packets are the packets to be tunneled to the HA. They use the MN Home Address
(131.155.193.130) as source and the Correspondent Node (CN) address as destination. The
TUNLMNA encapsulates the packets (HUT Dynamics MIP supports only IP within IP
encapsulation): it places a new IP header in front of the original packet. This new header has
the CGA as source and the HA address as destination. Now, this new packet will be sent to
the HA. According to the routing table the HA 131.155.193.134 can be reached via gateway
62.140.135.238 at ethl. The complete process is drawn in Figure 2-5.

IP header:
S: 71? payload

D: 131.155.2.3

Kernel IP routing table
Dest~nation Gateway
131.155.193.134 62.140.135.238
62.140.135.224 0.0.0.0
0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0

Genmask Flags Metric Ref
255.255.255.255 UGH 0 0
255.255.255.240 U 0 0
0.0.0.0 U 0 0

Use Iface
o eth1
o eth1
o TUNUll/A

IP header:
S: ?71

TUNLMNA

IP header:
S: MN Home Address (131.155.193.130) payload

D: 131155.2.3

IP header:
S: MN Home Address (131.155.193.130)

D: 131.155.2.3

255.255.255.240 U
0.0.0.0 U

Kernel IP routing table
'--__~~ Destination Gateway

62.140.135.224 0.0.0.0
0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0

Genmask Flags Metric Ref Use Iface

o eth1
o TUNLMNA

ethl

Next hop: to node with
IP address 62.140.135.238

IP header:
S: MN Home Address (131.155.193.130) payload

D: 131.155.2.3

Figure 2-5 Routing at the MN using Dynamics

Proof of this routing functionality is given in section "Routing at MN Using Dynamics" of
Appendix F, where ping packets are traced at interfaces TUNMNA and ethl, while using
MIP.
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Dynamics MIP Control Commands

The HUT Dynamics Mobile IP(v4) 0.8.1 implementation can be controlled by APIs. As
mentioned before, for the MN this API is accessible via the program
/ usr / local / sbin/dynmn_tool. This section discusses some API commands used by
the script that will be discussed in section 2.4. First, the HA should be started with the
command /usr / local/ sbin/dynhad, which automatically uses the configuration file
/usr/local/etc/dynhad. conf. It is also possible to give a parameter that points to a
different configuration file. When the NIN is roaming on an FN, the following steps have to
be taken to set up Dynamics MIP and register with the HA with a reverse tunnel (all API
commands can be found in the manual pages included in the Dynamics software package):

Connected
62.140.140.245
62.140 .140.245
131.155.193.134
131.155.193.134
131.155.193.130
up
296s
full tunnel direct to HA
4s ago; Fri Sep 27 17:16:36 2002
3s ago; Fri Sep 27 17:16:37 2002
a - registration accepted
connection established
connected - current_adv == NULL
1
1

status:
state Disconnected
local addr 131.155.193.130
co-addr 0.0.0.0
FA-addr 0.0.0.0
HA-addr 131.155.193.134
Home addr 131.155.193.130
tunnel is down
tunneling mode full tunnel
info text trying to connec~

active devices 1
discarded msgs a

3. Now the MN-HA reverse tunnel can be set up with
/usr/local/sbin/dynmn_tool tunnel HA; status:
Mobile status:

state
local addr
co-addr
FA-addr
HA-addr
Home addr
tunnel is
lifetime left
tunneling mode
last reques~

last reply
reply code
info text
last warning
active devices
discarded msgs

1. Start the MN daemon with / usr / local / sbin/dynmnd, which automatically uses the
configuration file / us r / local / et c / dynmnd . conf. It is also possible to give a
parameter that points to a different configuration file. Status (to be retrieved with
/usr/local/ sbin/dynmn_tool status):
Mobile status:

state Find Agent
local addr 131.155.193.130
co-addr 0.0.0.0
FA-addr 0.0.0.0
HA-addr 131.155.193.134
Home addr 131.155.193.130
tunnel is down
tunneling mode full ~unnel

info text trying to connect
active devices 1
discarded msgs a

2. The MN is now waiting for Agent Advertisements. However, since the MN is at an FN
without FAs, it has to disconnect from this state in order to use a co-located eOA. the
command is /usr/local/sbin/dynmn_tool disconnect, resulting in the
status:
Mobile
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4. Now Mobile IP is fully running. The API allows giving interface updates, after which the
MN tries to use the given interface, which is very useful for location updates. In this
example only one interface is used: the GPRS pppO interface. The command is
/usr/local/sbin/dynmn tool update pppO;status:
Mobile status: -

state Connected
local addr 62.140.140.245
co-addr 62.140.140.245
FA-addr 131.155.193.134
HA-addr 131.155.193.134
Home addr 131.155.193.130
tunnel is up
lifetime left 296s
tunneling mode full tunnel direct to HA
last request 4s ago; Fri Sep 27 17:17:24 2002
last reply 3s ago; Fri Sep 27 17:17:25 2002
reply code 0 - registration accepted
info text connection established
last warning connected - current_adv == NULL
active devices 1
discarded msgs 2

Steps 2 and 3 have to be made once to enter the MN-HA tunneling mode. These steps can
only be taken on FNs. Then, only location updates (step 4) will serve for continuing Mobile
IP usage. When the MN attaches to its HN and therefore gets its Home Address on the related
interface, the daemon of course will not use the MN-HA tunneling.

Complications

Some small tests with HUT Dynamics Mobile IP, using different (W)LAN interfaces on the
ELE and Vodafone NL networks plus an GPRS connection, resulted in the following
complications:
1. According to the manual pages, there is a feature implemented in Dynamics to give a

priority number to each Ethernet device. Dynamics will try to use the interface with the
highest priority number. This feature was not tested in the demo set-up, because it only
supports MAC address based interfaces, thus no ppp dial-up or GPRS connections.
Besides, the intention was to make a more complex priority scheme;

2. When two interfaces connect to the same subnet, the Linux kernel only remembers the
default gateway of the first connected interface. When the first interface is removed,
Linux will not add the default gateway of the (remaining) second interface. Therefore the
routing table will miss a default gateway. Dynamics MIP uses this standard Linux routing
to install its complementary routing services (i.e. the route towards the HA and the
TUNLMNA interface), so when the first interface is removed, Dynamics will not be able to
install a route towards the HA;

3. When the MN daemon dynmnd is killed, no default gateway is left in the routing table, so
the interfaces have to be re-initialized to correct IP routing;

4. Dynamics has an internal "location update" procedure for MNs. The update is triggered
when the number of active devices (i.e. interfaces) changes. This number can be
monitored via the status request (see the "Mobile status"-blocks in the previous section
("Dynamics MIP Control Commands")). It changes for example when

A. a new interface is plugged in or got up;
B. an interface is pulled out or went down;

The location update re-registers the MN via a default interface, which probably is not the
preferred interface.
Note that in case A the location update may be triggered before DHCP has assigned an IP
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address. This is in conformance with the MIP specifications, because when using FAs, a
local [P address does not have to be assigned. The interface may then use the MN Home
Address as source.

The next section (2.4) discusses a script file that implements an automatic or manual handoff
algorithm. The script also solves some of the above complications.

2.4 Handaff Script

The demo set-up is based on HUT Dynamics MIP. This software does not support the option
of simultaneous bindings, so only one interface can provide IP connectivity at the same time.
A script was created to use Dynamics on a MN. The intention of the script was to implement
an automatic handoffprocedure that decides which available interface to use, see Figure 2-6.
The base for the algorithm can be found in [24]. It automatically selects the preferred
interface, according to some criteria. Some advanced criteria are given in [1]. Furthermore,
the script implements an option to overrule this automatic interface selection and manually
select the preferred interface to use.

higher layers + application

rep I
(Mobile) IP

UDP

I selection I algorithm I
L2

L1

WLAN

L2

L1

GPRS

L2

L1

LAN

Figure 2-6 Selection algorithm chooses preferred inteiface

The script stores IP routing information of each Ethernet interface and ppp connection. With
this information, the script can control the routing table. The script named MIPscriptMAN is
given in Appendix E. It contains a lot of commene l to explain the functionality. The script
consists of the following parts:
1. Declaration of some variables and functions;
2. Initialization of the MIP process;
3. The "never-ending" loop for the automatic and manual interface selection.

The script reads the file MIPscriptPREF_FILE containing the manually given preferred
interface. This file is written by the MIPscriptPREF script, also shown in Appendix E
along with an example OfMIPscriptPREF_FILE.

31 In Linux shellscript, comment is preceded by a hash (#).
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The IP routing information of each eth and ppp interface is stored in so-called variable
arrays. The script allocates memory for at maximum 3 eth plus 3 ppp interfaces at the same
time. Basically, the script works as follows:
• Every second it takes a snapshot of the IP routing configuration waiting for a change. The

snapshot is stored in the variable I P_ROUTE_SNAPSHOT. A change means that an IP
address, a subnet or default gateway has changed, for example due to an interface
insertion or removal. The script reads the IP configuration with the command ip route,
which only shows interfaces that already have been assigned an IP address. These
interfaces can be used as co-located eOAs.

• As soon as it detects a change in the configuration, the script will analyze it and will
update to the (automatically chosen or manually given) preferred interface.

• Finally the administration is updated after which a new snapshot is taken to start over
agam.

This process forms the "never ending" loop. The script can only be stopped using the escape
command CTRL+C. A flowchart of the initialization part of the script is shown in Figure 2-7.
The MN has to set the tunnel mode to "full tunnel to HA" to activate the co-located eGA
mode with reverse tunneling. The command is dynmn tool tunnel HA, but can only be
given when the MN is at an FN, otherwise dynmn_tool will hang. According to the
manual, this is the result of a time-out which is set to infinity. The script therefore sets this
tunneling mode as soon as the MN attaches to an FN for the first time. When a MN starts the
script at its HN, the tunnel mode will not be set until the MN attaches to an FN.

The "never ending" loop is given in Figure 2-8. It implements the update to the preferred
interface, which can be chosen automatically or manually.

Figure 2-9 ("read ifs to NEW_arrays") presents the function FILL_NEW_ARRAYS, which
reads the snapshot and writes the extracted IP routing information of all interfaces to the
memory arrays.

Figure 2-10 shows how the manually given preference is implemented using the file
MIPscriptPREF FILE: the left flowchart is the principle of the separate script
MIPscriptPREF; the right flowchart "read manual settings to NEW_manset" shows how
MIPscriptMAN reads this information.
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MIPscriptMAN "initialize"

read its to
NEW_arrays

any ifs
available?

yes

copy NEW_arrays
to OLD_arrays

read manual
settings to

NEW_manset

copy
NEW_manset to

OLD_manset

kill previous MIPv4
daemon(s) and
start new one

no-{~ex_it)

no-----.

set tunneling
mode to

"full tunnel direct
to HA"

initialize done

Figure 2-7 "Initialization phase" ofhandoffscript32

32 In the flowchart "ifs" stands for "interfaces".
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MIPscriptMAN "never ending" loop:

automatic

read ifs to
NEW_arrays

read manual
settings to

NEW_manset

mode?

copy NEW_arrays
to OLD_arrays

manual

nothing changed:
wait 1s

true true
nothing changed:

wait 1s

copy NEW_arrays
to OLD_arrays true

preferred if =
home if?

true

copy
NEW_manset to

OLD_manset

update home if update home if

no no

set tunneling ]
mode to

"full tunnel direct
to HA"

determine
priority if

priority if
available?

yes

set route for
priority if

and
"update priority if'

set tunneling
mode to

"full tunnel direct
to HA"

yes-,-----

preferred if
available?

yes

set route for
preferred if

and
"update preferred

if'

Public version

Figure 2-8 "Never ending loop" ofhandofJscript
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read ifs to NEW_arrays:

run "ip route"

extract available ifs,
ther subnet masks

and default
gateways and store

this in variable
arrays

NEW_arrays
(if, subnet, default gateway)
( )
(if, subnet, default gateway)

Figure 2-9 Filling the arrays

MI PscriptPREF:

~
settings

store manual mode settings
to file MIPscriptPREFJILE

read manual settings to
NEW_manset:

MIPscripCPREFJILE

store manual
preferred interface

settings into
variables

NEW_manset
("preferred if

mode"
"preferred if')

Figure 2-10 Manually given preference

While running the script a lot of status information is displayed. An example of such status
information is shown in Figure 2-11. The status information results from the sequence: - start
MIPscriptMAN in automatic mode, using the WLAN eth interface at the Vodafone NL
testlab - activate the libertel.net GPRS ppp connection - pull out WLAN interface - put in
the WLAN interface again. The different steps are separated in Figure 2-11 by means of
shaded lines. With each shaded line the script starts a new cycle.
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root,-# ./MIPBcriptMAN
The subnet of eth: has changed, so wrne new default gateway.

NEW state at Tue Oct 8 12 29:39 CEST 2002:
ethO IP
ethO subnet

Disconnected
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ Set tunnellng mode to ':unnel-dlrect-t.o-Hor:r.e-Agenc:
Connect success.
S6methfn'g"Cii),.iriged; in automat1c'mode:

Use

Use

o pppO
o eth1
o ethl

o TUNLMNA

o pppO
o pppO

o TUNLMNA

Flags Metnc Ref

Flags Metnc Ref

255 UH
255 UGH
240 U

U

interface ethl

255 255.255
255 255.255
255 255.255
a. a 0,0

Genmask

255.255.255 255 UH
255.255.255 255 UGH
0.0.0.0 U

Genmask

238

62 l4G.135.231
62 14 0.135.224/28
6214D.135.238

62 140 135.231
62 140 135.224/28
62 140 135.238

62 140 140.24:
11 0.0 1
11 0.0 1

62.140 140 241
11. O. 0 1
11.0.0 1

62 14D.140 241
11 0.0.1
11 0.0.1

62140.140.241
11 G.1
11 0.0.1

0.0.0.0
62.140.135
0.0.0.0
0.0.0.0

OLD state:
ethO IP
ethO subnet
ethO gateway

eth1 IP
eth1 subnet
eth1 gateway

eth2 IP
eth2 subnet
eth2 gateway

pppO IP
pppO peer
pppO gateway

pppl IP
ppp1 peer
pppl gateway'"

Priority Interface = ethl
flush route.
add route.

ethO gateway
ethl IP
ethl subnet
ethl gateway

eth2 IP
eth2 subnet
eth2 gateway

pppO :P
pppO peer
pppO gateway

pppl IP

pppl peer
ppp1 gateway =.

OLD state:
ethO I P
ethO subnet
ethO gateway

ethl IP
ech1 subnec
eth1 gaceway

eth2 I P
eth2 subnet
eth2 gateway

pppO IP
pppO peer
pppO gateway

pppl IP
ppp1 peer
pppl gateway =

NEW state at Tue Oct 8 12:30 42 CEST 2002:
ethO IP
ethO subnet
echO gaceway

ethl IP
eth1 subnet
eth1 gaceway

eth2 IP
eth2 subnet
eth2 gateway

pppO IP
pppO peer
pppO gateway

pppl IP
ppp1 peer
ppp1 gaceway =

Pnonty Interface'" pppO
flush route.
Nothing to flush.
add :route.
new route:
Kernel IP rouclng table
DeSClnaClon Gateway
Iface
11.0.0.1 0.0.0.0
131.155.193.134 :1.0.0.1
0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0
dyn update:
TryIng to 'Jse the address of the mterface pppO
Location updated.
The' 'sUbtlet Qf;et~l 'has changed, 'S'Q \iri.te new default gateway.
SomethIng changed m automatIc mode:

:lew route:
Kernel IP rouClng cable
Jestinatlon Gateway
Iface
11. 0.0.1
131.155.193.134
62.140.135.224
J.O.O.O
dyn update:
Trying to use the address of the
Location updated.

Use

o pppO
o eth1
o eth1

o l'UNLMNA

Flags Mecrlc Ref

255.255.255.255 UH
255.255.255.255 UGH
255.255.255,240 U
0.0.0.0 U

Genmask

238

62 140 135 231
62 140 135 224/28
62 140 135 238

62 140 135 231
62 140 135 224/28
62 140 135 238

62 140.135.231
62 140.::'35.224/28
62 140.135.238

62.140.135.231
62.140.135.224/28
62.140.135.238

62 140 140 24l

11 0.0 1
11 0.0 1

0.0.0.0
62.140.135
0.0.0.0
0.0.0.0

NEW state at Tue Oce 8 12 28:27 CEST 2002:
ethO IP
etho subnec
ethO gateway

ethl IP
ethl subnet
ethl gateway

eth2 IP
eth2 subnet
eth2 gateway

pppO IP

pppO peer
pppO gateway

pppl IP

pppl peer
pppl gateway =

OLD state:
echO IP
ethO subnet
ethO gateway

ethl IP
ethl subnet
ethl gateway

eth2 IP
eth2 subnec
eth2 gateway

pppO IP

pppO peer
pppO gateway

pppl IP
pppl peer
pppl gateway =

Pnonty interface =. ethl
flush route.
add route.
new route;
Kernel IP routIng table
Des'::lnatIon Gateway
Iface
11. 0.0.1
131.155.193.134
62.140.135.224
0.0.0.0
dyn update:
Trying to use the address of the interface echl
Location updated.

~~~1®~~.ii~~tI>:<f:i'(~!lf,9!l@g~~~~!W~l\fewr~!@'tlf'!i~~~W"'Yl
Something changed in automatic mode:

NEW scate at Tue Oct 8 :2: 29 24 CEST 2002:
echO IP
ethO subnet
ethO gateway

eth1 :P
eth1 subnet
eth1 gateway

eth2 IP
eth2 subnet
eth2 gaceway

pppO IP

pppO peer
pppO gaceway

pppl IP
ppp1 peer
ppp1 gateway =

OLD state:
ethO IP
ethO subnet
ethO gateway

ethl IP
eth1 subnet
eth1 gateway

eth2 IP
ech2 subnet
eth2 gateway

pppO IP
pppO peer
pppo gateway

pppl IP

pppl peer
pppl gateway =

Figure 2-11 Example ofstatus information ofMIPscriptMAN
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2.4.1 Priority Interface

In Figure 2-8 the function "determine priority if' is used. This block is responsible for the
choice of the preferred interface in automatic selection mode. Through this interface the MN
will set up the tunnel to its HA when it is roaming on FNs. Figure 2-12 shows the currently
implemented algorithm. An eth interface always has a higher priority than a ppp interface.
This is because the eth interface probably is cheaper (than for example a GPRS ppp
interface) and has a higher throughput with a better QoS. Furthermore, if more than one
interface of the same type exists, the algorithm will choose the newly added if possible or the
first it encounters, i.e. the one with the lowest index number.

determine priority it:

any new eth
its?

any eth its?

any new ppp
ItS?

any ppp its?

yes

yes

yes

yes

return the
new eth it

return the
tirst eth it

return the
new ppp it

return the
tirst ppp it

return
"none"

2.4.2

Figure 2-12 Algorithm to determine priority interface

Issues

The script discussed above still has some issues to be solved. One ofthose issues was already
discussed under point 4 of the section "Complications" in section 2.3.3: the automatic
location update procedure of the Dynamics implementation. This automatic update procedure
may result in a double update, because the script will also try to update. However, the script
will not try to update to the preferred interface until after an IP address was assigned.
Sometimes the automatic update procedure wants to update to an interface that will not get an
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IP address, because the DHCP server is slow or does not respond or because a WLAN
interface is configured to use a WLAN that does not have radio coverage. The MN daemon
will not go further until the DHCP client brings the interface down after a DHCP time-out.

The next issue makes it even more complicated. The DHCP client (the MN in the demo is
configured with DHCP client dhcp-client 2.0) sometimes seems "confused". When the
MN does not receive a DHCP reply, for example because the DHCP server is slow or does
not respond or because a WLAN interface is configured to use a WLAN that does not have
radio coverage, the DHCP client sometimes wrongfully retrieves an outdated interface
configuration, which it reminds from a formerly used network. Of course this outdated
configuration will not work. It introduces an unwanted update by the automatic update
procedure which cannot succeed. Installing a different DHCP client will probably solve this
Issue.

Due to this varying DHCP response times, the handoff times are not stable. After all, a
handover can only be accomplished when an IP address has been assigned. Therefore it is
almost impossible to give a significant value for this handofftime. In general, most handoff
times are in between 0.5 and 5 seconds. Note that the simultaneous bindings option can solve
this handofftime problem in most situations.

2.5 Future Work

To optimize the user value of the script, there are some things that should be solved or
changed. The issues discussed above should be solved. The most important thing to improve
is the function "choose priority if', which runs an algorithm to select the preferred interface
according to some criteria. In the current implementation, this function selects between
interfaces only based on availability and type. Other useful criteria to select an interface or not
are for example:
a. Signal strength;
b. Signal quality (SNR);
c. Data throughput;
d. Bit Error Rate (BER);
e. Cost;
f. Anticipation.
Points 'a' and 'b' both apply to radio networks and are very much related. In general, these
layer 2 triggers are access technology dependent. The cost aspect 'e' points out that a
Megabyte sent via WLAN probably will be cheaper than a Megabyte sent via GPRS or
UMTS. An example of anticipation is that a MN should initiate a handoffwhen it senses a
decreasing signal strength that will soon drop below threshold, see [1].

In future work the use of FAs should be tested. When the demo is built at a larger scale, a real
HN can be implemented and the HA may use Agent Advertisements. Also some FNs should
be implemented with FAs.
Furthermore, the Windows clients, which are available from Dynamics, can be used to test
Dynamics MIP for Windows clients.

For Vodafone NL, the recommendation is to build an own MIP test network in the IP test
laboratory. Most of their Cisco equipment can be set up as HA or FA in full compliance with
the IETF specifications. So the option of simultaneous bindings will be available. With this
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option, seamless handoffs are possible. Some of the software companies shown in Table 1-1
provide MIP client software which may be used on a trial basis for some restricted period.
These clients are interesting if they support sufficient configuration options for a customized
interface selection algorithm, just like the script for this Linux demo does.
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Chapter 3 Conclusion and Recommendation

Conclusion and Recommendation

3.1 Conclusion

WLAN (e.g. WiFi) is a technology that will gain acceptance very fast in the Internet world, as
it uses a license free radio spectrum, it is cheap, and it provides relatively fast network
connections, compared to GPRS or an analogue modem connection over the PSTN. There are
many different business models that can be applied, varying in who owns the WLAN site,
who manages the site and who is allowed at the site in what way. At the so-called hotspots,
WLAN is expected to provide a complementary service to GPRS and UMTS for mobile
users.

Mobile IP (MIP) is very well suited for maintaining IP connectivity via various access
technologies, like GPRS, Wireless LAN, Ethernet, UMTS in the near future, or whatever IP
based access technology. Seamless handoffs can be made between different interfaces on
different Foreign Networks (FNs) and using the simultaneous bindings option. Here the
handofftime is zero. This enables world wide mobility. The mobile user only needs a one
time (client) software installation and confIguration. The MN client software should
implement an intelligent handoff algorithm, using the simultaneous bindings option to
optimize handoffs.

There are two cases in which IP packets may get lost during MIP handoffs. The first case is
when handoffs between different FNs using the same interface are made. Because an interface
normally can only be connected to one network at the same time, no simultaneous bindings
can be used here. The second case involves handoffs from the Home Network (HN) to a FN
or vice versa. Normally, i.e. for Ethernet, it is impossible to be registered at an FN while using
an interface at the Home Network, because of an ambiguity in the ARP mechanism. Both the
MN and the HA would then be replying to ARP requests for the Home Address of the NIN.
Therefore, registrations at a FN cannot be made when the MN is at home and a seamless
handoff from HN to FN or vice versa cannot be guaranteed.
However, this loss ofIP packets should not be a problem, because IP is an unreliable (i.e.
unacknowledged) connectionless network layer protocol. As long as the handoff time is
shorter than the timeouts of higher layer connection-oriented protocols33

, there should be no
problem.

Mobile IP itself is not sufficient to manage access at a WLAJ'J" hotspot, because it does not
provide any data encryption, which probably is very desirable for business users. However,
there are several products at the moment that already implement MIP within a VPN solution.

Mobile IP is an extension to the all accepted IP protocol that is still evolving; while writing
this document, a new release of the specification was published in RFC 3344 [7]. The Mobile
IP Working Group is still working on extra MIP options, as discussed in section 1.4. Other
drafts deal with low latency handoffs and traversing IPsec-based VPN gateways.

The demonstration proved that the Dynamics MIP implementation works fine, also via GPRS,
but that for real-time applications it is more useful to use an implementation with the

33 E.g. the default for TCP is 30 seconds, but for many real-time applications this is unacceptable.
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simultaneous bindings support. Furthermore, the handoff script with the intelligent interface
selection procedure is very useful.
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acron m
AAA
AAAH
AAAL
API
APN
ARP
AS
BER
BGW
CN
COA
DHCP
EDGE
ETSI
FA
FH
FN
GGSN
GPRS
GRE
GRX
GSM
HA
HN
lANA
ICMP
IEEE
IETF
IMSI
IP
IRDP
ISDN
LAN
MAC
MAHO
MCHO
MF
MH
MIP
MN
MR
MSISDN
NAI
NAT/NAPT
NCHO
PDP
PPP
PSTN
RADIUS
RFC
RPF
SGSN
SIM
SNR

description
Authentication, Authorization and Accounting
Home AAA server
Local AAA server
Application Programming Interface
Access Point Name
Address Resolution Protocol
Autonomous System
Bit Error Rate
Border GateWay
Correspondent Node
Care-Of Address
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
Enhanced Data for GSM Evolution
European Telecommunications Standards Institute
Foreign Agent
FA-HA
Foreign Network
Gateway GPRS Support Node
General Packet Radio System
Generic Routing Encapsulation
GPRS Roaming eXchange
Groupe Speciale Mobile, Global System for Mobile communications
Home Agent
Home Network
Internet Assigned Numbers Authority
Internet Control Message Protocol
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Internet Engineering Task Force
International Mobile Subscriber Identification
Internet Protocol
ICMP Router Discovery Protocol
Integrated Services Digital Network
Local Area Network
Medium Access Control
Mobile Assisted HandOff
Mobile Controlled HandOff
MN-FA
MN-HA
Mobile IP
Mobile Node
Mobile Router
Mobile Station ISDN Number
Network Access Identifier
Network Address Translation/Network Address and Port Translation
Network Controlled HandOff
Packet Data Protocol
Point-ta-Point Protocol
Public Switched Telephone Network
Remote Authentication Dial In User Service
Request For Comments
Reverse Path Forwarding
Serving GPRS Support Node
Subscriber Identity Module
Signal Noise Ratio
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SPI
TCP
TTL
UDP
UMTS
UTRAN
WLAI\J
WLAN AP
VolP
VPN

Security Parameter Index
Transmission Control Protocol
Time To Live
User Datagram Protocol
Universal Mobile Telecommunication System
UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network
Wireless LAN
WLAN Access Point
Voice-over-IP
Virtual Private Network
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Appendix D Configuration of Dynamics MIP Software

This Appendix contains the following configuration files:
• The configuration files of the PPP connection that were created with pppconfig and

edited for the GPRS connection in Debian (on MN);
• Dynamics Home Agent configuration file of initial demo set-up (on HA);
• Dynamics Mobile Node configuration file of initial demo set-up (on MN);
• Dynamics Home Agent configuration file offinal demo set-up (on HA);
• Dynamics Mobile Node configuration file of final demo set-up (on MN).

GPRS Connection

The used MT was the Globetrotter GPRS PCMCIA from Option Wireless Technologl4
,

displayed below:

Option Globetrotter GPRS/GSM card

The configurationfiles o/the PPP connection that were created with pppconfig and
edited/or the GPRS connection in Debian:

/etc/chatscripts/libnet

# This chatfile was generated by pppconfig 2.0.15.
# Please do not delete any of the comments. Pppconfig needs them.
#
# ispauth PAP
# abortstring
ABORT BUSY ABORT 'NO CARRIER' ABORT VOICE ABORT 'NO DIALTONE' ABORT 'NO DIAL TONE' ABORT 'NO
ANSWER' ABORT DELAYED
# modeminit
" ATZ

# added by TomvS:
OK-AT-OK AT+CGDCONT=l,"IP","LIBERTEL.NET","",l,l

# ispnumber
OK-AT-OK ATDT*99***1#
# ispconnect

34 See http://www.option.com
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This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 as
published by the Free Software Foundation. See README and COPYING for
more details.

This is an example configuration file designed to give
perspective to the system configuration AND to provide
a basis for a working simple test environment.
The values of some of the parameters may not be the
same as the daemon's defaults, so don't get confused.

CONNECT \d\c
# prelogin

# ispname
# isppassword
# postlogin

# end of pppconfig stuff

/etc/ppp/peers/libnet

# This optionfile was generated by pppconfig 2.0.15.
#
#
hide-password
noauth
connect "/usr/sbin/chat -v -f /etc/chatscripts/libnet"
debug
/dev/ttyS1
115200
defaultroute
noipdefault
user nettest
remotename libnet
ipparam libnet

usepeerdns

# added by TomvS:
lcp-echo-interval 0

Furthermore, to prevent errors during connection set-up the Van Jacobsen compression was
disabled in / etc/ppp/options.

Initial Demo Set-Up

Dynamics Home Agent conjigurationjile ofinitial demo set-up:
/usr/local/etc/dynhad.conf

# $Id: dynhad.conf,v 1.39 2001/10/20 13:36:07 jm Exp $
# Home Agent configuration file
#
# Dynamic hierarchial IP tunnel
# Copyright (C) 1998-2001, Dynamics group
#
#
#
#
#
#
#######################################################################
#
# NOTE!
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#######################################################################
#

# Interfaces to be used for Mobile IP services. Note that you have to configure
# each interface that may receive or send registration messages.
# interface: name of the interface, e.g. ethO
# ha_disc:
# 0 do not allow dynamic HA discovery
# 1 = allow dynamic HA discovery with broadcast messages
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# agentadv:
# 0 do not send agent advertisements without agent solicitation
# 1 = send agent advertisements regularly
# -1 = do not send any (even solicited) agent advertisements
# interval: number of seconds to wait between two agentadvs
# (if allowed for this interface)
# force IP addr: local address to be forced for this interface
# (can be used to select one of the multiple virtual
# addresses); if not entered, the primary address of the
# interface is used
INTERFACES BEGIN
# interface ha disc agentadv interval force IP addr
ethO 0 -1 10
eth1 0 1 10 131.155.193.134
INTERFACES END

# Network Access Identifier (NAI) of this HA
# Unique identifier for this HA. A macro [interface] can be used to get
# the hardware address of an interface in dot-separated format.
# This is needed, if private address space is used in the home network.
# NetworkAccessIdentifier "[ethO]@example.com"

# Surrogate HA IP Address
# This is only needed, if private address space and a surrogate HA are used in
# the home network.
# SHAIPAddress 10.10.10.10

# Private HA Identifier at SHA
# Unique identifier (32-bit number) at SHA for this private HA.
# This is only needed, if private address space and a surrogate HA are used in
# the home network.
# PrivateHAIdentifier 1

# UDP port to listen for registration requests
# The default is 434
UDPPort 434

# Socket priority for signaling sockets (UDP) can be set with SO_PRIORITY to
# allow easier QoS configuration. If this argument is set, the given value is
# used as a priority for the signaling socket. E.g. CBQ class can be used to
# make sure that signaling is not disturbed by other traffic on a congested
# link.
# This feature is still undocumented and can be left commented.
#
# SocketPriority 1

# MaxBindings can be used to restrict the maximum number of Mobile Nodes
# that are concurrently attached to this Home Agent.
# The default is 20.
MaxBindings 20

# The default tunnel lifetime is suggested also by the HA.
# The default lifetime is 500.
HADefaultTunnelLifetime 500

# The Registration error reply interval should be restricted to
# avoid system overloading situations when receiving too much
# incorrect Registration Reply messages.
# The default value for RegErrorReplyInterval is 1 second.
RegErrorReplyInterval 1

# Triangle tunnel means that the packages to MNs are send via the HA, but
# packages from MN are routed directly (i.e. FA use normal IP routing) .
# EnableTriangleTunneling < TRUE I FALSE >
EnableTriangleTunneling FALSE

# Reverse tunnel means bi-directional tunneling in which both the packages
# from and to MN are send via HA
# EnableReverseTunneling < TRUE I FALSE>
EnableReverseTunneling TRUE

########################################################################
# The Home Agent needs to know what kind of security parameters each
# authorized Mobile Node uses. that is why there is a tbale that maps
# (in many-to-many relationship) SPI numbers, or SPI-number ranges to
# IP adresses - or IP-address ranges defined by network adresses and
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# netmasks. The netmask may be defined in two ways: either in
# "bit offset notation" (the third row in the example) or in the
# "dotted decimal notation" (the fifth row in the example below) .
# The list of Mobile Node information is separated between two
# keywords: AUTHORIZEDLIST_BEGIN and AUTHORIZEDLIST END.
#
# < SPI I SPI-range IP I network/netmask >

# Example:

AUTHORIZEDLIST
# SPI
#1000
#1001
#1002
#11000-11999
#12000
#13000-14000

AUTHORIZEDLIST

BEGIN
IP
192.168.240.2
192.168.240.3
0.0.0.0/0
192.168.241.4
192.168.250.0/255.255.255.0
192.168.251.0/28

131.155.193.130
END

The SPI is the key identificator for the rest of the security parameters
on the same line. SPI number ranges may be assigned the same security
parameters.

The maximum lifetime for the binding is given in seconds.
Special case: 65535 (or more) seconds means unlimited time (the binding will
not expire)

Timestamp tolerance indicates how many seconds the MN's timestamp can differ
from the HA's clock. 7 seconds is the recommended default value. This
tolerance is checked only when timestamps are used for replay protection.

01020304050607
016A352B2F235E
OEF42BD234ECCAA2

shared
secret

max
lifetime
600

120
300
180

timestamp
tolerance
20

60
60
120

Method:

replay
meth.
1

2
1
1

Replay Protection
0: none
1: timestamps
2: nonces

Shared Secret: a secret data known by MN and HA. It can be given as
a HEX code string, i.e. two characters (O-F) correspond to one octet.
The shared secret can also be given as a character string (e.g.
"ABCDE" corresponds to 4142434445) .
Note: RFC 2002 specifies that the default key size is 128 bits (i.e.
16 bytes or 32 hex 'characters'). Dynamics supports also other key lengths.

Authentication Algorithm:
1: MD5/prefix+suffix (a.k.a. keyed-MD5) [RFC 2002]
4: HMAC-MD5 [RFC 2104]
5: SHA-1 [FIPS 180-1]
6: HMAC-SHA1 [RFC 2104]

Note! MD5/prefix+suffix has known weaknesses and use of HMAC-MD5 is
recommented. MD5/prefix+suffix algorithm is for backwards compatability with
older versions that do not support more secure HMAC-MD5.

# The Home Agents needs a security association for each authorized Mobile
# Node. The association includes following information.
#
# SPI (Security Parameter Index): a key for the other fields.
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
# The list of Mobile Node information is separated between two
# keywords: SECURITY_BEGIN and SECURITY_END.
#
SECURITY BEGIN
# auth.
# SPI alg.
<,:;2.Gs':-::Led>4
#1002 4
#10000 4
#10001 4
SECURITY END
#
########################################################################
# Home Agent may have optional security associations with Foreign
# Agents. If the security association exists the session key can be
# encrypted with the help of shared secret and thus man-in-the-middle
# style attacks can be prevented. If no security association is set
# for a certain Foreign Agent - Home Agent pair, public key encryption
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When private address space is used, this list must have a security
association with the surrogate HA instead of the FAs. Possible security
associations with the FAs are then configured to the SHA.

identical to che one used with the

Shared Secret
0123456789ABCDEF
"eslkfj89jr3hduh3R!as"

Alg.
4
4

The following list contains the shared secrets indexed by SPI (and
Foreign Agent IP address). The algorithm field specifies the method
used for authentication and key distribution:

1: MD5/prefix+suffix (a.k.a. keyed-MD5) [RFC 2002]
4: HMAC-MD5 [RFC 2104]
5: SHA-1 [FIPS 180-1]
6: HMAC-SHA1 [RFC 2104]

The format of the share secret field is
MN-HA security association list above.

# (RSA) is used.
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
FA SECURITY BEGIN- -
# SPI FA IP
#2001 192.168.0.1
#2002 192.168.0.2
FA SECURITY END
#
# The Highest FA public key can be protected from man-in-the-middle style
# attacks between the HFA and the HA with hash code. The use of this hash
# is optional, but recommented. The HA can have different ways of checking
# the hash code.
# Methods:
# 0: skip the hash code completely (not recommented)
# 1: if the hash code is received, check the public key with it
# 2: require the correct hash code for every registration message
# with a public key (chis may prevenc che use of some organizations
# which do not advertise the hash code)
PublicKeyHashMethod 1
#
########################################################################

# The log messages are written through syslog service. The facility to be
# used defaulcs to LOG_LOCAL 0 , but it can be set with this parameter
# to any of the possible facilities (LOG_AUTHPRIV, LOG DAEMON, and so on) .
# The processing of log messages is defined in /etc/syslog.conf file.
SyslogFacility LOG DAEMON

# Home Agents (and Foreign Agencs) use unix domain sockets
# to communicate through cheir API interfaces.
# The group and owner must be names as strings, no groupIDs or userIDs are
# allowed. The file permissions are set in occal values like in chmod(l)
# The configuration parameters of the two API sockets are as follows:
HAAPIReadSocketPath "/var/run/dynamics ha read"
HAAPIReadSocketGroup "root" - -
HAAPIReadSockecOwner "root"
HAAPIReadSocketPermissions 0766
#
HAAPIAdminSocketPach "/var/run/dynamics ha admin"
HAAPIAdminSocketGroup "root" _. -
HAAPIAdminSocketOwner "root"
HAAPIAdminSocketPermissions 0700
#
# Every configuration file must end to the keyword 'END'.
END

Dynamics Mobile Node configuration file ofinitial demo set-up:
/usr/local/etc/dynmnd.conf

# $Id: dynmnd.conf,v 1.56 2001/10/20 13:36:07 jm Exp $
# Mobile Node configuration file
#
# Dynamic hierarchial IP tunnel
# Copyright (C) 1998-2001, Dynamics group
#
# This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
# it under the cerms of the GNU General Public License version 2 as
# published by the Free Software Foundation. See README and COPYING for
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working, you will need to check the

This is an example configuration file designed to give
perspective to the system configuration AND to provide
a basis for a working simple test environment.
The values of some of the parameters may not be the
same as the daemon's defaults, so don't get confused.

To get a minimal test
following items:

* MNHomeIPAddress
* HAIPAddress
* EnableFADecapsula~ion

* HomeNetPrefix (if using FA decapsula~ion or
dynamics HA address resolution)

* SPI and SharedSecret
The res~ of the items should work with their preset values in
most cases and they can be used to fine tune the operations
after the basic operation have been tested successfully.

# more details.
#
#######################################################################
#
# NOTE!
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#######################################################################
#
# The Mobile Nodes's IP address in the Home Network.
# If using AAA (see UseAAA below), home address can be set to 0.0.0.0 in order
# to request a home address from the AAA infrastructure. This requires that
# also MN NAI is configured.
MNHomeIPAddress 131.155.193.130

# The Mobile Node's Network Access Identifier (NAI) [RFC2794]
# If configured, this NAI is used in registration requests to identify the
# mobile user for AAA services.
#
# MNNetworkAccessIdentifier "user@example.com"

# UseAAA < TRUE I FALSE >. TRUE enables AAA extensions (key requests
# material from AAA, HA and home address discovery using AAA, etc.)
# requires that MN NAI and AAA related items below are configured.
# FALSE disables ~hese extensions.
UseAAA FALSE

using
This

# The IP address of Mobile Node's Home Agent. In case of a private HA address
# this is the address of the surrogate HA. If the HA address is unknown, set
# this to 0.0.0.0 and make sure that HomeNetPrefix is correct for dynamic
# HA address resolution or use AAA to discover HA address. If the HA has
# multiple interfaces, this should be the address of the "public" interface,
# i.e., the one toward default gateway (it has to be reachable from the foreign
# networks) .
HAIPAddress 131.155.193.134

# If the HA has more than one in~erfaces, HAIPAddress should be configured to
# be the one reachable from the Internet (i.e., from the foreign networks the
# MN may visit). To allows MN to detect other HA's interfaces, their IP
# addresses may be configured here. MN will use this list in addition to
# HAIPAddress when determining whether an agent advertisement is from its own
# HA (i.e., when MN is at home). Multiple lines containing different addresses
# may be used to configure more than one alternative HA address.
# AlternativeHAIPAddress 10.1.2.3
AlternativeHAIPAddress 131.155.193.112

# AllowHomeAddrFromForeignNet < TRUE I FALSE >. TRUE allows AAA to assign
# a home agent and home address from the foreign network (assuming they are
# set to 0.0.0.0 above). FALSE means that both the home agent and the home
# address must be from the home domain.
AllowHomeAddrFromForeignNet FALSE

# The following configuration options PrivateHAIPAddress, PrivateHAIdentifier,
# and HANetworkAccessIdentifier are only used with home networks that use
# private IP addresses and a surrogate HA. In other cases they should be left
# commented.

# The private IP address of Mobile Node's Home Agent.
# Needed only, if surrogate HA is used.
# PrivateHAIPAddress 192.168.200.200
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# The identifier for the private HA in SHA (unique 32-bit number)
# PrivateHAIdentifier 1

# Home Agent Network Access Identifier (NAI)
# If configured, this NAI is used to match the HA agent advertisements when
# a MN is determining whether it is at home or not. This is mainly used with
# private HA address that may not be globally unique.
#
# HANetworkAccessIdentifier "ha@example.com"

# EnableFADecapsulation < TRUE I FALSE >. TRUE enables a mode where
# the FA decapsulates the IP-within-IP encapsulated IP packets.
# FALSE disables this mode and sets the default mode where the
# MN decapsulates the IP-within-IP encapsulated IP packets.
# With FA decapsulation the MN uses its home address in the interface even in
# the foreign network and with MN decapsulation MN needs to acquire a
# co-located care-of address from the visited network (this needs an external
# program; see man pages for more information).
# The two modes cannot be used simultaneously.
EnableFADecapsulation FALSE

# Network address of home network (CIDR format: a.b.c.d/prefix_lengLh)
# This is used with FA decapsulation and dynamics HA address resolution. If
# commented, the routing entry is not removed nor added. The home net entry
# may optionally be used with MN decapsulation - see MNDecapsRouteHandling
# option below.
#
# Example: 192.168.242.0/24
HomeNetPrefix 131.155.193.128/29

# Home net default gateway
# This entry can be used to force a gateway that the MN uses when it is
# at home. If this is left commented, the MN tries to use the default route
# that was in use when the program was started.
Jl.
HomeNetGateway 131.155.193.134

########################################Jl.####################################
# a SPI (Security ParameLer Index) must be defined for every MN.
# It is used for indexing the security association at the Home Agent.
SPI <Ce['S,~Cc~2j>

#
# The SharedSecret is provided as a HEX number string. The shared secret can
# also be given as a character string
# (e.g. character string "ABCDE" corresponds to HEX number string 4142434445).
# Note: RFC 2002 specifies that the default key size is 128 bits (i.e.
# 16 bytes or 32 hex 'characters'). Dynamics supports also other key lengths.
# This shared secret is used with the HA. This must be commented out when using
# AAA infrastructure for key generation. In this case, the AAA related items
# below must be configured.
# SharedSecret < shared secret >

# SharedSecret 016A352B2F235E
SharedSecreL < ~'2nsor2d>

#
# Authentication algorithm
# 1: MD5/prefix+suffix (a.k.a. keyed-MD5) [RFC 2002]
# 4: HMAC-MD5 [RFC 2104]
# 5: SHA-1 [FIPS 180-1]
# 6: HMAC-SHA1 [RFC 2104]
# Note! MD5/prefix+suffix has known weaknesses and use of HMAC-MD5 is
# recommented. MD5/prefix+suffix algorithm is for backwards compatability with
# older versions that do not support more secure HMAC-MD5.
AuthenticationAlgorithm 4
#
# Replay prevention method:
# 0: none
# 1: time stamps
# 2: nonces
ReplayMethod 1
#
# Mobile Node may have optional security associations with Foreign
# Agents. If the security association exists an additional Mobile Node -
# Foreign Agent Authentication Extension is added to the registration requests.
#
# The following list contains the shared secrets indexed by SPI (and
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Foreign Agent IP address). The algorithm field specifies the method
used for key distribution (see the list above). The format of the share
secret field is identical to the one used with the MN-HA security
association list above.

#
#
#
#
#
FA SECURITY BEGIN
# SPI FA IP
#2001 192.168.0.1
#2002 192.168.0.2
FA_SECURITY_END

Alg.
4
4

Shared Secret
0123456789ABCDEF
"eslkfj89jr3hduh3R!as"

Appendix D Configuration of Dynamics MIP Software

of RFC 3012)
(alias for 1 above)
RFC 2104)

# MN-AAA Authentication and Challenge/Response [RFC3012]

# If the MN does not have a security association with an FA, it may use AAA
# infrastructure for authentication. If this is used, also MN NAI
# ('MNNetworkAccessIdentifier' above) should be configured.

# SPI to be used in MN-AAA authentication.
# Reserved SPI values:
# 2 CHAP_SPI, CHAP style authentication using MD5 [RFC 3012]
# 3 = MD5/prefix+suffix [draft-ietf-mobileip-aaa-key-03.txtJ
# 4 = HMAC MD5 [draft-ietf-mobileip-aaa-key-03.txt]
# MN-AAA-SPI 12345

# Shared secret for MN-AAA authentication (see 'SharedSecret' above for format
# instructions)
# MN-AAA-SharedSecret "test"

# Algorithms to be used for MN-AAA authentication and key generation
# 1 MD5/prefix+suffix (RFC 2002)
# 2 RADIUS authentication (Sec. 8
# 3 MD5/prefix+suffix (RFC 2002)
# 4 HMAC-MD5 (Sec. 6 of RFC 3012;
# 5 SHA-1 (FIPS 180-1)
# 6 HMAC-SHA1 (RFC 2104)
# Note: with algorithm 2, 'MN-AAA-SPI' should be set to reserved number
# CHAP_SPI (default: 2).
# MN-AAA-AuthenticationAlgorithm 4
# MN-AAA-KeyGenerationAlgorithm 4

#############################################################################
# TunnelingMode < 1 I 2 I 3 , 4 >
# The packets between the MN and a Correspondent Node (CN) can be routed using
# different routes. This option can be used to select, which mode will be
# selected.
# Possible values:
# 1 automatic, prefer reverse tunnel (i.e. bi-directional tunnel)
# 2 automatic, prefer triangle tunnel (i.e. tunnel only in CN->MN direction)
# 3 accept only reverse tunnel
# 4 accept only triangle tunnel
TunnelingMode 3

# When MN can get its own co-located care-of address and use reverse tunneling,
# the normal method is to set the default route to the tunnel. This means that
# all the packets destined to other networks than the current subnet in the
# visited network are send via the HA. If the co-located COA is public, it can
# be used for sessions that do not need constant IP address (e.g. most of the
# web browsing). The following configuration option specifies the routing
# operation that is used with the co-located COA.
# possible values:
# 0 set default route to the tunnel
# 1 set only the home net route to the tunnel (the above HomeNetPrefix
# options must be set)
# 2 do not change the routing entries (i.e. some external means must be
# used to direct traffic to the tunnel, e.g. manually adding host route
# to a specific host)
MNDecapsRouteHandling 0

# DefaultTunne1Lifetime is the lifetime suggested in registration
# The lifetime is defined in seconds, default value is 300.
# The request timer will be set according to this value. If the FA's agent
# advertisment has a smaller time, it is used instead.
# Special case: 65535 (or more) seconds means unlimited time (the binding will
# not expire)
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# MNDefaultTunnelLifetime [ seconds 1
MNDefaultTunnelLifetime 300

# UDP port to be used for sending registration requests
# Pore 434 is allocated for Mobile IP signaling and this should not be changed
# unless the network is known to use some other port (i.e. all the FAs and HAs
# must have che same port configured) .
UDPPort 434

# Socket priority for signaling sockets (UDP) can be sec with SO_PRIORITY to
# allow easier QoS configuration. If this argument is set, the given value is
# used as a priority for the signaling socket. E.g. CBQ class can be used to
# make sure that signaling is not disturbed by other traffic on a congested
# link.
# This feacure is still undocumented and can be left commented.
#
# SocketPriority 1

# The log messages are written through syslog service. The facility to be
# used defaults to LOG_LOCAL 0 , but it can be sec with this parameter
# to any of the possible facilities (LOG_AUTHPRIV, LOG_DAEMON, and so on) .
# The processing of log messages is defined in /etc/syslog.conf file.
SyslogFacility LOG DAEMON

# Ignore these interfaces. No agent advertisements are received nor
# agent solicitations sent for these interfaces.
IGNORE_INTERFACES BEGIN
10
dummyO
tunlO
greO
IGNORE INTERFACES END

# Other programs may set routing entries so that the daca connection may
# fail. The MN can try to enforce the routes that it believes should be used.
# This operation should currently be used only with FA decapsulation. If the
# route enforcement is activated the MN daemon prevents certain route changes.
EnforceRoutes FALSE

# MN can be instructed to poll for current AP address when using a wireless
# LAN driver that supports wireless extensions. This can be used to speed up
# handoffs when using managed mode (BSS).
# Polling interval is configured in micro seconds
# (i.e., 1000000 equals co 1 second)
# -1 = AP polling disabled
APPollingInterval -1

# MN can be instructed to send periodic agent solicitations to find new FAs.
# Normally, MN uses agent solicitations when it does not have a valid agent
# advertisement. Periodic solicitation occurs even if the connection seems to
# be up. This will cause more broadcast messages and is thus disabled in the
# default configuration, but it can speed up handoffs in some environments.
# Solicitation incerval is configured in micro seconds (usec)
# (i.e., 1000000 usec equals to 1 second). A rnadom time between 0 and 0.5
# second will be added to solicitation intervals to prevent unwanted
# synchronization of broadcast messages. In addition, solicitacions will not be
# send more often than once per second, so this interval should not be
# configured to be less chan 1000000 usec.
# -1 = Periodic agent solicitation disabled
SolicitationInterval -1

#############################################################################
# Mobile Nodes use unix domain sockets to communicate through their API
# interfaces.
# The group and owner must be names as strings, no groupIDs or userIDs are
# allowed. The file permissions are set in octal values like in chmod(l)
# The configuration parameters of the two API sockets are as follows:
MNAPIReadSocketPath "/var/run/dynamics_mn_read"
MNAPIReadSocketGroup "root"
MNAPIReadSocketOwner "root"
MNAPIReadSocketPermissions 0666
#
MNAPIAdminSocketPath "/var/run/dynamlcs mn admin"
MNAPIAdminSocketGroup "root"
MNAPIAdminSocketOwner "root"
MNAPIAdminSocketPermissions 0700
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This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 as
published by the Free Software Foundation. See README and COPYING for
more details.

This is an example configuration file designed to give
perspeccive to the system configuration AND to provide
a basis for a working simple test environment.
The values of some of the parameters may not be the
same as the daemon's defaults, so don't get confused.

#
# Every configuration file must end to the keyword 'END'.
END

Final Demo Set-Up

Dynamics Home Agent configuration file offinal demo set-up:
lusr/local/etc/dynhad.conf

# $Id: dynhad.conf,v 1.39 2001/10/20 13:36:07 jm Exp $
# Home Agent configuration file
#
# Dynamic hierarchial IP tunnel
# Copyright (C) 1998-2001, Dynamics group
#
#
#
#
#
#
#######################################################################
#
# NOTE!
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#######################################################################
#

Interfaces to be used for Mobile IP services. Note thac you have to configure
each interface that may receive or send registration messages.
interface: name of the interface, e.g. ethO
ha disc:

o = do not allow dynamic HA discovery
1 = allow dynamic HA discovery with broadcast messages

agentadv:
o do noc send agent advertisements without agent solicitation
1 = send agent advertisements regularly

-1 = do not send any (even solicited) agent advertisements
interval: number of seconds to wait between two agentadvs

(if allowed for this interface)
force IP_addr: local address to be forced for this interface

(can be used to selecc one of the mulciple virtual
addresses); if not entered, the primary address of the
interface is used

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
INTERFACES BEGIN
# interface ha disc
ethO 0
INTERFACES_END

agentadv
-1

interval
10

force IP addr
131.155.193.134

# Network Access Identifier (NAI) of this HA
# Unique identifier for this HA. A macro [interface] can be used to get
# the hardware address of an interface in dot-separated format.
# This is needed, if private address space is used in the home network.
# NetworkAccessIdentifier "[ethO]@example.com"

# Surrogate HA IP Address
# This is only needed, if private address space and a surrogate HA are used in
# the home network.
# SHAIPAddress 10.10.10.10

# Private HA Identifier at SHA
# Unique identifier (32-bit number) at SHA for this private HA.
# This is only needed, if private address space and a surrogate HA are used in
# the home network.
# PrivateHAIdentifier 1

# UDP port to listen for registration requests
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# The default is
UDPPort 434

434

Appendix D Configuration of Dynamics MIP Software

# Socket priority for signaling sockets (UDP) can be set with SO_PRIORITY to
# allow easier QoS configuration. If this argument is set, the given value is
# used as a priority for the signaling socket. E.g. CBQ class can be used to
# make sure that signaling is not disturbed by other traffic on a congested
# link.
# This feature is still undocumented and can be left commented.
#
# SocketPriority 1

# MaxBindings can be used to restrict the maximum number of Mobile Nodes
# that are concurrently attached to this Home Agent.
# The default is 20.
MaxBindings 20

# The default tunnel lifetime is suggested also by the HA.
# The default lifetime is 500.
HADefaultTunnelLifetime 500

# The Registration error reply interval should be restricted to
# avoid system overloading situations when receiving tOO much
# incorrect Registration Reply messages.
# The default value for RegErrorReplyInterval is 1 second.
RegErrorReplyInterval 1

# Triangle tunnel means that the packages to MNs are send via the HA, but
# packages from MN are routed directly (i.e. FA use normal IP routing) .
# EnableTriangleTunneling < TRUE I FALSE >

EnableTriangleTunneling FALSE

# Reverse tunnel means bi-directional tunneling in which both the packages
# from and to MN are send via HA
# EnableReverseTunneling < TRUE I FALSE >

EnableReverseTunneling TRUE

########################################################################
# The Home Agent needs to know what kind of security parameters each
# authorized Mobile Node uses. that is why there is a tbale that maps
# (in many-to-many relationship) SPI numbers, or SPI-number ranges to
# IP adresses - or IP-address ranges defined by network adresses and
# netmasks. The netmask may be defined in two ways: either in
# "bit offset notation" (the third row in the example) or in the
# "dotted decimal notation" (the fifth row in the example below) .
# The list of Mobile Node information is separated between two
# keywords: AUTHORIZEDLIST_BEGIN and AUTHORIZEDLIST_END.
#
# < SPI I SPI-range IP I network/netmask >

# Example:

AUTHORIZEDLIST
# SPI
#1000
#1001
#1002
#11000-11999
#12000
#13000-14000
<22nsored>
AUTHORIZEDLIST

BEGIN
IP
192.168.240.2
192.168.240.3
0.0.0.0/0
192.168.241.4
192.168.250.0/255.255.255.0
192.168.251.0/28

131.155.193.130
END

SPI (Security Parameter Index): a key for the other fields.

Authentication Algorithm:
1: MD5/prefix+suffix (a.k.a. keyed-MD5) [RFC 2002]
4: HMAC-MD5 [RFC 2104]
5: SHA-1 [FIPS 180-1]
6: HMAC-SHA1 [RFC 2104]

Note! MD5/prefix+suffix has known weaknesses and use of HMAC-MD5 is
recommented. MD5/prefix+suffix algorithm is for backwards compatability with
older versions that do not support more secure HMAC-MD5.

# The Home Agents needs a security association for each authorized Mobile
# Node. The association includes following information.
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
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The SPI is the key identificator for the rest of the security parameters
on the same line. SPI number ranges may be assigned the same security
parameters.

When private address space is used, this list must have a securicy
association with the surrogate HA instead of the FAs. possible security
associations with the FAs are then configured to the SHA.

01020304050607
016A352B2F235E
OEF42BD234ECCAA2

shared
secret

identical to the one used with the

max
lifetime
600

120
300
180

Shared Secret
0123456789ABCDEF
"eslkfj89jr3hduh3R!as"

Alg.
4

4

timestamp
tolerance
20

60
60
120

Method:

replay
meth.
1

2
1
1

The following list contains the shared secrets indexed by SPI (and
Foreign Agent IP address). The algorithm field specifies the method
used for authentication and key distribution:

1: MD5/prefix+suffix (a.k.a. keyed-MD5J [RFC 2002]
4: HMAC-MD5 [RFC 2104]
5: SHA-1 [FIPS 180-1]
6: HMAC-SHA1 [RFC 2104]

The format of the share secret field is
MN-HA security association list above.

Replay Protection
0: none
1: timestamps
2: nonces

Shared Secret: a secret data known by MN and HA. It can be given as
a HEX code string, i.e. two characters (O-F) correspond to one occet.
The shared secret can also be given as a character string (e.g.
"ABCDE" corresponds to 4142434445) .
Note: RFC 2002 specifies that the default key size is 128 bits (i.e.
16 bytes or 32 hex 'characters'). Dynamics supports also other key lengths.

Timestamp tolerance indicates how many seconds the MN's timestamp can differ
from the HA's clock. 7 seconds is the recommended default value. This
tolerance is checked only when timescamps are used for replay procection.

The maximum lifetime for the binding is given in seconds.
Special case: 65535 (or more) seconds means unlimited time (the binding will
noc expire)

#1002 4
#10000 4
#10001 4
SECURITY END
#
#################################-########################-###-###-#########
# Home Agent may have optional security associations with Foreign
# Agents. If the security association exists the session key can be
# encrypted with the help of shared secret and thus man-in-the-middle
# style attacks can be prevented. If no security association is set
# for a certain Foreign Agent - Home Agent pair, public key encryption
# (RSA) is used.
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
FA SECURITY BEGIN- -
# SPI FA IP
#2001 192.168.0.1
#2002 192.168.0.2
FA SECURITY END- -
#
# The Highest FA public key can be protected from man-in-the-middle style
# attacks between the HFA and the HA with hash code. The use of this hash
# is optional, but recommented. The HA can have different ways of checking
# the hash code.
# Methods:
# 0: skip the hash code completely (not recommented)
# 1: if the hash code is received, check the public key with it
# 2: require the correct hash code for every registration message
# with a public key (this may prevent the use of some organizations
# which do not advertise the hash code)
PublicKeyHashMethod 1
#

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#-
# The list of Mobile Node information is separated between two
# keywords: SECURITY_BEGIN and SECURITY END.
#
SECURITY BEGIN
# auth.
# SPI alg.
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########################################################################

# The log messages are written through syslog service. The facility to be
# used defaults to LOG_LOCAL 0 , but it can be set with this parameter
# to any of the possible facilities (LOG_AUTHPRIV, LOG_DAEMON, and so on) .
# The processing of log messages is defined in /etc/syslog.conf file.
SyslogFacility LOG_DAEMON

# Home Agents (and Foreign Agents) use unix domain sockets
# to communicate through their API interfaces.
# The group and owner must be names as strings, no groupIDs or userIDs are
# allowed. The file permissions are set in octal values like in chmod(l) .
# The configuration parameters of the two API sockets are as follows:
HAAPIReadSocketPath "/var/run/dynamics_ha_read"
HAAPIReadSocketGroup "root"
HAAPIReadSocketOwner "root"
HAAPIReadSocketPermissions 0766
#
HAAPIAdminSocketPath "/var/run/dynamlcs ha admin"
HAAPIAdminSocketGroup "root"
HAAPIAdminSocketOwner "root"
HAAPIAdminSocketPermissions 0700
#
# Every configuration file must end to the keyword 'END'.
END

Dynamics Mobile Node configurationfile offinal demo set-up:
/usr/local/etc/dynmnd.conf

working, you will need to check the

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 as
published by the Free Software Foundation. See README and COPYING for
more details.

This is an example configuration file designed to give
perspective to the system configuration AND to provide
a basis for a working simple test environment.
The values of some of the parameters may not be the
same as the daemon's defaults, so don't get confused.

TO get a minimal test
following items:

* MNHomeIPAddress
* HAIPAddress
* EnableFADecapsulation
* HomeNetPrefix (if using FA decapsulation or

dynamics HA address resolution)
* SPI and SharedSecret

The rest of the items should work with their preset values in
most cases and they can be used to fine tune the operations
after the basic operation have been tested successfully.

# $Id: dynmnd.conf,v 1.56 2001/10/20 13:36:07 jm Exp $
# Mobile Node configuration file
#
# Dynamic hierarchial IP tunnel
# Copyright (Cl 1998-2001, Dynamics group
#
#
#
#
#
#
#######################################################################
#
# NOTE!
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#######################################################################
#
# The Mobile Nodes's IP address in the Home Network.
# If using AAA (see UseAAA below), home address can be set to 0.0.0.0 in order
# to request a home address from the AAA infrastructure. This requires that
# also MN NAI is configured.
MNHomeIPAddress 131.155.193.130

# The Mobile Node's Network Access Identifier (NAI) [RFC2794]
# If configured, this NAI is used in registration requests to identify the
# mobile user for AAA services.
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#
# MNNetworkAccessIdentifier "user@example.com"

# UseAAA < TRUE I FALSE >. TRUE enables AAA extensions (key requests
# material from AAA, HA and home address discovery using AAA, etc.)
# requires that MN NAI and AAA related items below are configured.
# FALSE disables these extensions.
UseAAA FALSE

using
This

# The IP address of Mobile Node's Home Agent. In case of a private HA address
# this is the address of the surrogate HA. If the HA address is unknown, set
# this to 0.0.0.0 and make sure that HomeNetPrefix is correct for dynamic
# HA address resolution or use AAA to discover HA address. If the HA has
# multiple interfaces, this should be the address of the "public" interface,
# i.e., the one toward default gateway (it has to be reachable from the foreign
# networks) .
HAIPAddress 131.155.193.134

# If the HA has more than one interfaces, HAIPAddress should be configured to
# be the one reachable from the Internet (i.e., from the foreign networks the
# MN may visit) . To allows MN to detect other HA's interfaces, their IP
# addresses may be configured here. MN will use this list in addition to
# HAIPAddress when determining whether an agent advertisement is from its own
# HA (i.e., when MN is at home). Multiple lines containing different addresses
# may be used to configure more than one alternative HA address.
# AlternativeHAIPAddress 10.1.2.3
#AlternativeHAIPAddress 131.155.193.112

# AllowHomeAddrFromForeignNet < TRUE I FALSE >. TRUE allows AAA to assign
# a home agent and home address from the foreign network (assuming they are
# set to 0.0.0.0 above). FALSE means that both the home agent and the home
# address must be from the home domain.
AllowHomeAddrFromForeignNet FALSE

# The following configuration options PrivateHAIPAddress, PrivateHAIdentifier,
# and HANetworkAccessIdentifier are only used with home networks that use
# private IP addresses and a surrogate HA. In other cases they should be left
# commented.

# The private IP address of Mobile Node's Home Agent.
# Needed only, if surrogate HA is used.
# PrivateHAIPAddress 192.168.200.200

# The identifier for the private HA in SHA (unique 32-bit number)
# PrivateHAIdentifier 1

# Home Agent Network Access Identifier (NAI)
# If configured, this NAI is used to match the HA agent advertisements when
# a MN is determining whether it is at home or not. This is mainly used with
# private HA address that may not be globally unique.
#
# HANetworkAccessIdentifier "ha@example.com"

# EnableFADecapsulation < TRUE I FALSE >. TRUE enables a mode where
# the FA decapsulates the IP-within-IP encapsulated IP packets.
# FALSE disables this mode and sets the default mode where the
# MN decapsulates the IP-within-IP encapsulated IP packets.
# With FA decapsulation the MN uses its home address in the interface even in
# the foreign network and with MN decapsulation MN needs to acquire a
# co-located care-of address from the visited network (this needs an external
# program; see man pages for more information).
# The two modes cannot be used simultaneously.
EnableFADecapsulation FALSE

# Network address of home network (CIDR format: a.b.c.d/prefix_lengthl
# This is used with FA decapsulation and dynamics HA address resolution. If
# commented, the routing entry is not removed nor added. The home net entry
# may optionally be used with MN decapsulation - see MNDecapsRouteHandling
# option below.
#
# Example: 192.168.242.0/24
HomeNetPrefix 131.155.193.128/29
#HomeNetPrefix 131.155.192.0/22

# Home net default gateway
# This entry can be used to force a gateway that the MN uses when it is
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# at home. If this is left commented, the MN tries to use the default route
# that was in use when the program was started.
#
HomeNetGateway 131.155.192.1

Mobile Node may have optional security associations with Foreign
Agents. If the security association exists an additional Mobile Node 
Foreign Agent Authentication Extension is added to the registration requests.

The following list contains the shared secrets indexed by SPI (and
Foreign Agent IP address) . The algorithm field specifies the method
used for key distribution (see the list above). The format of the share
secret field is identical to the one used with the MN-HA security
association list above.

Shared Secret
0123456789ABCDEF
"eslkfj89jr3hduh3R!as"

Alg.
4
4

#############################################################################
# a SPI (Security Parameter Index) must be defined for every MN.
# It is used for indexing the security association at the Home Agent.
SPI <cer2scr2d",

#
# The SharedSecret is provided as a HEX number string. The shared secret can
# also be given as a character string
# (e.g. character string "ABCDE" corresponds to HEX number string 4142434445).
# Note: RFC 2002 specifies that the default key size is 128 bits (i.e.
# 16 bytes or 32 hex 'characters'). Dynamics supports also other key lengths.
# This shared secret is used with the HA. This must be commented out when using
# AAA infrastructure for key generation. In this case, the AAA related items
# below must be configured.
# SharedSecret < shared secret '"
# SharedSecret 016A352B2F235E
SharedSecret <c2nsored",

#
# Authentication algorithm
# 1: MD5/prefix+suffix (a.k.a. keyed-MD5) [RFC 2002]
# 4: HMAC-MD5 [RFC 2104]
# 5: SHA-1 [FIPS 180-1]
# 6: HMAC-SHA1 [RFC 2104]
# Note! MD5/prefix+suffix has known weaknesses and use of HMAC-MD5 is
# recommented. MD5/prefix+suffix algorithm is for backwards compatability with
# older versions that do not support more secure HMAC-MD5.
AuthenticationAlgorithm 4
#
# Replay prevention method:
# 0: none
# 1: time stamps
# 2: nonces
ReplayMethod 1
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
FA_SECURITY_BEGIN
# SPI FA IP
#2001 192.168.0.1
#2002 192.168.0.2
FA SECURITY END- -

# MN-AAA Authentication and Challenge/Response [RFC3012]

# If the MN does not have a security association with an FA, it may use AAA
# infrastructure for authentication. If this is used, also MN NAI
# ('MNNetworkAccessIdentifier' above) should be configured.

# SPI to be used in MN-AAA authentication.
# Reserved SPI values:
# 2 CHAP SPI, CHAP style authentication using MD5 [RFC 3012]
# 3 = MD5/prefix+suffix [draft-ietf-mobileip-aaa-key-03.txt]
# 4 = HMAC MD5 [draft-ietf-mobileip-aaa··key-03. txt]
# MN-AAA-SPI 12345

# Shared secret for MN-AAA authentication (see 'SharedSecret' above for format
# instructions)
# MN-AAA-SharedSecret "test"

# Algorithms to be used for MN-AAA authentication and key generation
# 1 MD5/prefix+suffix (RFC 2002)
# 2 RADIUS authentication (Sec. 8 of RFC 3012)
# 3 MD5/prefix+suffix (RFC 2002) (alias for 1 above)
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# 4 HMAC-MD5 (Sec. 6 of RFC 3012; RFC 2104)
# 5 SHA-l (FIPS 180-1)
# 6 HMAC-SHAl (RFC 2104)
# Note: with algorithm 2, 'MN-AAA-SPI' should be set to reserved number
# CHAP_SPI (default: 2).
# MN-AAA-AuthenticationAlgorithm 4
# MN-AAA-KeyGenerationAlgorithm 4

#############################################################################
# TunnelingMode < 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 >
# The packets between the MN and a Correspondent Node (CN) can be routed using
# different routes. This option can be used to select, which mode will be
# selected.
# Possible values:
# 1 automatic, prefer reverse tunnel (i.e. bi-directional tunnel)
# 2 automatic. prefer triangle tunnel (i.e. tunnel only in CN->MN direction)
# 3 accept only reverse tunnel
# 4 accept only triangle tunnel
TunnelingMode 3

# When MN can get its own co-located care-of address and use reverse tunneling,
# the normal method is to set the default route to the tunnel. This means that
# all the packets destined to other networks than the current subnet in the
# visited network are send via the HA. If the co-located COA is public, it can
# be used for sessions that do not need constant IP address (e.g. most of the
# web browsing) . The following configuration option specifies the routing
# operation that is used with the co-located COA.
# Possible values:
# 0 set default route to the tunnel
# 1 set only the home net route to the tunnel (the above HomeNetPrefix
# options must be set)
# 2 do not change the routing entries (i.e. some external means must be
# used to direct traffic to the tunnel, e.g. manually adding host route
# to a specific host)
MNDecapsRouteHandling 0

# DefaultTunnelLifetime is the lifetime suggested in registration
# The lifetime is defined in seconds, default value is 300.
# The request timer will be set according to this value. If the FA's agent
# advertisment has a smaller time, it is used instead.
# Special case: 65535 (or more) seconds means unlimited time (the binding will
# not expire)
# MNDefaultTunnelLifetime [ seconds ]
MNDefaultTunnelLifetime 300

# UDP port to be used for sending registration requests
# Port 434 is allocated for Mobile IP signaling and this should not be changed
# unless the network is known to use some other port (i.e. all the FAs and HAs
# must have the same port configured) .
UDPPort 434

# Socket priority for signaling sockets (UDP) can be set with SO PRIORITY to
# allow easier QoS configuration. If this argument is set, the given value is
# used as a priority for the signaling socket. E.g. CBQ class can be used to
# make sure that signaling is not disturbed by other traffic on a congested
# link.
# This feature is still undocumented and can be left commented.
#
# SocketPriority 1

# The log messages are written through syslog service. The facility to be
# used defaults to LOG_LOCALO, but it can be set with this parameter
# to any of the possible facilities (LOG AUTHPRIV, LOG DAEMON, and so on) .
# The processing of log messages is defined in /etc/syslog.conf file.
SyslogFacility LOG_DAEMON

# Ignore these interfaces. No agent advertisements are received nor
# agent solicitations sent for these interfaces.
IGNORE INTERFACES BEGIN
10
dummy0
tunlO
greO
IGNORE INTERFACES_END
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# Other programs may set routing entries so that the data connection may
# fail. The MN can try to enforce the routes that it believes should be used.
# This operation should currently be used only with FA decapsulation. If the
# route enforcement is activated the MN daemon prevents certain route changes.
EnforceRoutes FALSE

# MN can be instructed to poll for current AP address when using a wireless
# LAN driver that supports wireless extensions. This can be used to speed up
# handoffs when using managed mode (BSS).
# Polling interval is configured in micro seconds
# (i.e., 1000000 equals to 1 second)
# -1 = AP polling disabled
APPollingInterval -1

# MN can be instructed to send periodic agent solicitations to find new FAs.
# Normally, MN uses agent solicitations when it does not have a valid agent
# advertisement. Periodic solicitation occurs even if the connection seems to
# be up. This will cause more broadcast messages and is thus disabled in the
# default configuration, but it can speed up handoffs in some environments.
# Solicitation interval is configured in micro seconds (usec)
# (i.e., 1000000 usec equals to 1 second). A rnadom time between 0 and 0.5
# second will be added to solicitation intervals to prevent unwanted
# synchronization of broadcast messages. In addition, solicitations will not be
# send more often than once per second, so this interval should not be
# configured to be less than 1000000 usec.
# -1 = Periodic agent solicitation disabled
SolicitationInterval -1

#############################################################################
# Mobile Nodes use unix domain sockets to communicate through their API
# interfaces.
# The group and owner must be names as strings, no groupIDs or userIDs are
# allowed. The file permissions are set in octal values like in chmod(l)
# The configuration parameters of the two API sockets are as follows:
MNAPIReadSocketPath "/var/run/dynamics mn read"
MNAPIReadSocketGroup "root" - -
MNAPIReadSocketOwner "root"
MNAPIReadSocketPermissions 0666
#
MNAPIAdmlnSocketPath "/var/run/dynamlcs mn admin"
MNAPIAdminSocketGroup "root"
MNAPIAdminSocketOwner "root"
MNAPIAdminSocketPermissions 0700
#
# Every configuration file must end to the keyword 'END'.
END
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Appendix E Handoff Script
This Appendix contains the following configuration files:

• Handoffscript MIPscriptMAN (on MN);
• Manually handoff add-on MIPscriptPREF (on MN);
• Example of stored MIPscriptPREF_FILE (on MN).

Handoffscript MIPscriptMAN35
:

/root/MIPscriptMAN

#! /bin/sh

# Scriptfile: MIPscript, 05-08-2002

This script has been made by Tom van Sebille at the department
of Electrical Engineering of the Eindhoven University of Technology
in The Netherlands

The script is designed to use on a Mobile Node that only allows a
co-located care-of address (COA) , so it will never try to find and use
a Foreign Agent.

This file starts with the the declaration and definition of some
variables and functions. These will be used in the script
that follows. The script is a 'never ending' loop. When the script
is terminated with AC , the route table will very likely be corrupted.
A re-plugin of the network interface(s) will update the table corectly.

A second scriptfile, MIPscriptPREF, can be used to manually overrule the
preferred interface to use. Two parameters are used:

-1- a mode bit with possible values:
m: use the manual mode to choose preferred interface
a: use the automatic mode to choose preferred interface

-2- the preferred interface that should be used in manual state
possible values: ethO, eth1, eth2, pppO or ppp1

# This file contains a script to handle the Mobile IPv4 implementation
# Dynamics 0.8.1 of the Helsinki University of Technology (HUT)
# in Finland
# http://www.cs.hut.fi/Research/Dynamics/
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

# Get the fixed home IP-address of the Mobile Node
# and the IP-address of the Home Agent from
# the dynmnd.conf configuration file.
# Therefore the Mobile Node functionality of
# HUT Dynamics Mobile IPv4 0.8.1 has to be implemented on this machine.
MNHomeIPAddress='cat /usr/local/etc/dynmnd.conf I egrep ,AMNHomeIPAddress' I cut -d " " -f 2'
HAIPAddress='cat /usr/local/etc/dynmnd.conf I egrep ,AHAIPAddress' I cut -d " " -f 2'

# Definition of several arrays, one for each possible eth or ppp interface.
# Each array has 3 values: IP-address, subnet or ppp peer and default gateway.
# The latest information will be stored in the "NEW" arrays.
# Reference information is stored in "OLD" arrays.

declare -a ethONEW
declare -a eth1NEW
declare -a eth2NEW
declare -a pppONEW
declare -a ppp1NEW
# All NEW arrays together form the 'NEW state' .

declare -a ethOOLD
declare -a eth10LD

35 Some lines are split due to the lay-out ofthis document. The script does not work properly when using split
lines.
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grep ,A [AdJ .*ethO.*kernel' awk ' { print $1 } , ' " 1=

grep ,A [Ad] . *eth1 . *kernel ' awk ' { print $1 } , ' " ! =

grep ,A [Ad] . *eth2 . *kernel ' awk ' { print $1 } , '" !=

FILL_NEW_ARRAYS scans the current IP configuration and routing table and
writes specific parameters to a temporary file which will be used to check if
something has changed since previous check.
The variable IP ROUTE SNAPSHOT is used as a buffer to make sure that all- -
parameters are captured at the same time, so no changes will be encountered
during the filling of the members of the NEW arrays:

0: IP-address
1: subnet/ppp peer
2: default gateway

Extra future possibilities:
3: a bit indicating whether it is a WLAN interface or not

(this cannot be concluded from the "ip route" command,
"iwconfig" should be used)

declare -a eth20LD
declare -a pppOOLD
declare -a ppp10LD
# All OLD arrays together form the 'OLD state' .

# To keep track of a one-time change, a variable TUN MODE SET is used:
TUN_MODE SET=O

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
## Sometimes the default gateway will be found a fraction of a second later
## than the IP-address and the subnet.
## To make sure that all changes have been captured, the filling of the NEW
## variables will be delayed by 0.2 seconds, after a subnet change has been
## detected.
## After those 0.2 seconds a new capture snapshot will be taken, which should
## contain the default gateway now.
## NOTE: It is very important that within these 0.2 seconds no interfaces are added
## or removed, because only one change at a time can be handled by this function! 11
## This is done in the first if-loop of FILL NEW ARRAYS
function FILL_NEW_ARRAYS {

IP ROUTE SNAPSHOT='ip route'
if-[ \ -

"'echo "$IP ROUTE SNAPSHOT"
"${ethONEW[l]}" -0-\

"'echo "$IP ROUTE SNAPSHOT"
"${eth1NEW[lJ}" -0-\ -

"'echo "$IP ROUTE SNAPSHOT"
"$ {eth2NEW [lJ }" ]; -then

#echo "sleep 0.2 s"
sleep 0.2s
IP_ROUTE_SNAPSHOT='ip route'

fi

awk '( print $1 }"" 1=

awk '{ print $9 }"
awk '{ print $1 }"

grep ,A[Ad] .*ethO.*kernel'
grep ,A [Ad] . *ethO. *kernel'

If [ "'echo "$IP ROUTE_SNAPSHOT" I grep ,A [Ad] . *ethO. *kernel'
"${ethONEW[l]}" ] i then

# Only change the default gateway if the subnet has changed,
# otherwise EVAL_GWS will not function correctly.
echo The subnet of ethO has changed, so write new default gateway.
ethONEW[2J='echo "$IP_ROUTE_SNAPSHOT" I grep ,Adefault.*ethO' I cut -d

fi
ethONEW[O]='echo "$IP_ROUTE_SNAPSHOT"
ethONEW[lJ='echo "$IP_ROUTE_SNAPSHOT"

.. II -f 3'"

awk '{ print $1 }"" 1=

grep ,A [Ad] . *eth1. *kernel'
grep I A[Ad] . *eth1. *kernel'

if [ "'echo "$IP ROUTE SNAPSHOT" I grep ,A[A d ] .*eth1.*kernel'
"${eth1NEW[1]}" ] i-then -

# Only change the default gateway if the subnet has changed,
# otherwise EVAL_GWS will not function correctly.
echo The subnet of eth1 has changed, so write new default gateway.
eth1NEW[2]='echo "$IP ROUTE_SNAPSHOT" I grep ,Adefault.*eth1' I cut

fi
eth1NEW[0]='echo "$IP_ROUTE_SNAPSHOT"
eth1NEW[1]='echo "$IP ROUTE_SNAPSHOT"

-d " " -f 3'

awk '{ print $9 }"
awk ,{ print $1 }"

awk '{ print $1 } I ,,, 1=

grep ,A [Ad] . *eth2 . *kernel '
grep ,A [Ad] . *eth2 . *kernel '

if [ "'echo "$IP_ROUTE_SNAPSHOT" I grep ,A[Ad] .*eth2.*kernel'
"${eth2NEW[1]}" ]; then

# Only change the default gateway if the subnet has changed,
# otherwise EVAL_GWS will not function correctly.
echo The subnet of eth2 has changed, so write new default gateway.
eth2NEW[2]='echo "$IP_ROUTE_SNAPSHOT" I grep ,Adefault.*eth2 ' I cut

fi
eth2NEW[O]='echo "$IP_ROUTE_SNAPSHOT"
eth2NEW[1]='echo "$IP_ROUTE SNAPSHOT"

-d""-f3'

awk '{ print $9 }"
awk '{ print $1 }"
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Appendix E Handoff Script

pppONEW[OJ~
,
echo "$IP ROUTE SNAPSHOT" grep ,A [Ad] .*pppO.*kernel' I awk ' { print $9 } , '

-
pppoNEW[l]~

,
echo "$IP ROUTE SNAPSHOT" grep ,A [Ad] . *pppo. *kernel ' I awk ' { print $1 } , '

-
pppoNEW[2]~

,
echo "$IP ROUTE_SNAPSHOT" grep ,Adefault. *pppo' I cut -d " " -f 3'-

ppp1NEW[0]~
,
echo "$IP ROUTE SNAPSHOT" grep ,A [Ad] . *pppl. *kernel' I awk ' { print S9 } , '

- -
ppp1NEW[1]~'echo "SIP- ROUTE SNAPSHOT" grep ,A [Ad] . *pppl. *kernel ' I awk ' { print Sl } , '

ppp1NEW[2]~ echo "SIP ROUTE_SNAPSHOT" grep ,Adefault. *ppp1' I cut -d " " -f 3'

# EVAL_GWS evaluates the gateways that have been found during FILL_NEW_ARRAYS
# If no default gateway was found, EVAL GWS guesses the gateway based on 2 principles:
# 1: If an eth device misses a default gateway, it is assumed that this is because
# another eth device is connected to the same subnet and therefore already has
# configured the appropriate gateway. This gateway will be copied to the new
# eth interface.
# 2: If an ppp device misses a default gateway, it is assumed that this is because
# another interface has already set a default gateway. The gateway will be set by
# copying the peer IP-address, wich is the default gateway for that interface.
function EVAL_GWS {

# Check whether etho has a default gateway.
# First check whether ethO is up and whether a default gateway has already been found:
if [ "S{ethoNEW[o]}" !~ "" -a "S{ethoNEW[2]}" ~ "" J; then

# ethoNEW[o] is not empty, so etho has an IP address and thus is up!
# AND
# no default gateway was found
# check for other eth interfaces with same subnet:
if [ "S{ethONEW[l]}" ~ "S{eth1NEW[1]}" ]; then

# etho is on the same subnet as eth1 and therefore gets the same default gateway:
ethoNEW[2]~S{eth1NEW[2]}

elif [ "S{ethoNEW[l]}" ~ "S{eth2NEW[1]}" ]; then
# etho is on the same subnet as eth2 and therefore gets the same default gateway:
ethoNEW[2]~${eth2NEW[2]}

fi
fi

# Do the same for eth1:
if [ "S{eth1NEW[0]}" !~ "" -a "S{eth1NEW[2]}" ~ "" ]; then

if [ "S{eth1NEW[1]}" ~ "S{ethoNEW[l]}" ]; then
eth1NEW[2]~S{ethoNEW[2]}

elif [ "S{eth1NEW[1]}" ~ "S{eth2NEW[1]}" ]; then
eth1NEW[2]~S{eth2NEW[2]}

fi
fi

# Do the same for eth2:
if [ "S{eth2NEW[0]}" !~ "" -a "S{eth2NEW[2]}" ~ "" ]; then

if [ "${eth2NEW[1]}" ~ "S{ethoNEW[l]}" ]; then
eth2NEW[2]~S{ethoNEW[2]}

elif [ "S{eth2NEW[1]}" ~ "S{eth1NEW[1]}" ]; then
eth2NEW[2]~S{eth1NEW[2]}

fi
fi

# Now for the ppp interfaces:
# First check whether pppo is up and whether a default gateway has already been found:
if [ "S{pppoNEW[o]}" !~ "" -a "S{pppoNEW[2]}" ~ "" ]; then

# pppo is up AND no gateway was found
# so guess that the defaulte gateway is the ppp peer
pppoNEW[2]~${pppoNEW[1]}

fi

# Do the same for ppp1:
if [ "S {ppplNEW [0] }"!~ -a "S{ppp1NEW[2]}"
ppp1NEW[2]~S{ppp1NEW[1]}

fi

"" ] j then

# COPY_ARRAYS copies the NEW arrays to the OLD arrays.
# The OLD arrays can be seen as reference values to keep track of changes.
function COPY_ARRAYS {

ethoOLD[o]~${ethoNEW[o] }
ethoOLD[l]~S{ethoNEW[l] }
ethoOLD [2] ~S (ethoNEW [2] )
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-a "${ethONEW[l] }" "${ ethOOLD [1] }" -a "${ethONEW[2] }"

-a "$ {eth1NEW [1] }" "s{eth10LD[1] }" -a "s {eth1NEW [2] }"

-a "${eth2NEW[1] }" "s{eth20LD[1] }" -a "$ {eth2NEW [2] }"

-a "${pppONEW[l] }" "S{pppOOLD[l] }" -a "S{pppONEW[2] }"

-a " S{ppp 1NEW [1] }" "$ {ppp10LD [1] }" -a "S{ppp1NEW[2] }"

has the home IP-address

"SMNHomeIPAddress" ] ; then

"SMNHomeIPAddress" ] ; then

"SMNHomeIPAddress" ] ; then

"SMNHomeIPAddress" ] ; then

"SMNHomeIPAddress" ] ; then

eth10LD[0] ~s{eth1NEW[0]}
eth10LD[1] ~s{eth1NEW[1]}
eth10LD[2] ~s{eth1NEW[2]}
eth20LD [0] ~S {eth2NEW [0] }
eth20LD [1] ~S {eth2NEW [1] }
eth20LD [2] ~S {eth2NEW [2] }
pppOOLD[O]~S{pppONEW[O] }
pppOOLD[l]~S{pppONEW[l] }
pppOOLD[2]~S{pppONEW[2] }
ppp10LD[0]~S{ppp1NEW[0] }
ppp10LD[1]~S{ppp1NEW[1] }
ppp10LD [2] ~S {ppp1NEW [2] }

# COMPARE_ARRAYS compares the NEW arrays with the OLD reference arrays to see
# if some interface has been added, changed or removed.
# The function returns the following value:
# nothing changed
# OR
# something changed
function COMPARE ARRAYS

if [ \
"s{ethONEW[O]}" ~ "S{ethOOLD[O]}"

"s{ethOOLD[2]}" -a \
"s {eth1NEW [0] }" ~ "S {eth10LD [0] }"

"s{eth10LD[2J}" -a \
"s{eth2NEW[0]}" ~ "S{eth20LD[0]}"

"s{eth20LD[2]}" -a \
"S{pppONEW[O]}" ~ "S{pppOOLD[O]}"

"S{pppOOLD[2]}" -a \
"S{ppp1NEW[0]}" ~ "S{ppplOLD[Ol}"

"S{ppp10LD[2]}" \
J; then

echo nothing changed
else

echo something changed
fi

# HOME_IF checks whether one of the interfaces has the Mobile Nodes Home IP-address.
# The function returns the following value:
# none: there is no interface which has the home IP-address
# OR
# <if>: this interface
function HOME_IF {

if ["s{ethONEW[O]}"
echo ethO

elif [ "s{eth1NEW[0]}"
echo eth1

elif [ "${eth2NEW[0]}"
echo eth2

elif [ "S{pppONEW [0] }"
echo pppO

e 1 if [ "$ {ppp 1NEW [0] }"
echo ppp1

else
echo none

fi

# PRINT_ARRAYS prints the current status of all NEW and OLD arrays on the screen
function PRINT_ARRAYS {

,----------------------------------------,echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo
echo

'NEW state at "date':
ethO IP
ethO subnet
ethO gateway

eth1 IP
eth1 subnet
eth1 gateway

eth2 IP
eth2 subnet
eth2 gateway

's{ethONEW[O] }
'S {ethONEW [1] }
'${ ethONEW [2] }
'$ {eth1NEW [0] }
'$ {eth1NEW [1] }
'${eth1NEW[2] }
'${eth2NEW [0] }
'${eth2NEW[1] }
's{eth2NEW [2] }
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, $ {ppp ONEW [0] }
'${pppONEW[l] }
, ${pppONEW [2] }
'${ppplNEW [0] }
'${ppplNEW [1] }
, $ {ppp lNEW [2] }

echo ' pppO IP
echo ' pppO peer
echo ' pppO gateway
echo ' pppl IP
echo pppl peer
echo ' pppl gateway
echo 'OLD state:'
echo' ethO IP '${ethOOLD[OJ}
echo' ethO subnet '${ethOOLD[l]}
echo' ethO gateway '${ethOOLD[2]}
echo' ethl IP '${ethlOLD [0] }
echo' ethl subnet '${ethlOLD[l]}
echo' ethl gateway '${ethlOLD[2]}
echo' eth2 IP '${eth20LD[0]}
echo ' eth2 subnet '${ eth20LD [1] }
echo' eth2 gateway '${eth20LD[2]}
echo' pppO IP '${pppOOLD[O]}
echo' pppO peer '${pppOOLD[l]}
echo ' pppO gateway '${pppOOLD [2J }
echo ' pppl IP '${ppplOLD [OJ}
echo' pppl peer '${ppplOLD[l]}
echo pppl gateway 'S{ppplOLD[2]}
echo ,----------------------------------------,

Appendix E Handoff Script

# PRIORITY_IF returns the interface which has the highest priority.
# This means that through this interfcae the tunnel to the
# Home Agent will be set up, if che Mobile Node is not ac the Home
# Network.
# This function may contain very complex algorithms to determine the
# interface wich the highest priority.
#
# The current function only checks whether there are eth interfaces
# and if so, it returns the new added or the first it finds.
# Otherwise it will return the new added ppp interface or the first
# ppp interface it finds.
#
# In more advanced future algorithms the signal strength and/or signal
# quality (for WLAN interfaces), data throughput, delay cime,
# cost, etc. can be implemented.
function PRIORITY_IF {

# First look for new added eth interfaces:
if [ n${ethOOLD[O]}n != n${ethONEW[O]}n -a n${ethONEW[O]}n!= J; then

echo ethO
elif [n${ethlOLD[OJ}n!= n${ethlNEW[OJ}n -a n${ethlNEW[O]}n!= ]; then

echo ethl
elif [n${eth20LD[0]}n!= n${eth2NEW[0]}n -a n${eth2NEW[0]}n!= ]; then

echo eth2
# Then look for available eth interfaces:
elif [ n${ethONEW[O]}n!= ]; then

echo ethO
elif [ n${ethlNEW[O]}n!= ]; then

echo ethl
elif [ n${eth2NEW[0]}n!= ]; then

echo eth2
# Then look for new added ppp interfaces:
elif [n${pppOOLD[o]}n!= "S{pppONEw[o]}n -a nS{pppONEw[o]}n!= ]; then

echo pppO
elif [n${ppplOLD[o]}n!= n${ppplNEw[o]}n -a n${ppplNEw[o]}n!= ]; then

echo pppl
# Finally look for available ppp interfaces:
elif [ n${pppONEw[o]}n!= ]; then

echo pppO
elif [ n${ppplNEw[o]}n!= ]; then

echo pppl
# There is no interface available:
else

echo none
fi

# READ_MAN_SETTINGS reads the manual preferred interface settings
# (i.e. preferred interface mode and the preferred interface)
# from the file MIPscriptPREF_FILE that is written by the script MIPscriptPREF.
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# It writes these values to variables.
function READ_MAN_SETTINGS {

PREFIFMODE_NEW='cat ./MIPscriptPREF_FILE!egrep "mode"lcut -d "
#echo PREFIFMODE NEW = $PREFIFMODE NEW
PREFIF_NEW='cat -:-/MIPscriptPREF_FILElegrep "Manual"lcut -d " "
#echo PREFIF NEW $PREFIF_NEW

" -f 4'

- f 4'

Appendix E Handoff Script

# COMPARE_MAN_SETTINGS compares the current manual preferred interface settings with
# the reference (OLD) manual overrule settings.
function COMPARE_MAN_SETTINGS {

if [ "$PREFIFMODE_NEW" = "$PREFIFMODE_OLD" -a "$PREFIF_NEW" "$PREFIF_OLD"]; then
echo "nothing changed"

else
echo "something changed"

fi

# COPY_MAN_SETTINGS will copy the NEW manual preferred interface settings to
# the OLD (reference) ones:
function COPY_MAN_SETTINGS {

PREFIFMODE_OLD=$PREFIFMODE NEW
PREFIF_OLD=$PREFIF_NEW

################################
# The real script starts here: #
################################

###### First we have an initialization phase
# It is defined as a function so ic can be easily "turned off" by
# commenting it out.
function INITIALIZE {

# The NEW arrays will be filled for the first time
FILL_NEW_ARRAYS
EVAL GWS

# Check for an available interface, if none, quit
if [ "'PRIORITY_IF'" = "none" J; then

echo Connect to the Internet before running MIPscript,
echo MIPscript will be terminated.
exit

fi

# The reference arrays (OLD) have to be the same for a start:
COPY ARRAYS
# Check the status:
PRINT ARRAYS

# Set the NEW and OLD manual preferred interface settings to default values.
# This means that the script will start with the automatic mode:
./MIPscriptPREF a echO
READ_MAN_SETTINGS
COPY_MAN_SETTINGS

# Kill all current Mobile Node daemons, if any:
killall dynrnnd 2> /dev/null
# Start new HUT Dynamics 0.8.1 Mobile Node daemon:
dynrnnd
# Only the first time the Mobile Node starts using a foreign network,
# the tunneling mode must be set to "tunnel HA", so the daemon
# will never try to use Foreign Agents:
if [ "'HOME_IF'" = "none" ]; then

dynrnn_tool disconnect
echo @@@@@@@@@@@@@@ Set tunneling mode to tunnel-direct-to-Home-Agent:
dynrnn_tool tunnel HA
TUN MODE SET=l

fi

# Run the initialization:
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INITIALIZE

###### After the initialization the 'never ending' loop will be encered:
while [ 1 ]; do

FILL NEW ARRAYS
EVAL GWS
READ MAN SETTINGS

if [ "$PREFIFMODE_NEW" ~ "a" ]; then
# automatic mode
if [ "'COMPARE_ARRAYS'" ~ "nothing changed" ]; then

sleep Is
else

echo "Something changed in automatic mode:"
PRINT ARRAYS
if [ "'HOME_IF'" !~ "none" ]; then

dynmn_tool update 'HOME IF'

# The following part is probably unnecessary: START WASTE
#echo Renew default gateway of home interface:
#routef
#if [ "'HOME IF'" ~ "ethO" ]; then

#route add-default gw ${ethONEW[2]} deY ethO
#elif [ "'HOME IF'" ~ "eth1" J; then

#route add default gw ${eth1NEW[2]} deveth1
#elif [ "'HOME IF'" ~ "eth2" ]; then

#route add default gw ${eth2NEW[2]} dey eth2
#elif [ "'HOME_IF'" ~ "pppO" ]; then

#route add default gw ${pppONEW[2]} deY pppO
#elif [ "'HOME IF'" ~ "ppp1" ]; then

#route add default gw ${ppp1NEW[2]} dey ppp1
#fi
# END WASTE
echo new route:
route -n

else
# Only the first time the Mobile Node starts using a foreign network,
# the tunneling mode must be set to "tunnel HA", so che daemon
# will never try to use Foreign Agents:
#if [ "$TUN_MODE_SET" ! ~ "1" ]; then
if [ "$TUN_MODE_SET" !~ "1" -a "'PRIORITY_IF'" !~ "none" ]; then

dynmn_tool disconnect
echo @@@@@@@@@@@@@@ Set tunneling mode to tunnel-direct-to-Home-Agent:
dynmn_tool tunnel HA
TUN MODE SET~l

fi
echo Priority interface ~ 'PRIORITY IF'
if [ "'PRIORITY_IF'" ~ "none" ]; then

echo There is no interface available!
elif [ "'PRIORITY_IF'" ~ "ethO" ]; then

echo flush route ...
routef
echo add route ...
route add $HAIPAddress gw ${ethONEW[2]} dey ethO
echo new route:
route -n
echo dyn update:
dynmn_tool update ethO

el if [ "'PRIORITY_IF'" "eth1"]; then
echo flush route ...
routef
echo add route ...
route add $HAIPAddress gw $ {eth1NEW [2] } dey eth1
echo new route:
route -n
echo dyn update:
dynmn_tool update eth1

elif ["'PRIORITY_IF'" "eth2"]; then
echo flush route ...
routef
echo add route ...
route add $HAIPAddress gw ${eth2NEW[2]} deY eth2
echo new rouce:
route -n
echo dyn update:
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dynrnn_tool update eth2
elif ["'PRIORITY_IF'" "pppO"]; then

echo flush route ...
routef
echo add route ...
route add $HAIPAddress gw ${pppONEW[2]} deY pppO
echo new route:
route -n
echo dyn update:
dynrnn_tool update pppO

elif ["'PRIORITY_IF'" "pppl"]; then
echo flush route ...
routef
echo add route ...
route add $HAIPAddress gw $ {ppplNEW [2] } deY pppl
echo new route:
route -n
echo dyn update:
dynrnn_tool update pppl

fi
fi
COPY ARRAYS

fi
else # PREFIFMODE NEW = m

# manual mode
if [ "'COMPARE_MAN_SETTINGS'" "nothing changed" ]; then

sleep Is
else

echo "Something changed in manual mode:"
PRINT ARRAYS
if [ "$PREFIF_NEW" = "'HOME_IF'" ]; then

dynrnn_cool update 'HOME IF'

# The following parc is probably unnecessary: START WASTE
#echo Renew default gateway of home interface:
#routef
#if [ "'HOME IF'" = "ethO" ]; then

#route add-default gw ${ethONEW[2]} deY ethO
#elif [ "'HOME IF'" = "ethl" J; then

#route add default gw ${ethlNEW[2]} dey ethl
#elif [ "'HOME IF'" = "eth2" ]; then

#route add default gw ${eth2NEW[2]} deY eth2
#elif [ "'HOME IF'" = "pppO" ]; then

#route add default gw ${pppONEW[2]} deY pppO
#elif [ "'HOME IF'" = "pppl" ]; then

#route add default gw $ {ppplNEW [2] } deY pppl
#fi
# END WASTE
echo new route:
route -n

else
# Only the first time the Mobile Node starts using a foreign network,
# the tunneling mode must be set to "tunnel HA", so the daemon
# will never try to use Foreign Agents:
#if [ "$TUN MODE SET" != "1" ]; then
if [ "$TUNjJiODE_SET" != "1" -a "'PRIORITY_IF'" != "none" ]; then

dynrnn_tool disconnect
echo @@@@@@@@@@@@@@ Set tunneling mode to tunnel-direct-to-Home-Agent:
dynrnn_tool tunnel HA
TUN MODE SET=1

fi
echo Preferred interface = $PREFIF NEW
if [ "$PREFIF_NEW" = "ethO" -a "${ethONEW[OJ}" != "" ]; then

echo flush route ...
routef
echo add route ...
route add $HAIPAddress gw ${ethONEW[2]} dey ethO
echo new route:
route -n
echo dyn update:
dynrnn_tool update ethO

elif [ "$PREFIF_NEW" = "ethl" -a "${ethlNEW [OJ}" ! = ]; then
echo flush route ..
routef
echo add route ...
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This script has been made by Tom van Sebille at the department
of Electrical Engineering of the Eindhoven University of Technology
in The Netherlands

The script is designed to use on a Mobile Node that only allows a
co-located care-of address (COA) , so it will never try to find and use
a Foreign Agent.

This file is an add-on to the scriptfile MIPscript, which implements an
automated update procedure for HUT Dynamics 0.8.1. This scriptfile can be
used to manually overrule the preferred interface to use.
Two parameters are used:

-1- a mode bit with possible values:
m: use the manual mode to choose preferred interface
a: use the automatic mode to choose preferred interface

route add $HAIPAddress gw ${ethlNEW[2]} dev ethl
echo new route:
route -n
echo dyn update:
dynmn_tool update ethl

elif [ n$PREFIF_NEW n = ne th2 n -a n${eth2NEW[OJ}n!= J; then
echo flush route ...
routef
echo add route ...
route add $HAIPAddress gw ${eth2NEW[2]} dev eth2
echo new route:
route -n
echo dyn update:
dynmn_tool update eth2

elif [ n$PREFIF_NEW n = npppon -a n${pppONEw[o]}n!= ]; then
echo flush route ...
routef
echo add route ...
route add $HAIPAddress gw ${pppONEW[2]} dev pppO
echo new route:
route -n
echo dyn update:
dynmn_tool update pppO

elif [ n$PREFIF_NEW n = npppln -a n${ppplNEw[o]}n!= ]; then
echo flush route ...
routef
echo add route ...
route add $HAIPAddress gw $ {ppplNEW [2] } dev pppl
echo new route:
route -n
echo dyn update:
dynmn_tool update pppl

else
echo The requested interface is not available, no changes made.

fi
fi
COPY MAN SETTINGS

fi
# In case an interface changed during manual mode, update reference arrays:
COpy ARRAYS

fi
done

# end

Manually handoffadd-on MIPscriptPREF:
/root/MIPscriptPREF

#! /bin/sh

# Scriptfile: MIPscriptPREF, 05-08-2002

# This file contains a script to handle the Mobile IPv4 implementation
# Dynamics 0.8.1 of the Helsinki University of Technology (HUT)
# in Finland
# http://www.cs.hut.fi/Research/Dynamics/
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
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# -2- the preferred interface that should be used in manual state
# possible values: echO, eth1, eth2, pppO or ppp1

# These parameters will be written co a file MIPscriptPREF_FILE that is
# used in MIPscript to set the preferred interface.

# NOTE: If the Homa Agent sends HA advertisements, then this script will
# not work if the Mobile Node is at the home necwork. This is because
# HUT Dynamics 0.8.1 cannot be overruled in the home situation.

# First, check the parameters validity:
if [ "$1" 1= "m" -a "$1" != "a" ]; t.hen

echo "First parameter must be m or a for manual or automatic mode."
exit

fi

# Check second parameter
if [ "$1" == "m" -a "$2" != "ethO" "-a "$2" != "ethl" -a "$2" 1= "eth2" -a \

"$2" != "pppO" -a "$2" 1= "ppp1" J; then
echo "Incorrect interface given."
exit

fi

Appendix E Handoff Script

# Write the output to file MIPscripPREF_FILE
echo -e "Preferred interface mode: $l\nManual preferred interface: $2" > MIPscriptPREF_FILE

# end

Example ofstored MIPscriptPREF_FILE:
/root/MIPscriptPREF_FILE

Preferred interface mode: a
Manual preferred incerface: ethO
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Appendix F Test Cases
This Appendix contains the following test cases:

• Proxy ARP with IP Forwarding;
• Tracing ping packets with MIP;

Proxy ARP with IP Forwarding

The test consisted of sniffing some packets that are forwarded by the HA PC, see Figure 2-2.
The HA PC was configured to use proxy ARP at the external interface for the nodes of the
(internal) HN. The packets sniffed during the test were "ping" packets from the MN
(131.155.193.130) atthe HN to a PC (131.155.193.79) atthe ELE network. The set-up is
shown in the figure below (only the host numbers are shown).

Mobile Node

PCHome Agent

WlAN MAC:
00 07 50 CB 08 CA

129

WLAN Access Point (AP)

Proxy ARP test case set-up

The program used for sniffing the packets on both interfaces of the HA PC is tcpdump.
The table below presents the packets in time. The tcpdump command line is also shown. The
proof of the proxy ARP is given in the shaded line.
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root: -# tcpdump -n -i ethO ip host 131 155.193.130 or host 131.155.193.112
or host 131.155 193.79 or ip broadcast

tcpdump: listening on ethO

sniffed at 131.155.193.112

11:57:36698249 arp who-has 131.155.193.79 tell 131.155.193.112
11:57:36.705336 arp reply 131.155.193.79 is-at: 0:4:75:72:30:bd
11:57:36.705391131.155.193.130> 131.155.193.79: icmp: echo request (OF)
11:57:36.711174 arp who-has 131.155.193.130 tell 131.155.193.79

)j"'\.~illldMliMlI~Jil.~~~~.!'~~~(y.J:!'l,£>,,,,~,,!:g
11:57:37.087869131.155.193.79> 131.155.193.130: icmp: echo reply

tcpdump: listening on ethl

root:-# tcpdump -n -i ethl ip host 131.155.193.130 or host 131.155.193.112
or host 131.155.193.134 or ip broadcast

sniffed at 131.155.193.134

11:57:36.698188131.155.193.130> 131.155.193.79: lcmp: echo request (OF)

115737.087898131.155.193.79> 131.155.193.130: icmp: echo reply
11 57 37.689049 131. 155.193.130 > 131. 155.193.79: icmp: echo request (OF)
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sniffed at TUNLMNA:

root: -# tcpdump -n -i TUNLMNA

tcpdump: listening on TUNLMNA

16:22:29.563894131.155.193.130> 131.155.2.3: lcmp: echo request (OF)

162229.519570131155.2.3 > 131.155.193.130: icmp: echo reply (DF)
16:22:30 559493 131.1~S.193.130 :;. 131 155 2.3: icrnp: echo request lOF)

16:22:30.569837131.1552.3 :;. 131.155 193.130: icmp: echo reply (OF)
1622:31559476131.155.193.130> 131.155 2.3: icmp: echo request (OF)

16:2231.570089131.155.2.3 > 131.155.193.130: icmp: echo reply (OF)
16:2232560314131.155.193.130::> 131.1552.3: lcmp: echo request (OF)

16:22:32.591103 131.155.2.3 ::> 131.155.193.130: icmp: echo reply (OF)

sniffed at ethl:

root:-# tcpdump -n -i ethl ip host 62.140.135.231 or host 131.155.193.130 or ip broadcast or broadcast

tcpdump: listening on eth1

~~!lJ&~\!!9:~:i~B;~;iJ.:$j,;,;1,a§}!;'1'~~~~~,}j1i<.~'~!i!ic~~2M'~i!!'~~il~ill!*~I!)R;~11~'l,'!\1!t~!tD!i't~~a*l':t
16:22:29.519510131.155.193.134::> 62.140.135.231: 131.155.2.3 ::> 131.155.193.130: icmp: echo reply (OF) (ipipl

16:2230.55951562.140.135.231 > 131.155 193.134: 131.155.193.130;. 131.155.2.3: icmp: echo request (DF) lipipl
1622:30569831 131.155.193.134 > 62.140.135.231: 1311552.3 > 131.155.193.130: ~cmp: echo reply (OF) Iipip)

16:2231.559496 62.140.131).231 > 131.151).193.134: 131.155.193.130> 131.151) 2.3: icmp: echo request (OF) lipipl
16'2231.570088131.155.193.134> 62.140.135 231: 131.155.2.3 > 131.155.193.130: icmp: echo reply (DP) lipipl

162232.56033662.140.135.231 ;. 131.155.193.134: 131.155.193.130> 131.155.2.3: icmp: echo request (OP) Ilpip)
1622:32.591103 131.155.193.134> 62.140.135 231: 131.155.2.3 > 131.155.193.130: icmp: echo reply (OF) lipip)
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Abstract

usJ.ng the base MobJ.le IP protocol, all datagrama destined to a mobile
node are routed through that mobile node's home agent, which then
tunnels each datagram to the mobile node's current location. This
document defines Route OptimJ.zation messages and extensJ.ons to the
base protocol to optimize datagram routing to a mobile node. Using
these protocol extensions, correspondent nodes may cache the binding
of a mobile node, and then tunnel their datagrams for the rrobJ.le node
directly to the care-of address, bypassing the mobile node's home
agent. Extensions are also provided to allow datagrams in flight
when a rrobile node moves, and datagrama sent based on an out-of-date
cached binding, to be fon.oarded directly to the mobile node's new
binding.

The base Mobile IP protocol [12], allows any rrobJ.le node to rrove
about, changing its point of attachment to the Internet, while
continuing to be identified by its home IP address. correspondent
nodes send IP datagrams to a mobile node at its home address
in the same way as wJ.th any other destination. This scheme
allows transparent interoperation between rrobile nodes and their
correspondent nodes, but forces all datagrams for a mobile node to
be routed through its home agent. Thus, datagrama to the mobile
node are often routed along paths that are significantly longer than
optimal. For example, if a mobile node is visiting some subnet,
even datagrams from a correspondent node on the same subnet must be
routed through the Internet to the mobile node's home agent (on its
home network), only then to be tunneled back to the orJ.ginal subnet
for fJ.nal delivery. This indirect routing delays the delivery of the
datagrams to mobile nodes, and places an unnecessary burden on the
networks and routers along their paths through the Internet.

In thJ.s document, we will define extensions to the operation of
the base Mobile IP protocol to allow for better routing, so that
datagrams can be routed from a correspondent node to a mobile node
without going to the home agent first. We refer collectively to
these extensions as Route Optimization.

Route Optimization extensions provide a means for nodes to cache
the bJ.nding of a mobJ.le node and to then tunnel their own datagrams
directly to the care-of address indicated in that binding, bypassing
the mobile node's home agent. Extensions are also provided to allow
datagrams in flight when a mobile node moves, and datagrams sent
based on an out-of-date cached binding, to be forwarded directly to
the mobile node's new care-of address.

All operation of Route OptJ.mization that changes the routing of
IP datagrams to the mobile node is authenticated using the same
type of mechanJ.sms defined J.n the base Mobile IP protocol. This
authentication generally relies on a mobility security association
established in advance between the sender and receiver of such
messages. The association can be created using ISAKMP [7] t or any of
the registration key establishment methods specifJ.ed in [11]
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After Section 2 gives some extra terminology, Section J provides
an overview of the basic protocol operations associated with Route
Optimization. Section 4 defines the message types used to update
bindJ.ng caches. subsequent sections show the formats for the
messages, explaining the function of fields within each message.
Home agent considerations are given in Section 7, and foreign agent
consJ.dera tions in Section 8.
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This document J.ntroduces the following terminology, in addition to
that used to descrJ.be the base Mobile IP protocol:

BJ.nding cache

A cache of mobility bindings of mobile nodes, maJ.ntained by a
node for use J.n tunneling datagrams to those rrobile nodes.

BJ.nding upda te

A message indJ.cating a mobile node's current rrobility binding,
and in particular its care-of address.

Registration Lifetime

The registration lifetime is the time duration for which a
binding J.s valJ.d. The term remaining registration lifetime
means the amount of tJ.me remaining for which a regJ.stration
lifetime is still valid, at some time after the registration
was approved by the home agent.

security Parameters Index (SPI)

An index identifying a securJ.ty context between a pair of
nodes among the contexts available in the Mobility security
AssociatJ.on. SPI values 0 through 255 are reserved [2].

Triangle Routing

A situatJ.on J.n which a correspondent Host's packets to a Mobile
Host follow a path which is longer than the optimal path
because the packets must be forwarded to the Mobile Host via a
Home Agent.

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [1].
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3 Route OptimJ.:l;atJ.on OVerview

ThJ.s sectJ.on provides an overview of the protocols and operatJ.ons of
Route OptJ.mization. These can be divided into two trlain parts:
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the mobile node's prevJ.aus foreign agent, from correspondent nodes
with out-of-date binding cache entries for the mobJ.le node, to be
forwarded to its new care-of address. Finally, this notifJ.cation

1. Updat ing bindJ.ng caches

2. Managing smooth handoffs between foreign agents
Perkins and Johnson Explres 6 March 2002 [Page 4J
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allows any resources consumed by the mobile node at the previous
foreign agent (such as radio channel reservations) to be released
J.mmediately, rather than wa1ting for its registration lifetime to
expire.

The first part of the document goes into detail about binding cache
maintenance, and then smooth handoff is considered.

3.1. Binding caches

Route Optimization provides a means for any node to maintain a
binding cache containing the care-of address of one or rrore mobile
nodes. When sending an IP datagram to a mobJ.le node, if the sender
has a bindJ.ng cache entry for the destinatJ.on mobile node, it MAY
tunnel the datagram directly to the care-of address indicated in the
cached mobil i ty binding.

In the absence of any binding cache entry, datagrams destined for a
mobile node will be routed to the !OClbile node's home network in the
same way as any other IP datagram, and then tUiUleled to the mobJ.le
node's current care-of address by the mobJ.le node's home agent.
This is the only routing mechanJ.sm supported by the base MobJ.le IP
protocol. With Route Optimi:l;ation, as a side effect of thJ.s indJ.rect
routing of a datagram to a mobJ.le node, the original sender of the
datagram may be informed of the mobile node's current mobility
binding, giving the sender an opportunity to cache the binding.

Any node may maintain a binding cache to optimiz.e its own
communication wJ.th rrobile nodes. A node may create or update a
binding cache entry for a mobile node only when it has received
and authenticated the rrobile node's mobility binding. As before,
each bJ.nding in the binding cache also has an associated lifetime,
specified in the Binding Update message in which the node obtained
the binding. After the expiration of this time period, the binding
is deleted from the cache. In addition, a node cache MAY use any
reasonable strategy for managing the space within the binding cache.
When a new entry needs to be added to the bJ.nding cache, the node MAY
choose to drop any entry already in the cache, if needed, to make
space for the new entry. For example, a least-recently used (LRU)
strategy for cache entry replacement is likely to work ....ell.

As part of the registratJ.on procedure, the mobile node MAY
request that its new foreign agent attempt to notify its previous
foreign agent on its behalf, by including a Previous Foreign Agent
Notification extension in its Registration Request message sent to
the new foreJ.gn agent. The ne.... foreign agent then builds a B1nding
Update message and transmJ.ts it to the rrobile node's previous foreign
agent as part of registration, requesting an ackno.... ledgment from the
preVious foreign agent. The extension includes only those values
needed to construct the Binding Update message that are not already
contained in the Reg1stration Request message. The authenticator for
the Binding Update message is computed by the mobile node using the
security associatJ.on shared with its previous foreign agent. This
notification will typically include the mobJ.le node's new care-of
address, allowing the previous foreign agent to create a binding
cache entry for the mobile node to serve as a fot'\l/arding pointer [5]
to its new location. Any tunneled datagrams for the mobile node that
arrJ.ve at its previous foreign agent after the forwarding pointer has
been created can then be re-tunneled to the mobile node's new care-of
address.

For th~s smooth handoff to be secure during registration with a ne....
forelgn agent, the mobile node and the previous foreign agent must
have a security assOC1ation. The security association is used to
authenticate the notification sent to the previous foreign agent.

The Mob1lity Agent Advertisement extension of the agent advertisement
message is revised under Route Optimization to include a bit
indicating that the foreign agent supports smooth handoffs.

The mobile nooe is responsJ.ble for occasionally retransmitting a
Binding Update message to its previous foreign agent until the
match1ng Binding Acknowledge message is received, or until the
!OClbile node can be sure that foreign agent has expired its binding.
The mobile node lS likely to select a small timeout value for the
lifetime available to such bindings sent to previous foreign agents.

4. Route Optimi:l;ation Message Formats

Route Optimizat10n defines four message types used for management
of binding cache entries. These message types fit in the nUmbering
space defined in the base Mobile IP specification for messages sent
to UDP port 434. Each of these messages begins ....ith a one-octet
held indicating the type of the message. The binding cache

When a rrobile node's home agent intercepts a datagram from the home
network and tunnels it to the mobile node, the home agent may deduce
that the orJ.ginal source of the datagram has no bindJ.ng cache entry
for the destination mobile nooe The home agent SHOULD then send
a Binding Update message to the original source nooe, informing it
of the rrobile node' 09 current mobility binding No acknowledgment
for such a BJ.nding Update message is needed, since additional future
datagrama from this source nooe intercepted by the home agent for the
mobile node will cause transmission of another Binding Update. For
a BindJ.ng Update to be authenticated by the original source nooe,
the source node and the horne agent must have established a mobility
security associatJ.on.
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management messages in this sectlon are carried by way of uvP, sent
to port 434.

The follOWing type codes are defined in thiS document:

Similarly, when any node (e.g., a foreign agent) receives a tunneled
datagram, J.f it has a binding cache entry for the destination mobile
nooe (and thus has no visitor list entry for thJ.s mobile nooe} , the
nooe receiving this tunneled datagram may deduce that the tunneling
nooe has an out -of 4date bJ.nding cache entry for this mobile nooe. In
this case, the receiving node SHOULD send a Binding warning message
to the rrobJ.le node's home agent, adVising J.t to send a Binding Update
message to the nooe that tunneled this datagram. A correspondent
nooe can determine the mobile node's home agent from the binding
cache entry, because the home agent address is learned from the
Binding Update that established this cache entry. The address of
the node that tunneled this datagram can be determined from the
datagram's header, since the address of the node tunneling this
datagram is the outer source address of the encapsulated datagram.
As in the case of a BindJ.ng Update sent by the mobile nooe' s home
agent, no acknOWledgment of this Binding Warning is needed, since
additional future datagrams for the mobile node tunneled by the
same node will cause the transmission of another Binding warning.
However, unlike the Binding Update message, no authentication of the
Binding warning message is necessary, since it does not directly
affect the routing of IP datagrams to the mobile node.

When sending an IP datagram, 1f the sending node has a binding cache
entry for the destination node, it SHOULD tunnel the datagram to the
mobile node's care-of address using the encapsulation techniques used
by home agents, and described in [9, 10, 3, 4J

3.2. Fore ign Agent Smooth Handoff

When a ITlObile node moves and registers with a new foreign agent, the
base Mobile IP protocol does not notify the mobile node's previous
foreign agent. IP datagrams intercepted by the home agent after
the new registration are tunneled to the mobile nooe' s new care-of
address, but datagrams in flight that had already been intercepted
by the home agent and tunneled to the old care-of address when
the ITlObile node moved are likely to be lost and are assumed to be
retransmitted by higher-level protocols if needed. The old foreJ.gn
agent eventually deletes its visitor list entry for the mobile nooe
after the expiration of the registration lifetime.

Route Optimization provides a means for the mobile nooe's preVious
foreign agent to be reliably notified of the mobile node'S new
mobility binding, allo....J.ng datagrams in flight to the mobile
nooe's previous foreign agent to be forwarded to its ne.... care-of
address. This notification also allows any datagrams tunneled to

16 Binding WarnJ.ng message
17 Binding Request message
16 Binding Update message
19 BJ.nding Acknowledge message

Route OptJ.miz.ation also reqUires one minor change to eXisting
Mobile IP messages: a new flag bit rmlst be added to the RegJ.stration
Request message, replacing a previously unused, reserved bit 1n the
message.

ThiS sectJ.on describes each of the new Route Optimization messages
and the change to Registration Request message.

4.1. B1nding warning Message

A Binding Warning message is used to transmit advice that a BJ.nding
Update is needed by one or rrore correspondent nooes or foreign
agents. This happens when the suggested recipients are likely to
have either no binding cache entry or an out-of-date binding cache
entry for some mobile node. When any nooe detunnels a datagram
destined for the mobile node, if it is not the current foreign agent
for the destination mobile node, that foreign agent SHOULD send a
Binding Warning message to the mobile nooe's home agent. If the
foreign agent does not have any information about the rrob1le node's
home agent, the foreign agent SHOULD send a Binding Warn1ng message
to the sender of the datagram (i.e., the correspondent node)

o 1 2 3
01234567890123456789012345678901

+ -+ -+-+- + -+ -+-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+-+ -+-+ - + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+-+
I Type Reserved I
+_+ _+ _+_+ 4+ _+_+ _+ _+_+ _+ _+_+ _+ _+ _+ _+ _+ _+ _+ _+_ + _+ 4+_+ _+ _+_ + _+ _+_+_+

\ Mobile Node Home Address I
+-+ -+ - + -+ -+ -+- + -+ - +-+ -+ -+- + -+ -+-+ -+ -+- + -+ -+- + -+ -+-+ -+ -+-+ -+- +-+-+
I Target Node Addresses
+-+ -+ -+-+- +- +- + -+ -+-+ -+ -+-+-+ -+-+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+- + -+ -+-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - +-+-+

The format of the Binding Warn1ng message is illustrated above, and
contains the following fields:

Type 16

Reserved Sent as 0; ignored on reception.
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provisions, it SHOULD be sent by the mobile node'S home agent in the
follo.... ing sJ.tuatJ.ons;

in response to a Binding Request message,

Mobile Node Home Address
The home address of the mobile node to ....hich the
Binding Warning message refers.

Target Node Addresses
Zero or lOClre addresses of nodes. Each address
identifies a node that should be the target of a
Binding Update message sent by the home agent. If no
addresses are present I the recipient of the message is
the intended target for the message.

A home agent will receive a Binding Warnlng message if a node
maintaining a binding cache entry for one of the home agent's mobile
nodes uses an out-of-date entry. When a home agent receives a
Binding Warning message, it SHOULD send a Binding Update message to
each target node address identified ln the Binding warning, giving it
the current binding for the mobile node identified l.n the mobile node
home address field of the Binding warning.

when a mobl.le node receives a ne.... care-of Address, l.t MAY send a
Binding warnl.ng message to l.ts Home Agent, requesting that the home
agent send Bl.nding Update messages to one or more correspondent
nodes. This feature MAY be used by the mobile node when it returns
to its home net....ork, so that the Home Agent will send out Binding
Updates with zero lifetimes to all the mobl.le node'S correspondent
nodes. It is important for the correspondent nodes to delete their
bl.nding cache entries for the mobile node when the mobile node no
longer has a care-of Address.

If a foreign agent receives a packet for a mobile node for
whl.ch there isn't any visitor list or binding cache l.nformatl.on
available, the forel.gn agent SHOULD send the Binding Warning to the
correspondent node that transmitted the undeliverable message.

in response to a Binding Warning message,

in response to the reception of a Binding Warning extensJ.on to a
Registration Request,

in response to the recept l.on of a packet destined for a mobile
node.

A Binding Update SHOULD also be sent by a lOClbile node, or by the
forel.gn agent ....ith which the mobile node is regJ.stering, ....hen
notl.fying the mobile node's previous foreign agent that the mobile
node has lOClved.

o 3
0123456789 123456789 12345678901

+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+- + - + - + - + -+ - +- + -+ - + - + -+ -+ -+ -+ - +- + -+ - +-+ -+ -+ -+-+
Type IAIIIMIGI Rsv I Lifetime I

+-+ -+ - +- + -+ -+- + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - +- + -+ -+-+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+- + -+- +- + -+ -+ - ... -+
Mobile Node Home Address I

+- +- ... - +-+ -+ -+- + -+ -+ -+ - + -+-+ -+ -+- + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+- + -+ - +- + -+ - +-+-+
Care-of Address I

+-+-+ - +~ + ~+ - ... -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - +-+ -+ -+- + -+ -+-+-+ -+-+ -+ -+- + -+ - +- + -+ -+ -+-+

I
IdentJ.fication +

I

I Extensions

The format of the Binding update message is illustrated above, and
contaJ.ns the following fields;

Type 18

4.2. Bl.nding Request Message

A Binding Request message is used by a node to request a mobile
node's current mobility bindl.ng from a mobl.le node or the mobl.le
node's home agen t .

A The 'A' (acknowledge) bit is set by the node sending
the Binding Update message to request a Binding
Acknowledge message be returned.

The 'I' (identJ.fJ.cation present) bl.t is set by the
node sending the Binding upda te message if the
identification field is present in the message.
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If the 'M' (minl.mal encapsulation) bit is set,
datagrams MAY be tunneled to the mobile node uSJ.ng
the ml.nimal encapsulation protocol [10]

1 2 3

1234.5678901234567890123456}8 9 01
+ -+ - +-+ -+ -+ -+-+ - + - +- ... -+-+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+-+ -+ - +-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - +
I Type \ Reserved I
+ -+ - ... ~ ... -+ - ... - ... - ... -+. + - ... - +-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+-+ -+ - +- + -+ - ... -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+
I Mobile Node Home Address I
+ - ... - ... - ... -+ ~ ... - ... -+ -+-+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - +- + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ . +

I I
+ Identification +

I I
+-+- +- + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+- +-+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - + -+ ~+ - +- + .. + -+ - ... -+ -+ -+ -+ - +

The format of the Binding Request message 1S illustrated above, and
contains the following fields;

G

Rsv

Ll.fetime

If the 'G' (Generic Record Encapsulation, or GRE) bit
is set, datagrams MAY be tunneled to the lOClbile node
using ORE [3]

Reserved. Sent as 0; l.gnored on reception.

The number of seconds remaining before the binding
cache entry must be consl.dered expl.red. A value
of all ones indicates infinity. A value of zero
indicates that no binding cache entry for the mobile
node should be created. and that any existing binding
cache entry (and visitor list entry, in the case of a
mobile node's previous foreign agent) for the mobile
node should be deleted.. The lifetime is typically
equal to the remaJ.ning lifetime of the mobile node's
registration.

Type 17

Reserved Sent as 0; ignored on receptJ.on.

Mobile Node Home Address
The home address of the mobile node to which the
Binding Request refers.

IdentificatJ.on
A 64-bit sequence nUmber, assigned. by the node sending
the Binding Request message, used to assist in matching
requests with replies, and in protecting against replay
attacks .

When the home agent receives a Binding Request message, it consults
its home list and determines the correct binding information to be
sent to the requesting node. Before satisfying the request, the home
agent is required to check whether or not the rrobile node has allo....ed.
the informatl.on to be disseminated. If the mobile node specifl.ed
the private (P) bit in its Registration Request message, then the
home agent must make no further attempt to satisfy Binding Requests
on behalf of that mobile node. In this case, the home agent SHOULD
return a BJ.nding lJpdate in which both the care-of address is set
equal to the rrobile node's home address and the lifetime is set to
zero. Such a Binding Update message indicates that the binding cache
entry for the specified mobile node should be deleted.

4 .3. Binding Update Message

Mobile Node Home Address
The home address of the mobile node to which the
Binding Update message refers.

care-of Address
The current care-of address of the rrobile node. When
set equal to the home address of the mobile node,
the Bl.nding update message instead indicates that no
binding cache entry for the mobile node should be
created, and any existing binding cache entry (and
visitor list entry, in the case of a mobile node's
previous foreign agent) for the mobile node should be
deleted.

Identification
If present, a 64-bit number, assigned by the node
sending the Binding Request message, used to assist
in matching requests .... ith replies, and in protectl.ng
against replay attacks.

Each BJ.nding Update message indicates the bJ.nding's maximum lifetime.
When sending the Binding update message, the home agent SHOULD set
this lifetime to the remaJ.ning registration lifetime. A node ....anting
to provide continued service with a particular binding cache entry
MAY attempt to reconfirm that mobJ.lity binding before the expiration
of the registration lifetime. such reconfirmation of a binding cache
entry may be appropriate ....hen the node has indications (such as an
open transport-level connection to the mobile node) that the binding

The Binding update message is used for notifl.cation of a mobl.le
node's current mobility binding. Subject to rate-limiting Perkins and Johnson
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cache entry is still needed. This reconfirmation is performed. by
the node sending a Binding Request message to the mobile node's
home agent, requesting it to reply .... ith the mobile node's current
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mobility bind~ng in a new Binding Update message. Note that the node
maintaining the bindlng SHOULD also keep track of the home agent's
address, to be able to fill in the destination IP address of future
Binding Requests.

As stated in Section 4.2, if the home agent chooses to respond to
a Binding Request for a mobile node that set the 'P' bit in its
registration, or which has returned hOfTle, it MUST send a Binding
Update with the care-of address set to the m:>bile node's home address
and with the lifetime eet to zero. The home agent may also send
such zero-lifetime Blnding updates to correspondent nodes named in
a Blnding Warning extension to a registration request that has the
'P' bit set or whlCh is effecting de-registration of the mobile node.
Flnally, the home agent MAY also send such zero-lifetlme Binding
Updates to foreign agents from which the mobile ncde was previously
registered but 'oIhich are no longer serving the mobile ncde. This
'oIould allo'ol such foreign agents to immediately reclaim any state
infonnation that pertained to the m:>bile node 'oIithout 'oIaiting for the
requisite lifetime to expIre.

When a node recelves a BInding Update message, It is required to
verify the authenticatlon in the message, using the m:>bility security
association it shares wlth the sender'S home agent. In such cases,
the authentication data is found in the Route Optimlzation or Smooth
Handoff authentication extenslon (Section 5), which is required. If
the authentication succeeds, then a binding cache entry SHOULD be
updated for use In future transmissions of data to the IOObile node.
Othenlise, an authentication exception SHOULD be raised.

Under all circumstances, the sending of Binding Update messages is
subJect to the rate llmlting restrictIon descrlbed in Sectlon 7 1

When using nonces for replay protect~on, the Identification field in
the Binding Update message is used differently, to still allow replay
protection even though the Binding Update is not being sent in reply
to a request directly from the target node. In this case, the home
agent is required to set the high-order 32 bits of the identlflcation
field to the value of the nonce that will be used by the home agent
In the next Binding update message sent to thls ncde. The low-order
32 bits of the identification field are required to be set to the
value of the nonce being used for this message.

Appendix G Outdated Internet Drafts

Up-to-date values of the Code fIeld are specified In the IOOst recent
"Assigned Numbers" [13]

5. Route Optimization Authentication Extenslon

The Route Optimization AuthenticatIon extension is used to
authenticate Route Optimizatlon management messages sent 'oIith
an SPI corresponding to the source IP address of the message.
This extension is subtype TBD of the Generalized Authentication
Extenslon [2). The authenticator value is computed, as before, from
the stream of bytes including the shared secret, the UDP payload
(that is, the Route optlm~zation management message), all prior
extensions in their entIrety, and the type, subtype, length, and SPI
of this extension, but not including the authentlcator field itself
nor the UDP header. This extension is required to be used in any
Blnding Update message sent by the Home Agent or the Mobile Node.

5.1. Mcdlfied Registration Request Message

one bit is added to the flag bits in the RegistratIon Request message
to Indicate that the m:>bile node would like its home agent to keep
its mobillty binding private. Normally, the home agent sends Binding
Update messages to correspondent nodes as needed to allow them to
cache the mobile node's binding. If the mobile node sets the private
('P') bit in the Registration Request message, the home agent MUST

NOT send the mobile ncde' s binding In any Binding Update message
Instead, each Binding Update message SHOULD give the mobile node's
care-of address equal to Its home address, and SHOULD give a lifetime
value of o.

Thus, the Reglstration Request message under Route OptimIzation
begins as shown below:

Thus, on each BindIng Update message, the home agent contnunicates to
the target node, the value of the nonce that will be used next time.
If no Binding Updates are lost in the network, the home agent and the
target node can remain synchronIzed with respect to the nonces being
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123456789 123456789 12345678901

used. If, however, the target node receives a Binding Update with
what it believes to be an incorrect nonce, it MAY resynchronize with
the home agent by using a Binding Request message.

4.4. B~nding Acknowledge Message

A Binding Acknowledge message is used to acknowledge receipt of a
Binding update message. It SHOULD be sent by a ncde receiving a
BindIng Update message in which the acknOWledge (A) bit is set; If ~n

addi tion that message also contains a valid authenticatIon extenslon
and Identification, the Blnding AcknOWledge MUST be sent.

o 1 2 3
01234567890123456789012345678901

+ -+ - +- +-+ -+ -+ -+-+ - + -+ -+- + -+ -+ -+-+ - +-+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+- + -+ -+-+ -+ -+- + -+ - +
I Type Reserved Status
+ -+ -+-+ -+ - +- + - ... - + - + -+ - +-+ -+ -+- + -+ -+- +-+ -+ -+ -+ - +. + -+ -+ -+ -+ - +-+ -+-+
I Mobile Node Home Address
+ -+ - +- + -+ -+- + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+- + -+ - +-+ -+ -+- + -+ - +-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - +

I
+ Identif~cation

I
+-+ -+ - +-+ - +-+ -+-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - +-+ -+ -+- + -+ -+- + -+ -+- + -+-+

The format of the Binding Acknowledge message is illustrated above,
and contains the following fields:

Type 19

Status If the Status is nonzero, this acknowledgment 109
negative. For instance, if the Binding update was
not accepted, but the incoming datagram has the
AcknOWledge flag set, then the status code should be
set appropriately in the Binding Acknowledge message.

Reserved Sent as 0; ignored on recept~on

Mobile Node Home Address
Copied from the Binding Update message being
acknowledged.

IdentificatIon
copied from the Binding Update message being
acknowledged, if present there.

+- + - + - +- + -+- +- + -+- +-+ -+ -+- + -+ - +-+ -+ - + -+ -+- +-+ -+ - +-+ -+ - +- + -+ - +- +-+
I Type IslBIOIMIGlxlTlpl Lifetime
+-+ - ... - +-+ -+ -+ -+ - ... - +- + -+ - +-+ -+ -+ -+ - ... -+ -+ - ... - + -+ -+ - +- +-+ -+ -+ -+ - +-+-+
I (Unchanged
+- +-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - + - + -+-+ - +

The prlvate ('p.) bIt is set by the node sending the
B~nding Update message to indlcate that the home agent
MUST keep its mobility binding private. In any B~nding

Update message sent by the IOObile node's home agent, the
care-of address SHOULD be set equal to the moblle ncde' s
home address, and the I ifetime SHOULD be set equal to O.

The other flag bits are as deflned in the base Mobile IP
specification [12] and for Reverse Tunneling [8]

6. Format of smooth Handoff Bxtensions

ThlS section specifies the format for messages which are used
to enable smooth handoff from a mobile node's previous foreign
agent to its new foreign agent when a m:>bile node initiates a new
registration.

6.1. Previous Foreign Agent Notification Extension

The Previous Foreign Agent Notification extension MAY be included
in a Registration Request message sent to a mobility agent (either
a foreign agent or the mobile node's home agent) It instructs the
IOObility agent to send a Binding Update message to the mobile ncde's
previous foreign agent on behalf of the mobile ncde, to notify it
that the IOObile node has moved. The previous foreign agent SHOULD
then delete the mobile node's visitor list entry and, if a new
care-of address is included in the BindIng Update message, create a
binding cache entry for the mobile node .... ith its new care-of address.
The Previous Foreign Agent Notification extension contains only those
values not othenlise already contained in the Registration Request
message that are needed for the new foreign agent to construct the
Binding Update message.
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1234567890123456789 12345678901

Allowable values for the Status include:

128 reason unspeci f ied
129 administratively prohibited
130 insufficient resources
131 sending node failed authentication
133 Identification mismatch
134 poorly formed Binding Update

+-+ -+ -+ - + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+- + -+ -+-+ -+ - +-+ -+ -+- + -+ -+-+ -+ - +-+ -.+ -+- +-+
I Type Length cache Lif etime \
+-+ -+ -+ -+ - +- +-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - +-+ -+ -+- +-+ -+ -+ -+ - + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+
I Previous Foreign Agent Address ,
+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - +-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - +-+ -+ - +-+ -+ -+ -+-+
I New care-of Address I
+- + -+ -+-+ -+ - +-+ -+ -+- + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+- + -+ -+- + -+ -+-+.+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+-+
I SPI I
+-+ -+ - +- + -+ - +-+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+- + -+ - +-+ -+ -+- + -+ -+-+ -+ - +- + -+ -+- +-+
I Authenticator
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T:ype 96

Length 14 plus the length of the authenticator

cache Lifetime
The number of seconds remaining before the binding
cache entry created by the previous foreign agent must
be considered expired. A value of all ones indicates
infinity. A value of zero indicates that the previous
foreign agent MUST NOT create a bind~ng cache entry for
the mobile node once it has deleted the mobile node's
visitor list entry. The cache lifet~me value is cop~ed

into the lifet1me field of the Binding Update message.

Previous Foreign Agent Address
The IP address of the mobile node's previous foreign
agent to which the new foreign agent should send a
Binding Upda te message on behal f of the mobil e node.

Appendix G Outdated Internet Drafts

out-of -date binding cache entry for the mobile node sending the
Registration Request.

o 2 3

0123456789 123456789012345678901

+ - ... -+ - +-+ -+ -+- + -+ - + - + -+ -+ -+ -+ - +- + -+ - + - + -+ -+-+ -+ -+ - + -+ - +-+ -+ -+ -+-+
I T:ype Length Reserved I
~ -+ -+ - +-+ -+ -+- + -+ -+ - + -+ - + - + -+ - + - + -+ - + - + -+ - + -+ -+ -+-+ - ... -+-+ -+-+- +-+
I Mobile Node Home Address I
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-... -+-+-+-+-+-+
I Target Node Addresses
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

The format of the Binding Warnl.ng extension l.S illustrated above, and
contains the following fields:

T:ype 16

Reserved Sent as 0; ignored on reception.

New care-of Address
The address for the new mobil1ty agent to send in the
Binding Update message to the previous foreign agent.

SPI security Parameters Index (4 bytes). An opaque
identifier. The SPI is copied over into the Smooth
Handoff authentl.cation extenSl.on by the new foreign
agent.

Mobil e Node Home Address
The home address of the mobile node to which the
Binding warning message refers.

Target Node Addresses
One or rrore addresses of the correspondent nodes tha t
need to receive Bl.nding Upda te messages. Each node
should be the target of a Binding Update message sent
by the home agent.

Authent l.ca tor
The authenticator value to be used in the Route
Optimization Authenticatl.on extension in the Binding
update message sent by the new foreign agent to the
mobile node'S previous foreign agent. This authenticator
is calculated only over the Bindl.ng Update message body.
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If a binding cache entry is created at the rrobile node's previous
foreign agent, it is treated l.n the same way as any other binding
cache entry. The New care-of Address in the extension SHOULD be
either the care-of address bel.ng regl.stered in the new registratl.on
(to cause IP datagrams from the previous foreign agent to be tunneled
to the new foreign agent) or the mobl.le node's home address (to cause
the previous foreign agent to delete its visitor ll.st entry only for
the rrobile node, but not forward datagrams for it) This latter
feature is especially valuable when a mobile node returns to its home
network.
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When a home agent receives a Binding warning extension as part of a
valid Registration Request, it SHOULD send a Binding Update message
to each target node address identified in the Bl.nding warning, gl.ving
it the current binding for the mobile node identified l.n the mobile
node home address field of the Binding warning.

When a mobile node returns to l.ts home network, -it SHOULD append
a Binding Warnl.ng extension to the Registration Request message
sent to its Home Agent, instructl.ng its home agent to send Binding
Update messages (naturally, with z.ero lifetimes) to one or more
correspondent nodes. It is important for the correspondent nodes
to delete their bindl.ng cache entries for the mobile node when the
rrobile node no longer has a care-of Address.

Mobile nodes SHOULD assign a small value to the cache Lifetime, so
that the binding created at the previous foreign agent will not take
up space in the foreign agent's bindl.ng cache for very long.

The Binding Update sent by the rrobil1ty agent to the prevl.Ous
foreign agent MUST have the IP address of the forel.gn agent as the
source address in the IP header. conceptually, the rrobility agent
l.S ~ ~forwarding" a Binding Update to the previous foreign agent,
albeit l.n a way that is specl.alized to the needs of the mobile
node to reestablish connectivity with the fewest number of packet
transmissions over its own link. The mobl.lity agent MUST set the ~A'

bit in the Binding Update message, so that the previous foreign agent
will know to send a Binding Acknowledge message back to the mobile
node.

6.2. Modifl.ed Mobility Agent Advertisement Extension

Performing smooth handoffs requires one minor change to the existl.ng
Mobile IP Mobility Agent Advertisement extension [12] A new flag
bit, the'S' bit, replaces a preViously unused reserved bit in
the extension, to indicate that the foreign agent supports smooth
handoffs. By default, every foreign agent that supports smooth
handoffs SHOULD support at least the establishment of a registratl.on
key by using elliptic curve key exchange [Ill

o 1 2 3
01234567890123456789012345678901

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
I T:ype Length Sequence NUmber
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
I Lifetime IRIB!HIFIM!GlxITISI reserved
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
I zero or rrore care -of Addresses
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- - -

7. Miscellaneous Home Agent Operatl.ons

7.1. Home Agent Rate Limiting

A home agent is requl.red to provide some mechanl.sm to limit the
rate at which l.t sends Binding Update messages to to the same node
about any given mobility binding. Thl.s rate l1ml.ting is especially
important because it l.S expected that, within the short term, most
Internet nodes will not support maintenance of a bindl.ng cache. In
this case, continual transmissions of Binding Update messages will
only waste processing resources at the home agent and correspondent
node, and along the Internet path between these nodes.

7.2. Managl.ng Binding Updates for correspondent Nodes

The home agent MAY keep a list of correspondent nodes from which it
has received Bl.nding Acknowledgements for Binding Updates for active
registrations (Le., registratl.ons whl.ch have not yet timed out) In
this case, when the home agent receives a valid Registration Request,
it MAY transmit new Bl.nding Updates to each correspondent node that
is on its list for the particular mobile node. In order to know
which correspondent nodes correctly received the Bindl.ng Updates, the
home agent SHOULD set the ~A' bit in the Binding update, requestl.ng
an acknowledgement.

Rate-limiting MUST be employed by a Home Agent offering this service,
as specified in section 7.1.

8. Miscellaneous Foreign Agent operations

This section details various operational considerations important
for foreign agents wishing to support smooth handoff. This includes

Thus, the proposed Trodification to the Mobl.lity Agent Advertisement
extension, l.llustrated above, keeps the advertisement almost the
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processl.ng Previous Foreign Agent Notification extensions, and the
maintenance of up-to-date binding cache entries.

same as in the base Mobile IP specification, except for adding the
follow ing bi t :

The'S' smooth handoff bit is set by the foreign agent
sending the agent advertl.sement message to indicate
that it supports the smooth handoffs, and thus the
Registration Key Request extension [11J

More detal.led information about the handling of this extension by
foreign agents is deferred until Section 8.1.

6.3. Binding Warning Extension

A mobile node MAY append a Binding Warning Extension to a
Registration Request. The Binding Warning extension is used to
advise a mobile node's home agent that one or more correspondent
nodes are likely to have el.ther no binding cache entry or an

8.1. Previous Foreign Agent Notification

When a foreign agent receives a Previous Foreign Agent Notification
extension, it creates a Binding Update for the previous foreign
agent, using the speCified SPI and precomputed authenticator sent to
it by the mobile node.

When the previous foreign agent receives the Binding Update, it will
authentl.cate the message using the mobill.ty security association and
SPI specified in the Binding update. If the message authentication
is correct, the visitor list entry for this mobile node at the
previous foreign agent will be deleted and a Binding Acknowledge
message returned to the sender. In addition, if a new care-of
address was included l.n the Binding Update message, the previous
foreign agent will create a binding cache entry for the mobile node;
the previous foreign agent can then tunnel datagrams to the mobile
node's new care-of address using that binding cache, just as any node
maintaining a binding cache. The previous foreign agent is also
expected to return a Binding Acknowledge message to the mobile node.
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Note that this B~nding Acknowledge is addressed to the mobile node,
and SHoULD be tunneled using the new b~nding cache entry. The
tunneled acknO'ltiledgment then SHOULD be delivered directly to the
new foreign agent, without having to go to the horne network. This
creates an interest~ng problem for the new foreign agent when ~t

receives the acknowledgment before the Regist rat~on Reply from the
home agent. It is suggested that the new forelgn agent delJ.ver the
acknowledgment to the mobile node anyway t even though the mobile
node is technJ.cally unregistered If there is concern that this
provides a loophole for unauthorized traffic to the ITPblle node, the
new foreign agent could limit the number of datagrams delivered to
the unregistered mobile node to this single instance. Alternatively,
a new extension to the Reg~stration Reply message can be def1ned to
carry along the acknOWledgment from the previous foreign agent. Th1S
latter approach would have the benefit that fewer datagrams would
be transmitted over bandwidth-constrained w~reless media during
registration.

Appendix G Outdated Internet Drafts

When the B~nding AcknOWledge message from the previous fore1gn agent
is received by the new foreign agent, it detunnels it and sends
~t to the mobile node. In this way, the mobile node can discover
that its previous foreign agent has received the Binding Update
message. The mobile node has to be certain that its previous foreign
agent has been notif1ed about its new care-of address, because
otherwise the previous foreign agent could become a "black hole"
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B. 2. Maintain1ng Binding caches

for datagrams destined for the rrobile node based on out-of -da te
binding cache entries at other nodes. The new foreign agent has no
further responsibihty for helping to update the binding cache at the
previous foreign agent, and does not retransmit the message even if
no acknowledgment is received.

If the acknowledgment has not been received after suffic~ent time,
the mobile node is responsible for retransmitting another Binding
Update message to ~ts previous foreign agent. Although the previous
foreign agent may have already received and processed the Binding
Update message (the Binding Acknowledge message may have been lost in
transit to the new foreIgn agent), the mobile node SHOULD continue
to retransmit Its Bind1ng Update message until the previous foreign
agent responds with a Binding Ackno.lliedge.
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Expanding the Binding Warning to allow a mobile node to send a list
of correspondent nodes to the Home Agent was suggested by Mohamad
Khalil, Emad Qaddoura, Haseeb Akhtar, and Liem Le of Nortel Networks.
Pete Mccann of Lucent also contributed text specify~ng additional
conSIderations under which the home agent could send zero-lifetime
Binding updates in section 4.3.

A. Mobility Security Assoc1ation Management

one of the most difficult aspects of Route OptImization for Mobile IP
in the Internet today is that of providing authentication for all
messages that affect the routing of datagrams to a rrobile node.
In the base Mobile IP protocol, only the home agent is aware of
the mobile node's mobil~ty binding and only the home agent tunnels
datagrame to the mobile node. ThUS, all routing of datagrams to the
mobile node while away from its home network is controlled by the
home agent. Authent1cation is currently achieved based on a manually
established mobility security association between the home agent and
the mobile node. since the home agent and the mobile node are both
O'IrIned by the same organization (both are assigned IP addresses within
the same IP subnet), this manual configuration is manageable, and
(for example) can be performed while the mobile node is at home.

However, with Route Optimization, authenticat~on 1S more difficult
to manage, s~nce a Binding Update may in general need to be sent to
almost any node in the Internet. Since no authentication or key
distribution protocol is generally available in the Internet today,
the Route Optimization procedures defined in this document MAY make
use of the same type of manual key distribution discussed in the base
Mobile IP protocol. For use with Route Optim1zation, a mobility
security association held by a correspondent node or a foreign agent
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must 1nclude the same parameters as required by base Mobile IP [12]
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secur1ty assoclatlons (perhaps only for specif1c set of its mobile
nodes) .

attempting to authent1cate. If the other node knows the correct
node-specific key, the authentication will succeed; otherwise, 1t
will fall as it should.

When the home agent needs a mobility security association as part
of Route Optlm1zat10n, it builds the node-specific key based on the
master key and the IP address of the other node wi th which it is

For a correspondent node to be able to create a b1nding cache entry
for a mobile node, the correspondent node needs a mobllity security
assoc1ation with either the ll'Obile node or its home agent. This
mobility security assoclation, though, could be used ln creating
and updating bindlng cache entries at this correspondent node for
all mobile nodes served by this home agent. Doing so places the
correspondent node in a fairly natural relationship "nth respect
to the mobile nodes served by this home agent. For example, the
mobile nodes may represent different people affiliated with the
same organization owning the home agent, with which the user of the
correspondent node often collaborates. The effort of establishing
such a mobility security association with the relevant home agent may
be more manageable (appendix B) than the effort of doing so w1th each
mobile node. It 1S similarly possible for a home agent to have a
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The working group can be contacted via the current chalrs'

+1 972-994-6709
+1 972-B94-5349
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manually established mob111ty security association with the foreign
agents often used by its mobile nodes, or for a particular moblle
node to have a manually established mobility security association
with the foreign agents serving the foreign networks that it often
visits.

In general, if the movement and cOlTlTlunication patterns of a moblle
node or the group of mobile nodes served by the same home agent are
sufficient to Justlfy establishing a ll'Obility security associatlon
with the mobile node's home agent, users or network admlnistrators
are likely to do so. Without establishing a mobility security
association, nodes will not currently be able to authenticate the
values transmitted in Route Optim1zation extensions.

B. USlng a Master Key at the Home Agent

Rather than storing each mobility security association that it has
established with many different correspondent nodes and foreign
agents, a home agent MAY manage its mobility security associations so
that each of them can be generated from a single master key. With
the master key, the home agent could build a key for any given other
node, for example by computing the node-specific key as

MDS (node-address I master-key I node-address)

where node-address is the IP address of the particular node for which
the home agent is building a key, and master-key is the single master
key held by the home agent for all mobillty security associatlons it
has established with correspondent nodes. The node-specific key is
buil t by computing an MD5 hash over a string consisting of the master
key with the node-address concatenated as a prefix and as a suffix.
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using this scheme, when establishlng each mobillty security
association, the network administrator managing the home agent
computes the node-speciflC key and communicates this key to the
network administrator of the other node through some secure channel,
such as over the telephone. The mobility security association
109 conf1gured at this other node ln the same way as any mobil1ty
security association. At the home agent, though, no record need be
kept that this key has been given out. The home agent need only be
configured to know that thlS scheme is in use for all of its mobility Perkins and Johnson Expires 6 March 2002 [Page 25]
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security associations between the mobile node and ltS home agent,
and again between the mobile node and the foreign agent currently
offering connectivity to the mobile node. This document specifies
extensions to the Mobile IP Registration Reply packet that can be
used to create such security information at the mobile node.

AJiIA Registration Keys for Mobile IP
draft-ietf-mobileip-aaa-key-09. txt

Status of ThlS Memo

Mobile IP requires strong authentication between the mobile node and
its home agent. When the mobile node shares a security association

AJiIA servers, such as RADIUS [13] and DIAMETER [4], are in use ..... ithin
the Internet today to provide authentication and authorization
services for dial-up computers such servlces are likely to be
equally valuable for mobile nodes using Mobile IP [12] when the
nodes are attempting to connect to foreign domains with AJiIA servers.
Requirements for interactions bet.....een AAA and Mobile IP are outlined
in RFC 2977 [6]; that document describes an infrastructure which
enables AAA servers to authenticate and authorize network access
requests from mobile nodes. See also appendix B. The Mobile IP
Registration Request is considered to be a request for network
access. It is then possible to augment the functionality of
the Mobile IP mobility agents so that they can translate between
Mobile IP registration messages and the messages used within the
AAA infrastructure architected in RFC 2977. Mobility agents and
AAA servers that conform to the requirements of RFC 2977 can be
considered as appropriate network entities to support the message
types specified ln this document. Please consult RFC 2977 for
further details.

This document is a submiss10n by the ll'Ob11e-ip Working Group of the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). COlTlTlents should be submitted
to the mobile-ip@sunroof.eng.sun.com ma11ing list.

Distributlon of thlS memo is unlimited.

This document is an Internet-Draft and 109 in full conformance with
all provisions of Section 10 of RFC2026. Internet-Drafts are working
documents of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), its areas,
and its working groups. Note that other groups may also distribute
working documents as Internet-Drafts.

Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at
any time. It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
material or to cite them other than as "work in progress. ~

The list of current Internet-Drafts can be accessed at:
http://www . ietf. org/ietf/lid-abstracts. txt

The list of Internet-Draft shadow Directories can be accessed at:
http://www . ietf. org/shadow. html.

Abstract

AAA servers, such as RADIUS and DIAMETER, are in use within the
Internet today to provide authentlcation and authorization services
for dial-up computers. Mobile IP requires strong authentication
between the mobile node and its home agent. When the mobile node
shares a security association ..... lth its home AAA server, however, it
is possible to use that security association to create derivatlve
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with its home AAA. server, however, J.t is possible to use that
security association to create derivative securJ.ty associatlons
between the mobile node and its home agent, and again between the
mobile node and the foreign agent currently offering connectivity to
the mobile node. This document spec1fies extensions to the Moblle
IP Registration messages that can be used to create those security
associations at the mobile node.

AAA servers typically use the Network Access Identifier (NAI) [1]
to uniquely identify the trobile node; the mobile node's home
address is not always necessary to provlde that funct10n. Thus,
It is possible for a mobile node to authenticate itself, and be
authorized for connection to the foreJ.gn domain, without having any
home address. However, for Mobile IP to work, the mobile node J.S
requJ.red to have a security association with its home agent. When
the Mobile IP RegistratJ.on Reply packet is authenticated by the
MN-AAA Authentication ExtensJ.on [3), the mobile node can verJ.fy that
the keys contained J.n the extensions were produced by the AAA server,
and thus may be reliably used to create security associatJ.ons with
the home agent, or alternatively with the foreign agent.

server, home agent, and foreign agent. However, the only message
flows specified in thls document are the RegJ.stration Request between
the mobile node and the foreign agent, and Registration Reply between
the foreign agent and the mobile node.

1. When a mobile node travels away from home, it may not have a
security association with J.ts home agent, perhaps because it does
not yet have a home address.

2. If the moblle node does not have a Mobillty Security Association
with the foreign agent, it SHOULD include an MN-FA Key Request
extension (see Section 10) as part of lts Registration Request
that it sends to the Foreign Agent.

3. Similarly, if the mobile node does not have a MobJ.lity Security
Association wlth the home agent, it MUST add an MN-HA Key Request
extension (see section 11) as part of its RegJ.stration Request
that lt sends to the Foreign Agent.

It is also assumed that the AAA entJ.ties involved (i.e., the AAAH,

AAAL, and the AAA interface features of the foreJ.gn agents and home
agents) all have means outside of the scope of this document for
exchanging keys. The extensions within this document are intended to
work with any AAA protocol suite that allows for such key exchange.
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4. If one or more Key Request extensions were added, the mobile
node adds the MN-AAA Authentication extenslon is added to its
Registration Request.

2. Terminology

security assocJ.ation
The information shared by two network nodes that
enables them to carry out the operatJ.ons needed for
some security protocol that the nodes intend to
operate. For the purposes of this document, all
security associations will contain the folloWing
information:

5 By action of the foreign agent, which J.S presumed to be also
a particlpant ln some AAA protocol, the mobile node'S key
requests and authenticatlon data are transferred, typically after
reformatting to fit into the appropnate AAA messages, which are
out of scope for this document.

6. At the time the information within the MN-AAA Authentication
extension J.S verlfJ.ed by the AAA server, the AAA server also
generates Key Material, if it has been requested by the mobile
node

4. MobJ.lity Security Associations

7. The respective AAA keys are distributed to the Home and Foreign
Agent via the AAA protocol.

Mobility security Associations between Mobile IP entities
(mobile nodes, home agents, foreign agents) contain both the
necessary cryptographic key information, and a way to identify

Any regJ.stration reply contaJ.ning the unsolicited MN-HA Key Material
From AAA extension MUST also contain a SUbsequent MobJ.le Home
Authentication Extension, created using the generated MN-HA key.
Slmilarly, a reply containing the Unsolicited MN-FA Key Material
From AAA extension MUST also contain a subsequent Mobile Foreign
Authentication Extension, created using the the MN-FA key.

[page 5]Expires 26 August 2002

8. The mobile node first generates the key using the Key MaterJ.al
provlded, according to lts security association with the AAA.
USJ.ng that key, the moblle node authenticates the Reply message.
If the Reply passes authentication and contains the Unsolicited
MN-HA Key Material From AAA extenslon (see sectJ.on 9), the
generated key is then used to establish the mobile node's
securlty association with J.ts home agent, and lS used to
authenticate the MN-HA authentication extension.

9. SlmJ.larly, if the Reply passes authentication and contains
the Unsolicited MN-FA Key Material From AAA extension (see
section 8), the mobile node generates the key using the Key
Material provlded, according to its security association with the
AM. The resulting key is used to establish the mobile node'S
security associatJ.on with its new foreign agent, and is used
to compute the authentication data used J.n the Mobile-Foreign
authentication extension.

Perkins, calhoun

Furthermore, J.n order to simplify the discussJ.on, '\ole have ueed the
word "Extension" instead of "SUbtype of the Generalized Extension"
ln many cases. so, for instance, instead of using the phrase "The
Unsolicited MN-FA Key Material From AAA subtype of the Generalized
MN-FA Key Reply Extension", we would instead use the phrase "The
UnsolJ.cited MN-FA Key Material From AAA Extension".

Also for the purposes of this document, a mobile
node is allowed to have a security assocJ.ation with
another node even though it does not necessarily
know the IP address of that node. It is only
required that the mobile node use the security
assocJ.ation for purpose J.n accordance with the
expectations of the other node.

key a nUmber, kept secret. Only nodes in
possession of the key have any hope of
using the security algorithm to obtain
correct resul ts.

SPI security Parameters Index. This number
enables selectJ.on of one security
association J.n case that several exist
between the two nodes operaing a securJ.ty
procedure.

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL
NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL"
in thJ.s document are to be interpreted as described in [2J.
Other termJ.nology ie used as defined in the base Mobile IP
specification [12]

security algorithm
A set of rules for using input data and a secret key
for producing data for use in security protocols.
For example, HMAC-MD5 [8] is the securJ.ty algorithm
that all nodes uSJ.ng Mobile IP must implement
for the purposes of producing and verJ.fying
authentication data.

Internet Draft AAA Keys for Moblle IP 26 February 2002

The key material is requested by the I1Dbile node in new extensions to
Mobile IP RegistratJ.on Request messages, and supplied to the fTPbile
node in extenslons to the Mobile IP RegistratJ.on Reply messages.
The method by which key material is supplied to the fTPbility agents
themselves is out of scope for this document, and would depend on the
particular details of the security architecture tor the AAA servers
in the foreign and home domains (see RFC 2977 and appendJ.x B). For
the purposes of thie document, we assume that there is a suitable AAA
infrastructure available to the foreign agents, and that the I1Dbile
node does have a security association with at least one AAA server J.n
its home domain.

When a fTPbile node depends on an AAA lnfrastructure to obtain
authorization for network connectivity and Mobile IP registration,
it may not have any pre-existing security relationships with either
its home agent, or the foreign agent controlling the access to the
foreign network. The extensions defined in this document allow a AAA
agent to supply key material to mobile nodes to be used as the basis
of its security association with mobile agents (foreign agente and
hOfl1e agents) The AAA agent that '\oIill act on these extensions is
part of the AAA infrastructure, and is typically identified withJ.n
the foreign domain by methods outside the scope of this specification
(see appendJ.x B)

3. OVerview of Operations with Key Extensions

Mobllity security Associations shared between mobile nodes and home
agents also require a replay protection method. The followlng table
contains the supported replay methods.

RFC 3220 [12]
RFC 3220 [12]
RFC 3220 [12]

ReferenceName

None
Timestamps
Nonces

Replay Method

the cryptographic algorithm which uses the key to produce the
authentication information typically included in the Mobile Home
Authentication extension or the Mobile Foreign Authentication
extension. In order for the mobile node to make use of key materlal
created by the AAA server, the mobile node also has to be able to
identify and select the appropriate cryptographic algor1thm that uses
the key to produce the authentication.

The algorithm identifiers are tabulated in the list of AuthentJ.cation
Algorithms allowable as values for the "Attribute Type" (5)
(i.e., "Authentlcation Algorithm"), one of the classifications
in the tabulated Attribute Types for "IPSEC Security AssocJ.ation
Attributes". See http://www . iana. org/assignments! isakmp-registry
for the full listing of all Attribute Types and other Attributes for
IPSEC Security AssocJ.ations.

5. Key Material Creation and Derivation

[Page 3]
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The protocol and messages in this document are intended to facllitate
the follOWing operations which may occur between the mobile node, AAA

ThJ.s section contains the procedures followed in the creation of the
Key Material by AAA servers, and the key derivation procedures used
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by mobile nodes. Note that the AAA servers will also make use of the
derivatlon procedures to deliver the keys Vla the AAA protocol. AAA
servers that follow these procedures will produce results that can
be understood by mobile nodes. Mobility agents (home agent, forelgn
agent) will faithfully transcribe the results mto the appropriate
Mobile IP extensions

I Type Subtype Length
+ -+ -+ - +- + ~+ -+- + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - +-+ -+ -+ - + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+- + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+
I MN-FA Key Reply Subtype Data
+ -+ -+ - +-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ ~ + - + -+ + -+ -+ - +-+ -+ -+- + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+

Figure 2: The Generallzed Mobile IP MN-FA Key Reply Extens10n
The example that follows makes use of HMAC-MDS [7J All mobile nodes
and roobility agents implementing Mobile IP, and implementing the
extensions specified in this document, MUST implement HMAC-MD5 (12]
Other cryptographic functions MAY alao be used.

Type TBD (not sklppable) (see [12J and section 13)

The followl.ng steps are performed on the AAA server:

1. The AAA server identifies the rooblle node. If the Home Address
field of the Registration Request is either zero (O), or all ones
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Subtype a number assigned to identify the way in which the
MN-FA Key Reply Subtype Data is to be decrypted to
obta1n the reg1stration key

(i), then the Mobile Node's NAI is used instead of the mobile
node's home address.

Length The 16-bit Length field is equal to the number of bytes
in the MN-FA Key Reply Subtype Data.

2. The AAA server generates a random [5] value of at least 64 bits
to be used as the Key Mater1al.

3. The AAA server prov1des the random value for later insertion into
the Key extension, in the "Key Material" field.

The following steps are performed on the mob1le node:

1. The mobile node calculates

MN-FA Key Reply Subtype Data
An encoded copy of the key to be used between the
mobile node and the foreign agent, along with any other
information needed by the recipient to create the
designated Mobility security Associat1on.

For each subtype, the format of the MN-FA Key Reply Subtype Data has
to be separately defined according to the part1cular method required
to set up the security associat1on

key .. HMAC-MD5 (Key Material I home address)

2. The mobile node creates the security association, using the key
and the other relevant informat1on in the Key Extension.

In some cases, the MN-FA Key supplied 1n the data for a subtype of
this extension comes by a request wh1ch was sent uS1ng a subtype of
the Generalized MN-FA Key Request EXtension. In that case, the SPI
to be used when employing the security assOCIation defined by the
reg1stration key is the same as given 1n the original request.

The secret key used wi thin the HMAC-MD5 computation 1S the AAA-key
pointed to by the AAA SPI, which has been previously configured as
the baS1S for a security assocation between the mobile node and the
AAA server creating the key.

6.3. Generalized MN-HA Key Request Extens10n

Figure 3 illustrates the Generalized MN-HA Key Request Extension.

6. Generalized Key Request/Reply Extens10ns

The extensions 1n this section are General1zed Extens1ons, and have
subtypes as specified 1n section 7.

6.1. Generalized MN-FA Key Request Extension

Figure 1 illustrates the Generalized MN-FA Key Request Extens1on.

2 3

123456789 123456789012345678901
+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ ~+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - + -+ -+- + -+ -+-+ -+ -+ -+-+
I Type Subtype Length I
+ -+ - + - +-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+- + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+
I Mobil e Node SPI I
+ - ... -+ - +-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - ... -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+ -+-+
I MN-HA Key Request Subtype Data
+ .... - ... -+ -+ -+ - +-+ -+ - +-+ -+ -+ - +-+ - +- +- +-+- + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+- + -+ -+-+ ~+ -+ -+-+

Figure 3: The Generalized Mob1le IP MN-HA Key Request Extension3
123456789 123456789 12345678901

+ -+ - +- + -+ -+ - + - ... -+ ~+ -+ - +- + -+ -+ -+ -+ - +-+ -+ -+- + -+ - +- + -+ -+ -+ -+ - +- + -+-+
I Type Subtype Length
+ -+. +- +-+ - +- +-+ -+ -+ ~+ - +- + -+ - +-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+- + -+ -+ -+ -+ - +-+ -+ - +- + -+-+
I Mobile Node SPI
+ -+ -+-+ -+ ~ +-+ - ... - +- +-+ - + ~ + ~+ - +- + - + - +- + -+- +-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - +-+ -+ - +- + -+-+
I MN-FA Key Request Subtype Data
+ -+ - ... - + -+ - +-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - +- + -+ - +-+ -+ - +-+ -+ -+- + -+ -+ -+ -+ - +-+ -+ - +- + -+-+

Type

Subtype

TBD (not Sk1ppable) (see (12] and sect10n 13)

a number assigned to identify the way in
which the Key Request Data is to be used when
generating the registration key

Figure 1: The General1zed Mobile IP MN-FA Key Request Extens~on
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Mobile Node SPI The Secunty Parameters Index that the mobile
node will assign for the security association
created for use with the registration key.

Length The 16-bit Length field indicates the length of
the extension. It is equal to the number of
bytes in the MN-FA Key Request Subtype Data plus
4 (for the Mobile Node SPI field), and SHOULD be
at least 20.

TBD (not skippablel (see [12] and section 13)

a number assigned to identify the way in
Wh1Ch the Key Request Data is to be used when
generat1ng the registration key

The 16-bit Length field indicates the length of
the extenslon. It is equal to the number of
bytes in the MN-HA Key Requeet Subtype Data plue
4 (for the Mobile Node SPI field), and SHOULD be
at least 20.

Length

MN-HA Key Request Subtype Data
Data needed to carry out the creation of the
reg1st ration key on behalf of the roobile node.

Mobile Node SPI The Security Parameters Index that the mobile
node will assign for the security assoc1ation
created for use with the registration key.

The Generalized MN-HA Key Request Extension defines a set of
extens1ons, identified by subtype, which may be used by a mobile node
in a Mobile IP Registration Request message to request that some
other entity create a key for use by the mobile node with the mobile
node's new home agent.
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MN-FA Key Request Subtype Data
Data needed to carry out the creation of the
registration key on behalf of the mobile node.

6.4. Generalized MN-HA Key Reply Extension

The Generalized MN-FA Key Request Extension defines a set of
extensions, identified by SUbtype, which may be used by a roobile node
in a Mobile IP Registration Request message to request that some
other entity create a key for use by the mobile node with the mobile
node's new foreign agent.

6.2. Generalu;ed MN-FA Key Reply Extension

2 3

123456789 123456789012345678901
+- + -+- +- + -+ -+- + -+ - +-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - +- + -+ -+- + -+ -+-+ -+ - +-+ -+ - +-+ -+ - +-+-+
I Type Subtype I Length I
+ -+ -+ -+- + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+-+
I Lifetime I
+ -+ -+ - +-+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - +-+ -+ -+-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+ -+ - +-+-+
I MN-HA Key Reply Subtype Data
+ -+ -+ -+- + -+ -+- + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+- + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - +-+ -+

The Generalized MN-FA Key Reply extension suppl~es a registration key
requested by using one of the subtypes of the Generalized MN-FA Key
Request extension. Figure 2 illustrates the format Generalized MN-FA
Key Reply Extension.

Figure 4; The Generalized Mobile IP MN-HA Key Reply Extension

Type TBD (not skippable) (see [12] and section 13)

2 3
123456789 123456789012345678901

+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ - +- + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+- + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+

Subtype a number ass1gned to identify the way in which the
MN-HA Key Reply Subtype Data is to be decrypted to
obtain the registration key
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Length The 16·bit Length field mdicates the length of the
extension. It is equal to the number of bytes in the
MN-HA Key Reply Subtype Data plus 4 (for the Lifetlme
fIeld) Perkins, calhoun
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LIfetime ThIS field indicates the duratlon of time (1n seconds)
for which the MN-HA k.ey is valid.

For each subtype, the format of the MN-HA Key Reply subt}'Pe Data has
to be separately defined according to the particular method required
to set up the security association.

MN-HA Key Reply subtype Data
An encrypted copy of the key to be used between the
mobile node and its home agent, along with any other
information needed by the rrobile node to create the
designated Mobility security Association with the home
agent.
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1 J
1234567890123456789 12345678901

.o.- + -+- +-+ -+ -+ - + -+ -+ -+ -.o. -+-+ -+ - +-+ -+- +- + - + ~+ -+ -+ -+- + -+ -+ -+ -+-+ -+-+

I ~= I
+-+ -+ - +-+ -+ - +-+ -+ -.o. - + -+ -+ -.o. -+ -+ -+ -+ - +-+ -+ -+- + -+. +- + -+- +- + -+ -+- +-+
I HA SPI I
+- ... -+ - +-+ -+ -+-+ -+ - +- +-+ - ... -+ -+-+- + -+ -+ -+ -+ - .o.- + -+ -+-+ -+ -+-+ -+ - +-+-+
I Algorithm Identifler Replay Method. I
+- + -+ -+- + -+ -+ - + -+ -+ -+ -+ - +-+-+ - + - + -+ -+-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+ -+ ~ + -+ -+ -+ -+-+
I Key Material
+ -+ -+ - +-+ - ... - +-+ -+ -+ - + -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+-+ -+-+ -+-+- + -+ - +- + -+- +- + -+ -+- +-+

Figure 6; The unsolicited MN-HA Key Material From AAA
SUbtype-specific oata

7. Key Request/Repl y Subtypes

The extension subtypes 1n this sectlon are SUbtypes of the
Generalized Extensions specified In section 6.

AAA SPI

HA SPI

A 32-bit opaque value, indicating the SPI that the
mobile node must use to determine the algorithm to use
for establishing the HA security lnformation.

The SPI for the security ASsociation to the HA that the
MN creates as a result of processing this extension

8. Unsolicited MN-FA Key Material From AAA subtype

The unsollcited MN~FA Key Material From AAA extenslon, shown 1n
figure 5, uses subtype 7 of the Generalized MN-FA Key Reply Extension
(see sect10n 6.2).

1 J
1234567890123456789 12345678901

+ -+-+ - + -+ -+ - + -+ -+- + -+ -+ -+ -+ - +-+ -+ - +-+ -+ - +-+ -+ - +-+ -+ - +-+ -+ - +- + -+-+
I Lifet1me I
+ -+- +-+ -+ - +-.o. -+. +-+ -.o. - +- + _+ -+-+ _+_ +_ + -+ -+_+_+ _+ _+_+ - +_.o. - + _+ - +_+ - +

I ~= I
+ -+ -+-.o. _+ _+_ + - + - +_ ... _+ _+_ + - +_ +_+ _+ - +_+_+ - +_+ _+ _+_ + _+ - +_ + _+ _+ - + _+ - +

~S~ I
+ -+ -+- + -+ -+ -+ -+ - +- + -+ -+- + -+ -+-+ ~+ -.o. _+ _+ - +_+ _+ _+_ +_ ... _+ - + _.o. - +-+ -+ - +
I Algorithm Ident1fier Key Material
+ -+ -+-.o. -+ -+-.o. - ... -+-+ -+ - +-+ -+ - +- +-+ - +- + -.o. - +- + -+- +- ... _+ - +-+ -+ _+ - +-+ - +

Figure 5; The Unsollc1ted MN-FA Key Material From AAA
SUbtype-specific Data

AlgOrl thm Identifier
This field Indicates the algorithm to be used for
future computations of the MN-HA Authentlcation
Extenslon (see sectlon 4)

Replay Method
ThlS field contains the replay method to be used for
future Registration messages (see section 4)

Key Material
A random [5] value of at least 64 bits.

The Unsolicited MN-HA Material Key From AAA subtype-speciflc data 1S
shown In figure 6. The Mobile Node creates the MN-HA key using the
Key Material that has previously been conf1gured for securing all
such communication requirements with the AAA server which will be
contacted within the AAA infrastructure (see appendix B) The key
is intended for use by the rrobile node to secure future Mobile IP
registrations with its home agent. The MN-HA Key Reply MUST appear
in the Registration Reply before the MN-HA Authenticat10n extension.

once the rrobile node creates the MN-HA Key, by using the algorithm
specified 1n the AAA SPI, it stores the HA security Information
indexed by the HA SPI in ItS list of Mobile security Assoc1ations.
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The mobile node uses the Identlfication field data from the
Registration Request as ItS initial synchronization data with the
home agent.

lifetIme This fleld Indicates the duration of tlme (in seconds)
for which the MN-FA key IS valid.

10. MN-FA Key Request From AAA Subtype

AM SPI A 32-bit opaque value, indicating the SPI that the
mobile node must use to determine the algorithm to use
for establishing the FA security information.

FA SPI The SPI for the security Associatlon to the FA that the
MN creates as a result of processing this extension

The MN-FA Key Request From AAA SUbtYPe data uses subtype 7 of the
GeneraliZed MN-FA Key Request EXtension {.gee section 6.1) The
MN-FA Key Request From AJ>,A extension MUST appear in the Registration
Request before the MN-AAA Authentication extension. The SUbtype data
field is zero in length.

Algorithm Identifier
This field indicates the algorithm to be used (selected
from among the values in the "Authentication Algorithm"
table cited in section 4) for future computations of
the Mobile-Foreign Authentication Extension.

Key Material
A random [5J value of at least 64 bits.

The Key Material is added by the AAA server for use by the mobile
node in creating the MN-FA key, which is used to secure future Mobile
IP registrations with the same fore1gn agent. The Unsolicited MN-FA
Key Mater1al From AAA extenslon MUST appear in the Registration Reply
before the Mobile-Foreign Authentication extension.

11. MN-HA Key Request From AA.A Subtype

The MN-HA Key Request From AAA subtype data uses subtype 7 of the
Generalized MN-HA Key Request Extension (see section 6.3) The
MN-HA Key Request From AAA extension MUST appear in the Registration
Request before the MN-AA,A Authentication extension. The SUbtype data
field is zero in length.

12. Error Values

Each entry in the following table contains the name of Code [12J to
be returned In a Registration Reply, the value for the Code, and the
section in which the error is first mentioned in this specification.

Error Name value Section
Once the mob11e node creates the FA security Information, by using
the algorithm indexed by the AAA SPI, it stores the FA Security
Information indexed by the FA SPI in its list of Mobile Security
Associations.

If the foreign agent receives a Registration Reply that has no
unsolicited MN-FA Key Material From AAA extension, and thus cannot
establish a Mobllity Security Association with the mobile node, the
foreign agent MAY change the Code value of the Reg1stration Reply to
MISSING_MN_FA (see section 12), effectively caus1ng the registration
to fail.

9. unsolicited MN-HA Key Material From AAA Subtype

The l1nsolicited MN-HA Key Material From AAA is subtype 1 of the
Generalized MN-HA Key Reply Extension (see sectlon 6.4)

13. lANA Considerations

The numbers for the Generalized Extensions in section 6 are
taken from the numbering space defined for Mobile IP registrat10n
extensions defined in RFC 3220 (12) as extended 1n RFC 2356 [10].
The numbers suggested in this section are already in use by
implementations which have been tested for interoperability.

The number 7, assigned to the l1nsolicited MN-HA Key Material From AAA
Subtype extension, was taken from the numbering space defined for the
Generalized MN-HA Key Reply Extension (see section 6.4)
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A. Changes Since Previous Revis10n

In this revis10n of the document, there have been several major
changes as a result of suggestions received during Last call.

Generalized Key Extensions previously spec1fied in another
document have been instead specified in th1S document in order
that this document can be self-contained and not dependent on the
standardization status of the other document.

Additional explanat10n has been included for the purposes of
clarifying the problem space and solution approach.

An appendix has been added to describe the expected AAA
1nfrastructure that will produce the keys that are to be
distributed within the extensions specified in this document.

Ladder diagrams have been 1ncluded to illustrate the expected
message flows conta1ning the extensions defined in this docwnent.

HMAC-MD5 has been mandated for implementation by the lTObile node,
for compatibility with RFC 32:2:0 [12:) The example text has been
modified accordingly (see section 5)

A table of Algorithm Identifiers has been identified as the
numbering space for algorithm selection when establishing
the security associat10n using the keys distributed with the
extensions in this document. See section 4.

A terminology section has been added.

Th1S appendix has been added.
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B. AAA Infrastructure

Internet Draft AM Keys for Mobile IP 2:6 February 2:002: In this appendix, we attempt to capture the main features of a basic
model for operation of AAA servers that is assumed for understanding
of the use of the Mobile IP registrat10n extensions described in this
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third-party processing should not have any effect on the MobJ.le IP
extensions specJ.fied in this document, and so no description is
provided here; see RFC 2977 [6] for more detaJ.ls.

I I I I
I AAAL ,--------------, MAR I
I I I I

document, This informat~on has been adapted from the discuBsJ.on in
RFC 2977 (6)

Within the Internet, a mobile node belongJ.ng to one administrative
domain (called the home domaJ.nj often needs to use resources provided
by another administrative dalMin (called the foreign domain) .
An forelgn agent that handles the rrobile node's RegistratJ.on
Request is likely to require that the mobile node provide some
credentials that can be authenticated before access to the resources
is permitted. These credentials may be provlded as part of the
Mobile-AAA Authentication extension [3J, relying on the existence
of an AAA infrastructure such as is described in this section, and
also described in RFe 2977 and Rye 3012 (3J such credentials are
typically managed by entities within the mobile node's home domaln.
They may be also used for setting up secure corrmunications with the
mobile node.

MN mobile node
FA .. foreign agent
AAAL = local authority
AAAH = home authority

I I
I FA I
, I

I I
I MN I
I I

I
I I I I I
IAAALI I [MARl
I ,-- --- - --- -- - -- --- - -, I

I
I

I I
I MN I-
I I

Local Domain

I I
-I FA I
I I

MN
FA
AAAL =
MAR •

Home Domaln

mobile node
foreign agent
local authority
home authority

Figure 8: securJ.ty Associations

Nodes in two separate administrative domains (for instance, AAAH
and AAAL) often must take additional steps to verify the identlty
of their communicatl0n partners, or alternatively to guarantee
the prlvacy of the data maklng up the communication. While these
considerations lead to important security requirements, as mentioned
above in the context of security between servers, we consider the
exact cholce of security assoclations between the AAA servers to
be beyond the scope of thJ.s document. The chOlces are unlikely
to depend upon Mobile IP, or any specific features of the general
model illustrated in figure 7. on the other hand, the security
associatl0ns needed between Mobile IP entities are of central
importance ln the design of the key exchange extensions in this
document.

One further detail deserves mention. The key assoclations to be
established between the mobile node and the foreign agent have

Flgure 7, AAA Servers ln Home and Local Domains

The foreign agent often does not have direct access to the data
needed to verlfy the credentlals. Instead, the foreign agent is
expected to consult an authority (typically in the same foreign
domain) ln order to request proof that the rrobile node has acceptable
credentials. Since the foreign agent and the local authority (AAAL)
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are part of the same administrative domain, they are expected to have
established, or be able to eEltablish for the necessary 11fetime, a
secure chaJU1el for the purposes of exchanging senSltive (access)
infonnation, and keeplng it prlvate from (at least) the visitlng
mobile node.
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to be communicated to the foreign agent as well as to the mobile
node. The way that the key is distrlbuted to the foreign agent
is not relevant to any material in this document, and lS expected
to be handled as part of the AAA protocol processing between the
AAAH and MAL, and the further AAA protocol processing between the
AAAL and the forelgn agent. Any method by which the key can be
securely transmitted to the AAJ>J.., and then relayed (possibly wlth
re-encryption) to the foreign agent, is expected to be outside the
]urisdictl0n of any Mobile IP specificatlon, and thus compatible ( by
reason of non-interference) with the protocol extensions specified in
this document.

The local authority (MAL) ltself may not have enough information
stored locally to carry out the verif ication for the credentials
of the rrobile node. In contrast to the foreign agent, however,
the MAL is expected to be configured wlth enough information to
negotiate the verification of mobile node credentials with its home
domain. The home and foreign domains should be configured wlth
sufficient security relationships and access controls so that they
can negotlate the authorization, and also enable the mobile node to
acqulre securlty associatl0ns with the foreign domain. requested
resources. For the purposes of the key exchanges specified withln
this document, the authorlzation lS expected to depend only upon
secure authentication of the mobile node'S credentials.

C. Message Flow for Requesting and Receiving Registration Keys

In this section, we show message flows for requesting and receiving
a registration key from the AJ>..A lnfrastructure, described in
section B. Challenge values, as specified in [3], might be added to
the Advertlsement and Registration messages for additional replay
protection, but are not illustrated here.

Diagram 9 illustrates the message flow for the case when the mobl1e
node explicitly requests a registration key.

Once the authorization has been obtalned by the local authority, and
the authorJ.ty has notlfled the foreign agent about the successful
negotiation, the forelgn agent can deliver the Reglstration Reply to
the mobile node along with the de~J1red key materlal.

In figure 7, there mJ.ght be many mobile nodes from many different
Home Domains. Each Home Domain provides a AAAH that can check
credentJ.als originating from mobile nodes adminJ.stered by that Home
Domain. There is a security model implicit in figure 7, and it is
crucial to identJ.fy the specific security associations assumed in
the security rrodel. These security associations are illustrated in
flgure 8, and are considered to be relatively long-lived securlty
a ssocia t i ons .

MN FA

I I
1<--- Advertisement-----j
1 (if needed) I
I I
1-- RReq+AM Key Reg. ·->1
, 1---
'I I
I 1<---
1<-- RRep+AAA Key Rep·--I

I I

AAA Infrastructure

I
I
I
I
I

RReq + AM Key Req. --->1
[

RRep + AAA Key Rep.---I

I
I

First, lt is natural to assume that the mobile node has a security
association with the AAAH, since that is roughly what it means for
the mobile node to belong to the home domain.

Second, from the model illustrated in figure 7 it is clear that AAAL
and AAAH have to share a security association, because otherwise
they could not rely on the authentication results, authorizations,
nor even the accounting data which might be transacted between them.
Requiring such bilateral security relationships is, however, in the
end not scalable; the AAA framework MUST provide for more scalable
mechanisms, but the methods by which such a broker model is to be
created are out of scope for this document. See RFC 2977 for more
details.

Figure 9: Message Flows for Requesting and
Receiving Registration Keys

In diagram 9, the following message flow is illustrated:

1. The foreign agent disseminates an Agent Advertisement. This
advertisement MAY have been produced after receJ.vJ.ng an Agent
solicltation from the mobile node (not shown in the diagram).

FinallY, from fJ.gure 7, it is clear that the foreign agent can
naturally share a secunty assOCJ.ation with the AAAL. This is
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2. The mobile node creates a Registration Request including the
MN-HA Key Request and/ore !'IN-FA Key Request, as needed, along
with an authorization-enabling authentication extension as
required by Moblle IP [12]

necessary ln order for the model to work because the foreign agent
has to have a way to find out that it is permissible to allocate
the local resources to the mobJ.le node, and further to transmit any
successful Registration Reply to the rrobl1e node.

Figure 8 illustrates the natural security assoclations we understand
from our proposed model. Note that there may be, by mutual agreement
between AAAL and AAAH, a third party lnserted between AAAL and
AAAH to help them arbitrate secure transactions in a more scalable
fashion. The broker model which has been designed to enable such

3. The foreign agent relays the Registration Request either to its
locally configured AAA Infrastructure (see appendix B), according
to local policy.

4. The foreign agent receives a Reglstration Reply with the
appropriate indications for authorizing connectv1 ty for the
moblle node, which also includes the necessary AAA Key Reply
extensions. Along with this Registration Reply, the foreign
agent may also receive key material by some other secure method
appropriate for communlcations between it and its local AM
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Questions about thls memo can also be directed to the authors:

infrastructure.

5. The forelgn agent relays the Registratl0n Reply to the mobile
node, along with the new Key Reply extensions to be used by the
ll'Obile node to establish security associations with the relevant
ll'Obility agents (foreign agent and/or home agent)

Dlagram 10 illustrates the message flow for the case when the
mobile node receives an unsolicited registration key from the AAA
Infrastructure.

USA
Phone: +1972-894-6709
Ema11 . Basavaraj. Pa til@nokia

USA
Phone: +1 847-202-9314
Email- PRoberts@MEGISTO.com

Pat R. Calhoun

Black Storm Networks
250 Cambrldge Avenue, Suite

Charles E. Perkins
Communications Systems Lab
Nokia Research Center
313 Fairchild Drive

MN FA AAA Infrastructure

I I
1<--- Advertisement----- 1
1 (if needed) 1

I I
I ------ RReq ----------,1 I
1 ------- RReq ----·-------->1
I I
1 <--- RRep + AAA Key Rep. ---I
1<-- RRep+AAA Key Rep. - - 1

I I

Figure 10: Message Flow for Receivlng
Unsolicited Registration Keys
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In diagram 10, the followlng message flow is illustrated:

1. The foreign agent dissemlnates an Agent Advertisement _ ThlS
advertisement MAY have been produced after receiving an Agent
Sollcitation from the moblle node (not shown in the diagram)

Mountain View, California 94043
USA
Phone; +1-650 625-2986
EMail; charliep@iprg.nokia
Fax: +1 650 625-2502

Palo Alto, california, 94306
USA
Phone; -+1 650-617-2932
Email: pcalhoun@diameter.org
Fax: -+1 650-786-6445
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Internet Draft

Expires 26 August 2002
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2. The mobile node creates a Registration Request including an
authorization-enabling authentlcation extension as required by
Mobile IP [12].

3 _ The foreign agent relays the Registration Request either to its
locally configured AAA Infrastructure (see appendix B), accordlng
to local pol icy.

4. The foreign agent receives a Registratl0n Reply with the
appropriate indications for authorizlng cOIUlectvity for the
ll'Obile node, WhlCh also includes the necessary AAA Key Reply
extensions. Along with this Registration Reply, the foreign
agent may also receive key material by some other secure method
appropriate for corrmunications between it and its local AAA
infrastructure.

5. The fore1gn agent relays the Registration Reply to the mobile
node, along with the new Key Reply extensions to be used by the
rn::;:.bile node to establish security associations with the relevant
rn::;:.billty agents (foreign agent and/or home agent)

Addresses
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Appendix I IP Packet Sizes

It is very difficult to determine THE average IP packet size, as this is dependent of the
payload. Sniffing many packets at a representative point on the Internet and analyzing the
results will give an impression. The following text and images were copied from the site
http://www.caida.org/analysis/AIX/plen hist/

Packet Length Distributions

The packet length distribution seen at NASA Ames Internet Exchange (AIX) is fairly
constant, with no substantial trend observed between May 1999 and February 2000.

The following graphs show the distribution of IP packet sizes seen at the NASA Ames
Internet Exchange (AIX). These packet length distributions are generated from multiple short
traces collected at various times of day over two approximately one-week periods. Because
these distributions contain contributions from the different workloads carried by the network
at different times of day, they should represent more of an 'average' picture of the packet size
distribution than any individual trace. However, no attempt has been made to normalize the
contributions of individual traces. The distributions presented here are simply those of the
concatenated traces.

Additionally, these distributions have been plotted for packet sizes less than 1600 bytes only.
This allows the structure of the distributions to be presented in greater detail, but ignores the
very small fraction oflarge packets that appear in these traces (typically less than 0.005% of
packets).
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C~m~lative Distrib~tion of Packet Sizes seen at AIX
from Thu May 13 19:13:46 1999 to Wed May 19 13:02:20 1999
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Fig 1: IP packet length distribution from 39 trace files captured between Thursday, May
13th 1999 at 19:14:36 PDT and Wednesday, May 19th 1999 at 13:02:20 PDT.

Statistics for the underlying packet length distribution:

Mean: 413 bytes, Standard Deviation: 509 bytes
Median: 93 bytes, Percentiles: 5th 40 bytes, 25th 40 bytes, 75th 576 bytes, 95th 1500 bytes
Number of Observations: 127 million packets [127710031 packets]

These numbers correspond to the red curve in the figure above.
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Cumulative Distribution of Packet Sizes seen at AIX
from Sun Feb 20 16:01:51 2000 to Sun Feb 27 13:59:18 2000
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Fig 2: IP packet length distribution from 43 trace files captured between Sunday,
February 20th 2000 at 16:01:51 PST and Sunday, February 27th 2000 at 13:59:18 PST.

Statistics for the underlying packet length distribution:

Mean: 420 bytes, Standard Deviation: 521 bytes
Median: 78 bytes, Percentiles: 5th 40 bytes, 25th 40 bytes, 75th 576 bytes, 95th 1500 bytes
Number of Observations: 84 million packets [84415871]

These numbers correspond to the red curve in the figure above.

The primary features of this distribution are all due to the way common TCP implementations
divide a data stream into packets. Approximately 85% of the traffic in these traces is TCP,
and a large proportion of this TCP traffic is generated by bulk transfer applications such as
HTTP and FTP. Consequently, the majority ofthe packets seen are one ofthree sizes: 40 byte
packets (the minimum packet size for TCP) which carry TCP acknowledgements but no
payload, 1500 byte packets (the maximum ethemet payload size) from TCP implementations
that use path MTU discovery, and 552 byte and 576 byte packets from TCP implementations
that don't use path MTU discovery.

These two distributions are strikingly similar despite the fact that the second is based on data
coIlected more than 9 months after the first. The second distribution has a slightly larger
contribution from packets smaIler than 100 bytes, but the difference is quite small. The
foIlowing graph shows how the mean and median values vary over the entire duration of our
study.
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Appendix I IP Packet Sizes
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Fig 3: Mean and median packet length values for each packet trace collected between
Thursday, May 13th 1999 at 19:14:36 PDT and Sat Mar 1113:57:38 PST 2000. Values
have been binned by week, and the median for each bin is plotted with first and third
quartile error bars.
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This appendix gives the original and the extended assignments of the graduation project.

Original Assignment
Page 1/2:

Assignment

16lntegrating WLAN Solutions into a Macro Cellular Network"

Student: Tom van Sebille
Eindhoven University ofTechnology
Suggested period: 1 Dec. 2001 - 31 Aug. 2002

Ing. A.S.P. Jongen (Alfons) & R. Crutzen (Rob)
Libertel-Vodafone
Department: Technology Development

Customer Data Solutions
Gelissendomein 5
6229 GK Maastricht
Telephone: +31 (0)433557670/ +31 (0)654670670
& +31 (0)433557119/ +31 (0)654670739

E-mail: Alfons.Jongen@Libertel.nl
& Rob.Crutzen@Libertel.nl
Date: 19 Nov. 2001

Introduction
Libertel-Vodafone1 in Maastricht is part of the global Vodafone Group Pic It provides (mobile)
telecommunication services. It has a GSMlGPRS network, which completely covers The Netherlands.
It does not only offer voice services, but also data services. For the GPRS network, Libertel
Vodafone has built an IP backbone network. The department Technology Development (TD)
investigates innovative services for the near future on a customer-focussed base. The section
Consumer Data Solutions (CDS) concentrates on new and extended data services for consumers and
corporates.

Background
The ownership of the IP backbone, as well as the developments in the field of wireless
communication, allows Libertel-Vodafone to offer a new kind of radio access technology, Wireless
LAN (WLAN). Libertel-Vodafone would like to investigate the technical aspects of offering this
broadband radio access at certain areas, the so-called hotspots (airports, railway stations, conference
rooms), at first. The idea is that their GPRSIUMfS users can have access to the Internet via the
WLAN in those hotspots. Libertel-Vodafone could then function as the access provider for the users
that have a GPRSIUMfS account and therefore stays in control of the customer relation.

Problem statement
The main problems are

I. the authorization of WLAN users, based on their GPRS account,
2. the seamless IP handovers between a GPRS connection and a WLAN connection and vice

versa.

Assignment
The objective of the assignment will be the investigation of how these problems can be solved and
implemented in a demo. The first problem requires extra attention, because it needs to be
demonstrated in the live-and-operational Libertel-Vodafone network. This also involves consulting
and gaining commitment from other Libertel-Vodafone departments. For the second problem, a non
live demonstration would suffice, which might be extended to the live network at a later stage.
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Time planning
I) Literature study and consulting of Libertel-Vodafone departments involved about (2 months)

a) the GSM network,
b) GPRS I UMTS,
c) WLAN,
d) and the IP backbone
e) radius-server (also expertise available at TU/e that can be used).

2) Make a concept how to handle the problem (2 months)
3) Implement it in a demo (3 months)
4) Writing the report (2 months)

Some points of special interest are:

• Authentication (AuC-HLR interfaces I functionality I configuration),
• access management (Authorisation),
• Accounting (billing),
• Security,
• WLAN Radio Planning in hotspot areas,
• dimensioning of required transmission capacity,
• Profile of the WLAN users (what data rates en quality do you want to support with WLAN

network)

An extra feature would be adding the Bluetooth technology as an extra way to access the Internet.

E~tended Assignment

Extended Assignment Tom van Sebille

Meeting notes of 25-03-2002

During the meeting at the 25th of March 2002, attended by Jacco Kwaaitaal from TUle and Al Jongen,
Rob Crutzen and Tom van Sebille from Vodafone NL, dep. Customer Data Solutions (CDS), the
following points were discussed:

I) The work Tom has done up to now;
2) The status of the GPRS-WLAN interworkingpilot at Vodafone NL and the role ofCDS in it;
3) It is decided to extend the assignment of Tom van Sebille.

Depending on the decision of the Vodafone NL Management Board Tom will:
A) Assist in the GPRS-WLAN interworking pilot with Ericsson as project coordinator. Points of

special interest will be:
i) 3'd party roaming (RADIUS proxying; user profiles);
ii) security aspects «mutual) authentication; encryption);
iii) handover solution, see;
iv ) business model;

B) Retrieve knowledge from Vodafone Global (U.K.) which has been gained in other GPRS
WLAN interworking pilots (D2Vodafone-Cisco, OmniteIVodafone-Nokia). points of special
interest will be:
i ) security aspects «mutual) authentication; encryption);
ii ) handover solution, see;

Either way, Tom will investigate, develop, and implement a solution for seamless handovers between
WLAN and GPRS. The solution will be found using Mobile IP. It will be a small-scale solution, not
affecting the Vodafone NL network, since Vodafone Global has stated that this doesn't have a high
priority.
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